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ABSTRACT 

This study analyzes economic and governmental factors in political violence, using both 

a cross-national quantitative analysis and an histor.cal case study of EI Salvador. Since at least 

the time of Aristotle, political violence has been a concern of social philosophers and social 

scientists. While it has often been seen primarily as revolutionary, political violence can be 

reconceptualized to include violent acts for political purposes carried out by an established 

regime as well as by its opponents. Such a broadening of the concepts facilitates neutral 

measurements of political violence, such as by death rate per population from domestic political 

conflict 

For convenience, useful theories of political violence may be broken down into two main 

types. The first type, which may be called inequality theory, postulates some type of inequality, 

generally economic inequality, as a major cause of political violence. The second type of theory. 

which may be referred to as collective action theory, generally emphasizes the influence of the 

political interaction of competing actors. Other theories stress factors such as land inequality and 

population density. 

The cross-national analysis of this study found that income inequality and government 

sanctions were two of the more robust independent variables contributing to political violence. 

Similarly, the historical case study of EI Salvador, particularly a comparison of the outbreaks of 

political violence occurring in 1932 and in 1979-84, suggests an important role in political 

violence was played by both income inequality and 90vernment sanctions. The finding that both 

of these variables contribute significantly and simultaneously to political violence implies that 

inequality theory and collective action theory may be partly compatible with each other. Also, the 
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relationship between income inequality and political violence was found to be much stronger 

than the relationship between land inequality and political violence. This finding suggests that 

attempts to prevent political violence solely by addressing land inequality, as in many 

government land reform programs, will likely fail as long as they do not address the more 

fundamental factor of income inequality. 
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CHAPTER 1 

l'I-E<JE'JrAL..~PECTNES (j\f Kl..I1rAL VD..ENCE: 

A FRAMEWORK FOR ANAL. YSIS 
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Political violence has been a concern of social philosophers and social scientists since at 

least the time of Aristotle. The use of violence for politic&! ends has been a topic of great 

interest, indeed fascination, to many social theorists (Cohan, "975: 29). This use of violence for 

political purposes has generally been conceptualized as a threat to the existing order, rather than 

as a product of the existing order. Hence !t\ere has been a close association between theories 

of political violence and theories of revolution. Political violence, in short. has been seen 

primarily as revolutionary, or as carried out by opponents of an existing regime. Thus it has been 

viewed as a factor negatively affecting political stability (Muller, 1985: 47). This kind of 

conceptualization has been reinforced by throries stressing the role of deprivation of the 

masses in generating political violence (Gurr, 1970's) and by theories emphasizing the 

"collective" ni~l\lre of political violence (Tilly, 1978). There is no intrinsic reason, however, why 

one cannot reconceptuaJize political violence to include violent acts for political purposes carried 

out by an established regime as well as by its opponents. Such a broadening of the concept may 

allow more objective attempts at measurements. such as by death rate, measures independent 

of the political loyalties of the perpetrators. A concept of political violence which is "neutral" 

concerning whether the perpetrators are governments or their opponents still retains important 

ties to the issues of revolution and political stability. 

Most theorists of revolution have characterized it as inherently violent (Cohan, 1975: 

28). Yet they have been especially interested in revolution because of the sweeping changes in 

social structure which accompany it This can lead to difficulty because violence need not 

precede sweeping social-structural changes. In this study, we shall be primarily interested in 

explaining political violence ~ ~ rather than in explaining major changes in the structure of 

society. 
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In an influential forrnulation, Gurr (1970's: 3) defines political violence as "all collective 

attacks within a political community against the political regima, its actors - including competing 

political groups as weH as incumbents - or its policies." It should be noted that the inclusion of 

attacks against "competing political groups" apparenUy extends the definition to encompass 

violence carried out by government forces. HOW2Yer. most of Gurr's theory deals with violence 

by dissidents. As defined. the concept of political violence subsumes revolution. ordinarily 

defined as "fundamental socio-political change accomplished through violence" (Gurr. 1970's: 

4). In this view. revolution is thus seen as a special. if particularly important. case of political 

violence. Political violence. whether carried out by a regime or by dissidents, has important 

implications for political stability. It is certainly preferable to conceptualize political violence in 

such a wfr1 that it is not carried out only by dissidents. The notion that political violence is stric~y eo 

dissident phenomenon ignores government actions which are just as political. and just as 

violent, as the corresponding behavior among dissidents. Muller (1985) resolves this problem 

very effectively by conceiving of political violence as a death rate per population. This 

formulation is admirably neutral in terms of the politicalloyatties 01 the perpetrators of the 

violence. It is an empirically useful measure as well. allowing the use of quantitative data and 

analytic techniques. Yet the notion of political violence as a death rate per population also retains 

clear implications for political stability. In particular. we may expect that the higher the death rate 

per population from political violence. !he greater the political instability. Hence Muller's 

measure. in addition to its empirical and analytic advantages. goes a long way toward 

conceptually clarifying the relationship between political violence and political instability or 

revolution. 
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Unfortunately, much of the literature on political violence has suffered from a lack of 

conceptual clarity and of thooretical sophistication. So-called theories of political violence such 

as the "outside agitator" theory, the "gun theory," or the "killer instinct" theory (Nieburg, 1969: 

19 - 37) are cases in point They are not really theories, but rather are popular explanations 

emphasizing the American scene almost exclusively, or focusing unduly on the individual lew I of 

analysis. Fortunately, however, there have been formulations of theories of political violence 

which genuinely fall 'JIIithin the e&tegory of social science theory, and which have generated 

considerable research. If we confine ourselves to this category of genuine social science theory, 

and further to those theories which appear to have produced fruitful research, then theories of 

political violence may be, for convenience, broken dOYm into two main types. The first type may 

be called inequality theory. It postulates some type of ineql.:&lity, generally economic inequality, 

as a major independent variable in a chain of events leading to political violence, the dependent 

variable. Inequality theory is usually, but not always, associated with an emphasis on the social

structural origins of behavior. The second type of theory may be referred to as collective action 

theory. This type encompasses various versions of the resource mobilization perspective, the 

collective action model of Tilly (1978), as well as a political process model of potiticaJ violence. 

The collective action theory generally, though again not always, emphasizes the political 

interaction of competing actors, who make choices based on costs and benefits in order to 

achieve their goals. It 'JIIi1l be useful to examine inequality theory and collective action theory in 

tum, and to tie them to both classic and modern works in the literature of political violence. 

One of the earliest, and most influential, formulations of the int:quality tr.~ of political 

violence is found in the works of Aristotle. Aristotle's starting point was an assumption that the 

many forms of government which have sprung up were guided by an implicit acknowledgment of 
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the principle of equality. even in cases where mankind failed in attaining equality. He focused 

particularly on two forms of government demoaacy and oligarchy. While democrats could be 

moved to revolt by the desire for equality. the subjects of oHgarchs could also be moved 10 revolt 

by the desire tor equality, the subjects of oligarchs could also be moved to revolt by the desire 

for equality. In both eases, inequality was seen as the primary cause of revolution and political 

violence. "Everywhere inequality is a cause 01 revolution, but an inequality in which there is no 

proportion - for instance, a perpetual monarchy among equals; and aJw~s it is the desire for 

equality which rises in rebellion" (Aristotle, 1984: 2066). Aristotle's formulation of the "very 

springs and fountains 01 revolution" constitutes one of the first statements 01 inequality theory. If 

the hypothesis proposed above is correct, i.e. if the greater the political instability, the higher the 

death rate from politieaJ violence, then Aristotle's principle m~ be taken as a theory of a ma;or 

cause of political violence, albeit quite a simple theory. Inequality, defined as th~ siM.dil')l'I in 

which the citizens have different voices in the decision process, is seen as the main cause of 

revolution and hence of political violence (Cohan, 1975: 49). While the perception of inequality 

is important in the actual process whereby revolution is generated, Aristotle's inequality theory is 

noneti u:;ess grounded in the structure of society. Euripides, in the tragedy "The Suppliants" 

(1894), makes a similar argument He says that in a nation, the "have-nets," who are hard put 

even to sustain themselves, may become filled with envy, hence dangerously susceptible to 

beguiling by "tongues of evil men," who may cause them to rise up and do violence to the 

"useless rich." It is only the relatively contented "midmosf' order, or the middle classes, which 

can preserve the social order ordained by the state. Again inequality is seen as a driving force 

behind political instability and violence. A!exis de Tocqueville. in a work published many 

centuries later (1835) similarly declared: "Almost all the revolutions which have changed the 

aspect of nations have been made to consolidate or to destroy social inequality. Remove the 
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secondary causes which have produced the great convulsions of the world, and you will almost 

always find the principle of ir..equality at the bottom." In other words, while :nequality is viewed as 

the main independent variable leading to revolution, other independent variables could also be 

incorporated into the model. deTocqueville thus made the Aristotelian formulation of inequality 

theory more flexible. while retaining the basic principle of inequality. Partly because of this 

combination of an ancient idea with increased sophistication, deTocqueville's principle remains a 

classic statement of inequality theory to this day. Like Euripides, deTocquevilie sees the middle 

classes, particularly in democracies, as key opponents of revolution. Since all revolutions more 

or less threaten the tenure of property, and since most of those who live in democratic countries 

have property and benefit from equality of conditions, this class will generally oppose revolution 

(1835: 304). Only in those cases where people are suffering from inequality of conditions, 

generally in non-democratic countries, is revolution likely to take place. Hence inequality is the 

primary cause of revolution, but cleTocqueville does not specify precisely what the "secondary 

causes" might be. 

Now, while inequality could conceivably be a necessary condition of civil violence, it 

apparently is not sufficient, since there are cases of chronic inequality where civil violence is not 

seen to occur. Aristotle's model, in short. may be too simple. Many modem authors, recognizing 

this problem, have sought to rectify it by developing and testing somewhat more sophisticated 

models of political violence. One of the mere influential of these attempts i:; a paper by Russett 

(1964). Russett notes that violence and political instability are not one and the same thing. That 

is, it is possible to have regimes in which the rulers maintain themselves in power for long periods 

despite the chronic outbreak of violence (Colombia and South Vietnal;'l) and also regimes which 

avoid Significant violence even though governments may topple annually (France throughout 
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most of the Third and Fourth Republics). However, in attempting to account for the different 

aspects of stability, Russett uses several quite different indices, one of which is internal group 

violence. At a theoretical level, in discussing economic inequality, Russett chooses to 

emphasize land inequality. Specifically, he analyzes the degree to which agricultural land is 

concentrated in the hands of a few large landholders. Russett gives several major reasons for 

focusing on land inequality. First, he says that land distribution is "intrinsically of maior interest," 

citing its role in ~e theory of Latin American political instability presented by Kling (1956). 

Russett also cites the fact that "the United States government has long warned its allies in poorer 

nations about the need for land reform" (1964: 445). The fact that a variable is critical in policy 

does not mean that it should be critical in social science theory, however. Russett virtually admits 

that a lack of data on income inequality and other measures in part motivates his theoretical 

concern with land inequality. "Information on land tenure is more readily available, and is of more 

dependable comparability, than are data on the distribution of other economic assets like current 

income or total wealth" (1964: 444). To his credit, Russett went on to help develop such income 

inequality data as part of the World Handbook data set Had such cross-national data on income 

inequality been available in 1964, however, Russett might not have given such great weight to 

land inequality in his influential theory. Indeed, the emphasis on land inequality as the cause, 

and on land reform as the cure, for prjjitical instability might have been shoWn to be misplaced. It 

was not until the mid-1960's's, hovvever, that the relative importance of income inequality as a 

cause of political violence was empirically demonstrated (Muller, 1965; Muller and Seligson. 

1986). 

Russett's Original paper (1964) nevertheless made some important contributions. He 

found that, of three different measures of political instability, violent political deaths was the most 
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highly correlated with inequality. This result held for three different measures of inequaliW. in a 

sample of 47 countries. The data on violent political deaths 'Net"e taken from Rudolph Rummel's 

Dimensionality of Nations Project, which collected data on the number 01 people killed as a result 

of internal group violence during the years 1955 - 1957. Russett extended the time period to 

1950 - 1962, and modified the data to allow for the size of the total population in question, 

making the index deaths per 1 million people (1964: 448). Adjusting the data on violent deaths 

for population is a procedure later followed by Muller (1985), in part because an index adjusted 

for population could be expected to be more closely related to political stability than an index not 

adjusted for population. 

Russett (1964: 452) carried out a cross-national test of the basic hypothesis that 

extreme inequality of land distribution leads to political instability. Using a multiple regression 

technique, he also examined simultaneously the effect of various "secondary causes": GNP per 

capita, percentage of labor force in agriculture, and percent of farms rented. By far the most 

imPortant variables in the equations for "predicting" instability \N'ef'e first the Gini index of lend 

inequality and then the percentage of the labor force in agriculture. The strongest relationship 

Russett found was between the land inequality index and violent deaths. Russett thus found 

some support for the hypothesis of a positive linear relationship between inequality, in this case 

land inequality. and political violence, though he qualifies this result by noting that a considerable 

amount of the variance was left "unexplained." Still, Russett's paper served to carry forward the 

tradition of inequality theory and to encourage an interest in the land inequality variable among 

later researchers in the field of political violence. 

Russett also makes a methodological point conceming the study of political violence 

which is worthy of mention in the context of the present research. Russett emphasizes the value 
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and importance both of case studies of particular countries and of true comparative, a"oss

national analysis. As he puts it (1964: 444), "Case studies are essential for providing depth and 

insight, but generalization requires eventual attention to many cases." For this reason. as will be 

discussed in detail in the next chapter, the present study of political violence will employ both a 

cross-national analysis of many cases and a case study of EI Satvador. 

Six years after Russett's article appeared, Ted Robert Gurr published his monumental 

relative deprivation theory of political violence (Gurr, 1970's). No serious social-scientific study of 

political violence can afford 10 ignore this vvork, if only because of its influence in shaping the 

lenns of the subsequent discussion of political violence. GI.Irr'S theory is included here under 

the heading of "inequality th~ry" only after careful consideration. The reason is that Gurr's 

theory, some observers charge, places too much emphasis on a psychological mechanism, i.e. 

frustration, and therefore is not in the same category as other inequality theories which place 

greamr emphasis on social structure as a cause of violence. However, as will be seen, Gurr's 

model is not primarily a psychological one, and it is indeed tied to ~.ocial-structuraJ conditions. 

Hence it seems reasonable to include it in a discussion of inequality theories of political violence. 

While the present study will not attempt to test the psychological mechanism of the frustration

aggression hypotheSis, it will thoroughly test the sociological basis of Gurr's theory, i.e. the 

principle that inequality tends to produce political violence. Gurr's theory (1970's) may be viewed 

as one of a number of applications of that general principle. A similar categorization of Gurr's 

theory is used by other analysts of political violence (e.g., Eckstein, 1980's; Muller, 1985). 

Gurr's model can be summarized as foHows: (1) pofitical violence is seen as a form of 

aggression; (2) aggression results from anger. which is produced by frustration; (3) frustration in 

tum is produced by a perceived conftict between what people believe they are rightfully entitled 
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to and what they believe they are capable of attaining, i.e. a "discrepancy between men's value 

expectations and their value capabilities" (Gurr, 1970's: 13). This discrepancy is defined as 

relative deprivation. The primBIY causal sequence in the theory is first the development of 

discontent. which may be produced and intensified by social conditions such as inequality; 

second, the po!iticization of that discontent, and finally its actualization in violent action against 

political objects and actors. 

It has frequenUy been pointed out that the notion of relative deprivation is derived from 

the frustration-aggression hypothesis in psychology, which states "that the occurrence of 

aggressive behavior alwlrls presupposes the existence of frustration, and contrariwise, that the 

existence of frustration always leads to some form of aggression" (quoted in Cohan, 1975: 200). 

As noted above, the relative deprivation model is not primarily a psychological theory, however. 

In fact, it has a sociological basis. As Gurr points out, it is societal conditions which increase the 

intensity of discontent by increasing "the average level or intensity of expectations without 

increasing capabilities" (Gurr, 1970's: 13). This kind of discrepancy follOlNing a period of "rising 

expectations" formed the basis 01 Davies' (1982) J-curve theory of revolution. Societal 

conditions which may have this discontent-producing effect include the value gains of other 

groups and the promise of nevv opportunities. ImportanUy for our purposes, the triggering 

societal conditions may also include inequality. Short-term deterioration in a group's conditions 

of life mlrl have the same effect, since it reduces capabilities without reducing expectations. The 

causal chain in Gurr's model thus begins with societal conditions such as inequality, runs through 

frustration and aggression and finally to political violence. Gurr's model, while it includes a 

psychological mechanism, is thus rooted in social-structural conditions. The innuence of these 
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During the 1970's's, as more data became available, scholars began a series of attempts 

to investigate cross-nationally the causes of politicaJ violence. Some of these studies focused 

directly on the linkage betvveen economic inequality and political violence. Sigel man and 

Simpson (1977) brol!l)ht together for empirical testing three theoretical perspectives on the 

relationship betvveen economic inequality and political violence. Using then newty-available data 

on personal income inequality, they found a moderate iinear relationship between inequality and 

violence. Neither of two curvitinear perspectives, the "v-curve" hypothesis of H.T. Davis (1948), 

nor the "inverse v curve" hypothesis of Nagel (1974) received even moderate support. Davis 

hypothesized that violence is more likely in nations closer to the extremes of income 

concentration or dispersion. Nagel, drawing on a relative deprivation argument, hypothesized 

that violence is most likely at intermediate levels of inequality and least likely at the extremes of 

concentration and dispersion. However, Sigelman and Simpson found support only for the 

simpler, Unear hypothesis: that the greater the inequality in the national distribution of personal 

incomes, the greater the 12'..'21 of political violence (1977: 106). Sigelman and Simpson used a 

measure of political violen.::e devised by Hibbs (1973). Hibbs constructed E:t summary measure of 

internal war by computing the natural log of the sum of three indicators - assassinations, mmed 

attacks, and deaths from domestic violence - and it was this summary measure which was 

adopted by Sigelman and Simpson. They also controlled for a number of "secondary causes," to 

retum to deTocqueville's phrase: affluence, social mobility, sociocultural heterogeneity, and rate 

of ~ocial change. Introducing these additional explanatory variables did nothing to bolster the 

explanatory power of income inequality (Sigelman and Simpson, 1977: 104). While 
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straightforward to the point of being unambitious, the Sigelman and Simpson (1977) study is 

important for at least two reasons. First. by its finding of some empirical support for a moderate 

linear relationship between inequality and violence, it helped to keep inequality theory alive as a 

viable perspective on political violence. Second, by investigating curvilinear hypotheses, the 

stlJdy helped lay the groundworX for later work on cuiVilinear explanations of political violence, 

such as Muller's (1985) finding of strong empirical support for a curvilinear relationship between 

regime repressiveness and political violence. 

Aside from inequality theory, the second major category of explanations of political 

violence may be termed collective action theory. General works within this perspective include 

resource mobilization arguments (Jenkins Eif\d Perrow, 1977; McCarthy and Zald, 1977), the 

political process model (McAdam, 1982), and especiaJly the work of Charles Tilly. The collective 

action perspective, as noted above, generally focuses on the interaction of comp2ting political 

actors, who make choices based on costs and benefits in order to achieve their goals. 

Proponents of this school of thought aJso tend to focus on variation in the extent to which 

dissident groups are able to mobilize resources for sustaining political insurgency. The political 

process model emphasizes the level of organization within dissident groups, their belief in the 

likelihood of success of collective protest, and the structure of political opportunities available to 

them for achieving their demands. One key indicator of the structure of political opportlJnities 

available to dissident groups is the government's use of coercive sanctions (Muller, 1985: 56). 

While inequality theory would predict a relationship cross-nationally between inequaJity and 

political violence, the political process version of colle<:tive action theory would predict a 

relationship cross-nationally between government's use of coercive sanctions and political 

violence. 
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The collective action model of political violence is represented by the work of TUIy (1975; 

1978) and his associates. The fuRest statement of this theory is found in Tilly's From Mobilization 

to Revolution (1978). What will be presented here is a brief outline of key points of the theory, 

with an emphasis on the theory's relevance tor research on the causes of political violence. 

Tilly's model begins with a simple conception of the polity. Polities are divided into 

members, who have access to the political decision-making process, and challengers, who do 

not (Tilly, 1978: 53). Both members and challengers are struggling for power, an increase of 

which shows up as an increasing rate of retum on expended resources. All challengers seek to 

enter the polity; all members seek to remain within it Based on the opportunities and threats 

confronting them, or the costs Mel benefits of given actions, challengers will select particular 

methods of seeking to enter the polity. At one extreme, violent action, including revolution, may 

be selected if it is the most cost-effective method under existing conditions. 

In o,'der for collective action 10 occur in Tilly's model, there must be shared interests 

among the challengers who will carry out the action. They must have something to gain, and 

must realize they have something to gain. The interests must possess organization or a unifying 

structure (1978: 54), and must be mobilized, i.e. must collectively control significant resources. 

Beyond this, collective action will not occur unless there is sufficient opportunity for it, i.e. the 

present political situation must favor the group's attempts to gain its goals. This is the "structure 

of political opportunities" referred to above in the political process model. Here is where the 

effect of variables such as regime repressiveness or government's use of coercive sanctions 

enters the model. The effects of these variables on political violence can be tested cross

nationally, as well as explored in case studies. These effects, derived from both inequality theory 
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and collective action theory, will be examined in the cross- national portion of this study, as well 

as investigated in the Salvadoran case study portion. 

Some brief criticisms of some of the leading exponents of inequality theory and 

collective action theory may be appropriate here. As Eckstein (1980's) has noted, both Gurr's 

relative deprivation model and Tilly's collective action model have grown in complexity, 

expanding their number of variables in order to meet objections and accommodate data, to the 

detriment of simplicity and parsimony. The simple version of Gurr's model contains three primary 

variables and seven secondary variables (Gurr, 1970's: 320), whereas the complex version 

contains 18 variables (Gurr, 1970's: 324). TUly's basic model is considerably simpler, having 

seven variables, although two of them (opportunitylthreat and repressiorVfacilitation) embody 

two concepts, thus increasing their complexity. A perhaps more senO'..!! criticism Eckatein raises 

concerning these models is that their fundamental claims (e.g. "no political violence can occur 

without politicized discontent," or "members and challengers constantly contend for power") 

may be irrefuUabie in principle. If that is the case, then such claims in themselves add little to our 

understanding of the causes of political ~ence. In fairness to Gurr and n/y, however, the utility 

of the models must rest on tests of hypotheses derived from them, rather than on agreement or 

disagreement with their assumptions. As described above, this study will attempt to test 

hypotheses derived from both the inequality theories and collective action theories of political 

violence, using a cross-national and case study approach. 

As deTocquevilie emphasized in his classic statement of inequality theory, there are 

"secondary causes" of political violence which also should be considered in a comprehensive 

theory. While the main focus of this research is on inequality theory and collective action theory, 

there are some other independent variables which are theoretically significant and empirically 
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testable, and which can be mentioned briefty here. A number of authors have stressed that the 

political development of nations, particulmty Third World nations, occurs not in isolation but in the 

context of the influence of the world economy (Wallerstein, 1974. 1979; ChBSP.- Dunn and 

Rubinson, 1977). A variable which has often been proposed as ~ressing this innuence of the 

world economy on political violence in these nations, and particularly in Central America. is 

economic penetration by multinational corporations (Armstrong and Shenk, 1982; Barry and 

Preusch, 1986). This is a "secondary cause" or variable whose effects may be tested cross

nationally and explored in a case study. Another variable which has received considerable 

theoretical attention as a cause of political violence, particularly in Central America, is population 

density (Durham, 1979; Mason, 1985). While Durham (1979) argues that the effect of 

population density 011 pulitical violence depends on the distribution of resources, seemingly yet 

another application of inequality theory, a more recent study by Mason (1986) uses case studies 

of EI Salvador and Guatemala to renew the theoretical argument that population density 

contributes directfy to the incidence of political violence. Hence the variables 01 mUltinational 

penetration and population density seem well suited to empirical testing of their effects on 

violent political behavior. FOrtuiKl~Iy, the techniques of such a study, narr,ely cross-national 

analysis and the country study or case-study method, are available, having been refined 

considerably as the field has developed. Similarly, the daUl. is aVailable, in the form of extensive 

cross-national data such as the World Handbook data set, and the extensive materials which are 

available on EI Salvador. Having taken stock 01 relevant existing fiterature in the field of political 

violence, we are now in a position to proceed with the actual deSign of the reserucn msi< 

deTocqueville set for us: removing secondary causes in the search for fundamental principles. 
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IJ1UOOucoon: t:.XpIalmng t"OImcaa VKJIC'IICe 

Attempts to explain political violence and revolution are as old as social science, dating 

back at least to the time of Aristotle. Such explanations tend !r> fall into two categories: Those 

emphasizing inequality as a fundamental cause of political violence, and more recent models 

stressing the resources and opportunities available to political actors seeking to achieve their 

goals. For convenience, the first perspective may be caJled the "inequality principle," and the 

second perspective may be referred to as various versions of the resource mobilization ":chool" 

(Muller, 1985: 48). 

Social scientists are fond of citing AristoUe's principle that inequality is a prime cause of 

revolution (Midlarskyand Roberts, 1985: 163; Muller, 1985: 47). AsdeTocquevil1e (1961: 302) 

stated the classical hypothesis, "Almost all of the revolutions which have changed the aspect of 

nations have been made to consolidate or to destroy social inequality. Remove the secondary 

causes which have produced the great conwlsions of the world, and you will almost always find 

the principle of inequality at the bottom" (quoted in Muller, 1985: 48). More recently, the 

inequality principle has found expression in the relative deprivation-model of Gurr (1970's), who 

posts a direct relationship between deprivation-induced discontent and collective political 

violence. Hence inequality may be viewed as a key independent variable of the relative 

deprivation model of political violence. 

In a cross-national study using a multivariate model estimated across two decades, 1958-

67 and 1968-77, Muller (1985) found support for the inequality hypothesis. This study also 

found that the casual significance of level of economic development, another commonly used 

independent variable (Hardy, 1979), "must be regarded as open to question" (Muller, 1985: 60). 
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If the influence of economic development is open to question on empirical grounds, the reason 

may be that it is open 10 question on theoretical grounds. The more important variable may be 

the economic base. i.e. the role in production of the resoUI'Ce$ which are unequally distributed. 

The economic base may be expected to influence the ~ of inequality most likely to produce 

political violence. Where the economy is based on the land. i.e. in an agrarian society with a high 

proportion of its labor force dependent on agriculture. land inequality would have a greater effect 

on political violence than income inequality would. This scenario would likely apply to such areas 

as Latin America and perhaps Southeast Asia Where the economy is based on services or 

industry. i.e. in an urban, industrial cash economy. then income inequality would have a greater 

effect on political violence than land inequality WOUld. There is precedent for an emphasis on the 

economic base as an independent variable in. for example. the work of Paige (1975). This 

variable is omitted from many studies of the relationship between economic development and 

political violence (e.g. Hardy, 1979). which often tend to rely on measures of economic growth 

such as GNP. The economic base variable provides a potential refinement of Muliers (1985) 

results. namely, to specify further the nature of the relawr:,.t",~p between inequality and political 

violence. This economic base variable will be discussed further in the research design below. 

Muller (1985) also found strong support for an effect of regime repressiveness on 

political violence. Specifically. he found an inverted 'U' function. i.e. that political violence was 

highest at intermediate levels of regime repressiveness. This finding is consistent with the 

resource mobilization approach in general (McCarthy and Zald, 1977; Tilly. 1978) and with the 

political process model in particular (McAdam. 1982). The political process model emphasizes 

the structure of political opportunities available to dissident groups for achieving their demarods. 

A key indicator of this structure of political opportunities is regime repressiveness. Under an 
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extremely repressive, "closed" regil'rn:!, the opportunities for organizing collective action may be 

almost entirely lacking. Under an extremely "open" regime, on the other hand, relatively 

effective (nonviolent) alternatives to violent action are likely 10 be available. Muller found high 

political violence at intermediate levels of repressiveness, where violent coliective action may be 

regarded as both feasible and necessary by dissident groups. This finding is compatible with the 

political process model. Muller (1985: 60) concludes that. "A high level of inequality together 

with a regime structure that is neither democratic nor lotalitarian appear 10 be two potent 

ingredients of a recipe for political instability." The question remains, hoYll'e'ller, what effect the 

economic base may have on the ~ of inequality which contributes to political violence. Also, 

the effects of demographic factors such as population density (Durham, 1979; Midlarsky and 

Roberts, 1985) and external inputs such as military aid (Schoultz, 1981 a, 1981 b) remain to be 

evaluated as part of a comprehensive explanation of political violence. 

Research Design: A Dual Approach 

In order to form a comprehensive picture of the process which generates political 

violence, and to test some of the explanations discussed above, a research design is suggested 

which makes use of two approaches: a cross-national analysis and a case study approach. This 

study will use a cross-national approach to test explanations of political violence across a 

relatively large sample of countries included in the World Handbook of Political and Social 

Indicators. Volume III (Taylor and Jodice, 1983a, 1983b) and will also apply these results In a 

comprehensive case study of political violence in EI Salvador. The advantage of a cross-national 

approach is that a relatively large number of cases can be included, thus enhancing the 

generalizability of the results. Recently compiled data sets represent significant progress toward 

resolving problems of non-comparability across nations, as well as reducing problems of missing 
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data. A case study of the generatiOti of political violence in a specific country, however, can add 

significantly to our knowledge of the process, including elements of the process 'Nhich may be 

lost if data is limited to the national level. A case study allows the study of variables, e.g. region of 

the country, which may not be available in the form of indicators at the national level. Finally, due 

to differences in attention paid to different countries, and the lag time required to compile data 

sets, even a particularly well-<iocumented case of political violence may not show up in cross-

national data sets for a long time (see Taylor and Jodice, 1983b: 178-179). The latter appears to 

be the case for EI Sa/va.dor from 1979 to 1984. While the political violence in EI Salvador during 

that time resulted in increased attention, relatively thorough documentation, and occasioned 

many comments from the compilers of World Handbook III (Taylor and Jodice, 19838, 

1983b),.their data set, with few exceptions, covers events only through about 1978. Hence a 

cross-national analysis and a case study may complement one another in several ways. 

Hypotheses which are supported by both of these methods of study are likely to be more robust 

than hypotheses which are tested by one or the other method alone. Thus the use of both 

methods appears justified in developing and testing an explanation of political violence which 

can be generalized without obscuring important details of the process. 

Cross-National PortIon of the Study: 
causes of Political VIOlence 

The main data source for the cross-national portion of this study will be the World 

Handbook of Political and Sociallndjcators. Third Edition (Taylor and Jodice, 1983a. 1983b). 

This data set is one of the most comprehensive, up-to-<iate and cross-nationally comparable 

series available. It will be supplemented with additional data sources where necessary, e.g. for 

measuring military aid (Schoultz, 1981 a. 1981 b). 
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The indicator to be used for income inequality will be the percentage of income going to 

the top tNenly percent of the population. This indicator is available for 69 countries and ranges 

from 30.7 to 72.0, with a mean of 50.1. Several countries may have to be excluded because 

they use non-eomparable units of measurement For exampte, the measure for Uganda is only 

for ~Jrican male employees (see Muller, 1985: n.4). 

The indicator for land inequality will be the Gini Coefficient of Land Inequality. It is 

available for 28 countries circa 1960, and for 52 countries circa 1970's. The mean value is 67.0 

for the first period and 60.4 for the second period. The Gini coefficients are based on data on 

the number and area of farms categorized by size. By assuming a relationship between number 

of farms and number of owners, it is possible to calculate a Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient for 

each county (Taylor and Jodice, 1983a:141). Along the x-axis is placed the cumulative 

percentage of number of farms by size category; along the y-axis is placed the cumulative 

percentage of areas of farms by size category. If each size category has a proportion of land area 

equal to its proportion of the total number of farms, the Lorenz curve is a straight line at a 45-

degree angle. The Gini index of inequality represents deviations from this line of perfect 

equality 1, The formula for the coefficient is: 

G _ n n 

i (~X1 i Yi+1) - (1: X" +1 Vi) ,- ,-1 

where X; and Vi are cumulative percentages and n equals the number 01 size categories. The 

larger coefficient. the fewer the large landowners who control large parts of the total area EI 

Salvador ranks eighth of 52 countries on this index. It is also of interest to note that is OT me top 

10 countries on this indicator are in Latin America. and that all of the Latin American countries for 

which data is reported fall into the top quarter of reported countries on this indicator. 
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The economic base. another important independent variable of this study. will be 

measured by Percentage of Labor Force in Agriculture. This indicator is available for 121 

countries in 1960. and for 124 countries in 1977. The mean value is 57 percent in the earlier 

period and 47 percent in the later period. The reliability of these data depends in part upon the 

quality of the basic census or population estimate. Another problem is the varying minimum age 

to which the proportions refer. A more serious issue involves the extent to which unpaid family 

workers. usually women. are included in the economically active population. These problems 

have been taken into account, :-towever. by the international Labour Office. which compiled the 

data for this indicator. Other potential indicators of economic base are available. such as 

Percentage of Labor Force in Industry. However. it seems preferable to select an indicator which 

refers to the use of a resource for which a measure of inequality is available, in this case, land. 

Land, of course. is the key resource used in agriculture. The question is how the economic use 

of a resource will affect the relationship between inequality and political violence. 

The dependent variabfe of this study. political violence. will be measured by deaths that 

occur from domestic political conflict (Muller. 1985: 51-55; Taylor and Jodice. 1983b: 47-51). A:J 

Muller notes. Weede (1981: 651) has argued that selection of this single indicator is preferable 

to alternatives such as "armed attacks" because there is probably less reporting bias for deaths 

than for armed attacks. Assassinations. another indicator of political violence. is not usable due 

to an extremely skewed distribution caused by many zero values. Other indicators, such as riots 

and political strikes. appear to measure protest behavior in general, rather than political violence. 

Two other independent variables also have apparently adequate indicators available in 

the Wor1d Handbook data set R~ime repressiveness can De measured by two indicators: the 

Political Rights Index. which measures fieedom of political participation. and the Civil Rights 
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Index, which covers judicial protection and the rule of law. Both of these indicators range from 1 

(least repressive) to 7 (most repressive). They are coded by Raymond D. Gastil and published 

annually by Freedom House. Both indexes are available for 144 countries, expressed as an 

average of 1973-79 scores. 

Population density, often cited as a cause of political violence in Central America 

(Midlarsky and Roberts, 1985; but see Durham, 1979) can be measured by Persons per Square 

Kilometer. This variable is available for 154 countries, with a mean of 129.0. Another useful 

indicator is Density in Relation to Agricultural L.ancI, which uses agricultural area rather than total 

land area as the base. It is available for 127 countries circa 1960, and for 152 countries, circa 

1970's. The mean for 1960 is 581.1, and the mean for 1970's is 674.2. 

Military aid is not directly measured in the World Handbook data set, which includes only 

such indicators as total military expenditure, military expenditure as a percentage of GNP, and 

military manpower. While certainly useful as measures of militarism in general, these indicators do 

not capture the essential international dimension of aid provided by other countries, particularly 

the United States. However, another source (Schoultz, 1981 a: 215) provides a measure of 

military assistance to Latin America by country for the period 1950 through 1978. This measure 

indicates the total U.S. military assistance for the perind covered, for 19 Latin American 

countries. While these data, limited as they are to a single region, may not be applicable to the 

full-scale cross- national analysis, it will nevertheless be useful in investigating the bivariate 

relationship between U.S. military aid and political violence in Latin America (Schoultz, 1981 b). 

The techniques for analysis of such bivariate relationships, along with a multivariate regression 

model of political violence, \Ni" be discussed in more detail below. 
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BivarIIde reIaIIaIlShIp' An effective method of analyzing and presenting bivariate 

relationships is the use of scatterplots (Walizer and Wienir, 1978: 61-77). This method has been 

used to present data in several recent studies of political violence (Midlarsky and Roberts. 1985: 

172,174; Muller, 1985: 51-55, Schoultz, 1981b: 156, 158, 162). It has the advantage of 

presenting data simply and clearly, allCMting for comparison between countries and recognition of 

"influential cases" (such as outliers). It also lends itself \Nell to computation of measures of 

association such as the coefficient of determination, r2. The scatterplot method also allows for at 

least a preliminary judgment as to whether the relationship can be considered linear, a judgment 

which, in any case, should be made before proceeding to more complex analyses based on an 

assumption of Unearity. The scatterplot method will be used particularly to assess the 

relationship between military aid and political violence in Latin America (Schoultz, 1981 b: 156). 

but can also be usefully applied as a first step in cross-national estimation of the multivariate 

model (Muller, 1985: 55). 

M~ model. A multivariate model of political violence can be developed which 

expresses relationships which can be tested by means of OLS regression techniques. Recalling 

the argument developed above, in the case of countries with an economic base which is heavily 

agricultural. we may predict political violence according to the following equation: 

PO UTI CAl VIOLENCE - ~1 + ~2 (LAND INEQUAliTY) + ~3 (INCOME 

INEQUAUTV) + P4 (REGIME REPRESSIVENESS) + e 

In this case of an agricultursJ economic base (Case i). we will expect that ~2 > ~3' That is. the 

effect of land inequality on political violence should be greater than the effect of income 



inequality, if land is the resource at issue, i.e. in an agricultural economy. In non-agricultural 

economies (Case 2), those which have an economic base not dependent on agriculture, we 

would expect that ~3 > ~2' In other words, income inequality should have a greater effect on 
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political violence than does land inequality, in countries having a non-agricultural economic base. 

An alternative WfI'J to formulate this model, following a suggestion by Edward N. Muller, 

would be in terms 01 an interaction effect between economic base and the inequality measure. 

Hence we might have: 

POUTICAL VIOLENCE - ~1 + ~2 (LAND INEQUAUTY) + ~3 (ECONOMIC BASE) 

+ ~4 (REGIME REPRESSIVENESS) 

+ ~5 (LAND INEQUAUlY x ECONOMIC BASE) + e 

This multiplicative model allows separate assessment of the effects of the independent variables 

land inequality and economic base. as ~II as the effect of their product In addition to 

examination of scatterplots, use of the correlation matrix will be useful prior to interpretation of 

the regression parameters of such a model. The interaction term. for example, should show a 

higher correlation with the dependent variable than either of the individual product terms do. 

Uke the scatterplots, the correlation matrix is a useful tool in the initial analysis of the multiple 

regression results. 

Another important element of the cross-national research design is the time dimension. 

Clearly it is always desirable to have independent variables dated at times earlier than the 

dependent variable, to allow more plausible causal inferences. In the case of the relationship 

between U.S. military aid and political violence in Latin America, measures of the independent 

variable are for 1975 (Schoultz, 1981 b: 156) or a summary measure for the entire period 1950-
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1978 (Schoultz, 1981a: 215). Since thF. total of U.S. military aid to Latin America was fairty evenly 

distributed over the entire period (1981a: 214), it seems reasonable to use the latter measure as 

reflecting decisions which generally predate the dependent variable, dated 1976 (Schoultz 

1981 b: 156). For the mUlti- variate analysis, data on Bli the independent variables (income 

inequality, land inequ~Jity, economic ba.~ regime repressiveness, and population density) are 

available at least some times prior to available indices of the dependent variable (such as logged 

death rate from political violence, 1973-77; cf. Muller, 1985: 55). To enhance further this time 

difference, particularly for regime repressiveness and population density, as well as to increase 

the predictive capacity of the model, it may be desirable to obtain more recent data on the 

dependent variable, political violence. In this connection it may prove to be of interest that an 

update of the World Handbook data on political violence, reportedly covering the years 1978-

1982, has recently been released. In any event, the time dimension remains an important 

element of the cross-national design, and the use of time-series data will lend a useful 

quantitative dimension to the case study as well (see Taylor and Jodice, 1983b: 3; Burrowes, 

1970's). 

The case Study: Political ViOlence in EI Salvador 

Many of the variables analyzed in the cross-national research described above are also 

susceptible to analysis by means of the case study approach, focusing on a particular country. In 

fact, one of the virtues of this kind of approach is its potential for filling out models generated in 

cross-nationBl analysis. Such a case approach or country study typically includes comparisons 

with other countries (e.g. Mldlarsky and Roberts, 1985; Petras et~ 1981), even though an 

explicit cross-national focus is no longer adopted. The case approach, or country study, also 

typically involves time-series analysis of quantitative data (see Taytor and Jodice, 1983b: 2) as 
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part of a comprehensive analysis of the social forces operating in the country to produce specific 

consequences over time. These general principles will be applied in this case study of political 

violence in EI Salvador. Somewhat like multivariate anaI~is, the case study allows consideration 

of a large number of variables. All important difference, of course, is that the case study also 

allows for the discovery of new relationships, in eddition ~o the testing of existing relationships. 

Bearing in mind the connection to the cross-national analysis of political violence described 

above, the main variables of interest in the case study will be discussed in more detail belO'N. 

Economic base. In terms of its economic base, EI Salvador appears to fit the general 

picture of an agrarian, agro-export economy. The country experienced a process of agricultural 

commercialization in the latter part of the nineteenth century, with coffee becoming the major 

commodity (Midlarsky and Roberts, 1985: 168). Data on the Salvadoran gross domestic product 

by sector in 1946, 1971 and 1981 (Russell, 1984: 51,57) show that the agricultural sector was 

by far the largest sector of the economy, much larger than services, commerce, or 

manufacturing. Figures on employment by sector for 1971 (Russell, 1984: 71) show the same 

result. Measures over time such as manufacturing as e. percentege of GNP, for each year from 

1961 to 1981, and coffee as a percent of exports, for each year from 1961 to 1980's (Russell, 

1984: 144), will permit tracing of the changing nature of the economic base. Data on such 

measures as real gross domestic products, 1960-1984, and on increasing unemployment, 1977 

- 1983 (Russell, 1984: 59, 78) will allow analysis of the precipitous economic decline of the early 

1980's's. Compari,son of the 1931-32 period with the 1979-84 period, usable for several 

measures, will serve to point up similarities in the economic conditions leading to two periods 01 

massive political deaths. Similarities between the two periods include falling coffee prices, 

displacement of peasants, and high levels of unemployment 
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Income iIeguaIly. In many popular as well as scholarty discussions of the oligarchy and 

the so-eaIled "14 families," the income distribution of EI Salvador has received considerable 

attention. As a result. a fair amount of information is available about it The wealthiest 20 percent 

of EI Salvador receive 66 percent of income while the poorest half receive 12 percent of income 

(Moran, 1984: 156, cited in Russell, 1984: 68). A fairly detailed breakdown of the distribution of 

income in San Salvador is available for 1974 (Russell, 1984: 68). While data from one point in 

time must be used with caution, as suggested above, in some instances it is possible to 

document changes in income distribution over time, to show their impact on particular social 

groups. For example, despite impressive growth of the overall economy, the real income of the 

bottom three-fifths of income earners in EI Sat-.,ador dropped 24 percent from 1945 to 1955 

(Royer, 1966: 73). This kind of shift has led some commentators, such as the American 

Economic Review. to suggest a "trickle-up" effect of development policy, leading to increased 

benefits for the middle classes and the rich (Russell, 1984: 67). While income inequality will be 

analyzed in terms of conditions contributing to political violence in EI Salvador, it clearly is only 

part of the picture. 

Land inequaity. Considerable published data is available on the distribution of land in EI 

Salvador, in part because of the vigorous, though nem stymied, land reform efforts of recent 

years (Simon and Stephens, 1981). A useful analytic technique is to graph percent of farmland 

(0-100) along an X-axis, and percent of the agricultural population (0-100) along a y-axis. The line 

of equality (assuming each sector of the population controlled the same proportion of land as its 

proportion of the population) would then be a straight line at a 4S-degree angle. Data from 

different times can be used to shem departures from this line, and hence increasing land 

inequality, over time. Durham (1979: 45) uses this technique to demonstrate increasing land 
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inequality in EI Salvador over the years 1539. 1839. 1932 and 1971. This technique is similar to 

the procedure used 10 calculate the Gini coefficient of land inequality in the cross-national 

analysis. In a sim~ar approach, Midlarsky and Roberts (1985: 174) plot number of hec1ares 

versus proportion of land area, in order to show inequality in landholdings in EI Salvador and 

Nicaragua They conclude that Ie."d inequaiity is much greater in EI Salvador th&n in pre

revoiuUoflwy Nicaragua. and that this in tum influenced the nature of revolutionary movements in 

the two countries: a class-based redistributive revolutionary movement in EI Salvador. and a 

multiclass, non-redistributive revolu1ionary coalition in Nicaragua Midlarsky and Roberts suggest 

that the relatively narrOlN social base of the Sa.'vadoran revolution is one reason it has not gained 

power, while the broader-based ~icaraguan revolution has gained power. However, the time 

dimension is important here: it may be that the Salvadoran revolution is simply in an earlier phase 

of development, and will broaden its base as time goes on. A more important difference, as 

Midlarsky and Roberts (1985: 192) themselves suggest, is the influence in EI Salvador of a 

critical external resource lIIIhich Somoza did not have in his later years: U.S. military aid. 

Miitary aid. There are a number of sources of data on U.S. military aid to EI Salvador. In 

addition to the previOUSly discussed military aid figures appearing in Schoultz (1981a, 1S81b), 

data on Military Assistance, Economic Support Funds and Economic Assistance is available in 

millions of dollars by fiscal year (Amson. 1982; NARMIC. 1982. 1985). It may be advisable to 

combine military and economic assistance. because the economic Eild is not restricted and may 

be used by the government for military purposes. Schoultz (1981 b: 157) found that military aid 

was correlated more highly 'Nith human rights violations than was economic aid. However, the 

total (combined economic and military aid) was correlated even more highly 'Nith human rights 
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violations by Latin American governments. One important issue in using data on military aid to EI 

Salvador is whether they tend to be understated, eithsr for political masons or because certain 

hidden programs, such as CIA assistance, are not included. For example, FY 1985 and FY 1986 

military assistance to EI Salvador is to be supplemented by an estimated $6 million each year in 

Commercial Sales. Commercial Sales in the region generally run less than $1 million to any 

country in a fiscal year (NARMIC, 1985: 5). While clearly only known figures can be included in 

estimating military aid, the exclusion of hidden funds tends to make the estimates err on the 

conservative side, which seems acceptable, if not desirable. 

Regime reoressiuelleu. In the case study of EI Salvador, the regime repressiveness 

variable will be measured using the Political Rights Index and Civil Rights Index, which are 

reported for 1973 through 1979 in the World Handbook data. These data will be updated using 

more recent publications of Raymond Gastil and Freedom House, which releases new reports of 

these indexes annually. While these measures are somewhat legalistic a.."ld formalized, they 

have the virtue 01 being entirely separate from violent behavior of the government This 

characleristic is useful in avoiding any potential problems of tautology in drawing causal 

inferences. The latter is not true of an alternative measure of repreS!Jiveness, otherwise useful, 

known as "coercive propensity" (Duvall and Shamir, 1980's). Because political violence is the 

dependent variable of interest in this study, and because the "coercive propensity" is based in 

part on coercive acts which may include violence, the Gastil index appears preferable to the 

Duvall and Shamir index for purposes of this study. 
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PngMtion densit;y. As discussed by Durham (1979: vii). population density is often 

cited as a prime cause of political violence in Central America. The so-called Soccer War 011969 

between EI Salvador and Honduras is of1en atbibu1ed to population pressure. Similarly. the fACt 

that EI Salvador is the most densely popula1ed of the Central American republics is often 

discussed in relation to the outbreak of war there. thus presenting an implicit ecological model. 

based on population pressure on resources. of political violence. Because of the pervasiveness 

of this explanation in the literature. as well as the theoretical importance of ecological dynamics. it 

will be useful to include this variable as one element of the case study. 

Russell (1984: 83) provideS measures of population in EI Salvador from 1788 to 1940. 

The three Salvadoran censuses since World War" (1950. 1961. and 1971) provide an additional 

basis for analyzing population trends. A somewhat similar compilation, covering the period from 

1570 to 1971. is presented by Durham (1979: 22). who also analyzes the relationship between 

population growth and land concentration. He concludes that "the effects of land concentration 

(the distribution factor) have been greater than the effects of rapid population growth (the 

population factor) for a full 50.8 percent OT the agricultural population of EI Salvador" (1979: 47). 

This conclusion again draws attention to the importance of land inequality, discussed above. Yet 

it also suggests that the population density variable is VIIOrthy of further investigation. Russell 

(1984: 144) reports population data for each year from 1982 through 1982. While population 

growth continues at a remarkable rate - the population increased from 4.0 to 5.1 million from 

1975 to 1982 - this growth is all the more remarkable when one considers that this same period 

also saw a large exodus of refugees (Russell. 1984: 108). The refugee migration must be 

considered carefully, therefore. in analyzing the population data and the impact of population 

density. 
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PoIdcaI violence. The dependent variable of this study, political violence, will be 

measured by deaths that occur from domestic political conflict (see Muller, 1985: 50; cf. Taylor 

and Jodice, 1983b: 43, 47-51). A monthly count of such deaths attributed to the army, security 

forces and death squads from 1978 through 1983 has been published by a Salvadoran human 

rights organization (Socorro Juridico, 1984). The overall count for this period is comparable to 

one published by Amnesty International (1984). Wherever they are available, deaths attributed 

to guerrilla forces will be included in the political violence estimates, although Stanley (1985) has 

noted that because of the relatively small number of deaths attributed to the guerrillas, often 1 to 

2 percent of government-caused deaths. their inclusion does not significantly alter the picture of 

political violence reported by Socorro Juridico. As an additional data source. the recent update 

of the World Handbook data on political violence, covering the period 1978 to 1982, may also 

prove useful, particularly since much of the recent political violence in EI Salvador has occurred 

since 1977. 

The case study of political violence in EI Salvador is intended to address many of the 

same theoretical explanations as the cross-national analysis. In particular, the case study will 

shed additional light on the debate between the relative deprivation model. as measured by 

income inequality and land inequality. and the political process model. as measured by regime 

repressiveness. The case study also should illuminate the relationship between economic base, 

inequality, and political violence. !t will analyze the inftuence of military aid, an important indicator 

of intemationaHevel influences. In addition. the case study will investigate the effect of 

population density. and, by ex'.:ension, the influence 01 ecological factors in political conflict In 

combination with the cross-national analysis, however, this case study will be able to accomplish 

more than this. In addition to strengthening the empirical basis for testing explanations of 



political violence derived from the cross-national model, the case study will uncover rew 

relationships, including ne\Y variables, which can be subsequently measured and tested in 

fI.I1her empirical research. 

1 The Gini coefficient is defined as the area betoNeen the Lorenz curve and the line of perfect equality. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INCOME INEQUAUlY. GOVERNMENT SANCTIONS. 

AND pounCAL VIOLENCE: 

A CROSS-NATIONAL ANALYSIS 



, .. 
'I) 

Social scientists have offered a variety of theoretl:aJ explanations for political violence 

(Muller, 1985). This cross-national study will employ a regression analysis of data from a sample 

of countries in oreler to test some major explanations. The dependent variable of interest is 

political violence, conceived of as deaths from domestic political conflict (Weede, 1981). 

Different theories stress different variables. The relative deprivation model (e.g., Gurr, 1970's) 

tends to emphasize inequality, e.g. income inequality, as an independent variable contributing 

to political violence. The resource mobilization perspective (e.g., Tilly, 1978). on the other hand, 

would tend to stress independent variables which shape the political opportunity structure. such 

as the imposition of government sanctions. Finally, there is a cluster of explanations which stress 

structural and economic causes of political violence. such as land inequality (Russett. 1964; 

Midlarsky. 1981). agrarian versus industrial economic base (Paige, 1975) or penetration by 

multinational corporations (Armstrong, 1980's; Armstrong and Shenk, 1982). Depending on the 

particular explanation. these economic factors seen as contributing to political violence may be 

either domestic or international in their operation. 

It will be useful briefly to review the variables and indicators to be used here, before 

proceeding to a discussion of the models and equations to be employed in the cross-national 

analysis. Issues concerning the sample and missing cases will also be discussed. Results from 

scatterplots and bivariate regression, concerning particularly the relative effects of income 

inequality and land inequality, will be presented. Then detailed results 01 the multiple regression 

analyses will be discussed. 

The main dependent variable of this analysis. political violence. has been measured by 

scholars employing a variety of indicators: armed attacks. assassinations. and deaths from 

domestic political conflict As noted by Muller (1985). there is probably less reporting bias for 
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deaths than for armed attacks (Weede, 1981: 651). Using this single indicator, deaths, avoids 

the problem of transferring error from biased reporting of anned attacks to a composite index. It 

also appears preferable to express deaths from political violence as a rate per one million 

population (RUssett, 1964; Muller, 1985) rather than simply using raw counts (Sigelman and 

Simpson, 1977). The reason is that if political violence is seen as an indicator of rebellion, and 

rebellion is viewed as threatening the stability of a regime, this stability will depend not on the 

absolute frequency but the relative frequency of political violence. Hence the preferred 

measure, which is used here, is the death rate from political violence per one million population. 

The data are taken from the World Handbook III data set (Taylor and Jodice, 19838, 1983b.) The 

death rate is defined as raw counts summed over the five-year interval 1973 - 77 and divided by 

mid-interval total population in millions (DPM75LN). 

Another key independent variable is the impoSition of government sanctions. The forms 

of these sanctions comprise censorship of individuals or institutions, general restrictions on 

political activity, and other restrictions on social and political behavior (Taylor and Jodice, 1983b: 

62). Suc." actions are taken in response to a perceived threat to the security of the regime. 

Censorship includes actions by the authorities to limit, curb, or intimidate the mass media, 

including newspapers, magazines, books, radio, and television. Restrictions on political 

behavior include general restrictive measures such as the declaring of martial law, mobilizing 

troops for domestic security, and instituting a curlew. Muller (1985) included this independent 

variable in a multivariate model of political violence, as an indicator of the concept "governmental 

acts of coercion." The indicator is summed over the five-year interval 1973-1977, and divided by 

mid-intervaJ total population in millions (NSPM75LN). 
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The indicator for income inequality is the percentage of national income accruing to the 

top quintile, i.e. richest 20 percent, of recipients (T2070). The data. circa 1970's. are generally 

post-tax. and most dam are for households. While there is more missing data for this variable 

than for others in the analysis. the information is based on one of the most recent an~ 

comprehensive compilations available (see Muller. 1985: Table 1). 

Several key economic variables also are measured by indicators from World Handbook 

data Land inequality is measured by the Gini index of land inequality for 1970's (LAN 070). The 

economic base is measured by the proportion of the GOP devoted to agriculture in 1970's 

(AGOP70). As a measure of role in the international economy. an indicator 01 penetration of the 

economy by multinational corporations. in 1973 (MNCP73). was employed. Since population 

density. a demographic variable, plays such an important role in many analyses of political 

violence (see Durham. i 979), a measure of population density. based on population per unit 

area of agricultural land for 1970's (AGDEN70). was also included in the analysis. In order to 

preserve the causal order of the variables. all but one of the independent variables were 

measured prior to the date of the dependent variable. Th~t is. most of the independent variables 

"'I.'ere measured c. 1970's, whereas the dependent variable. political violence, covered the years 

1973-1977. The one exception was the independent variable for government sanctions, which 

also wes expressed as rate per mil~on population occurring over the period 1973-77. This 

appears to make theoreticaJ sense since the resource mobilization perspective and the political 

process model emphasize the interaction between government behavior and the behavior of 

revolutionary groups. This interaction could not be captured if a chronologically prior measure 

were used. The question of interest here in using this variable is the effect of government 

action. in this case the imposition of negative sanctions. on the death rate from pofiticaJ violence. 
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A rough diagram of a multivariate model of political violence. showing the independent 

variables and the dependent variable. is shown below. The independent variables which may be 

called economic are shown on the left, and those which may be considered political and 

demographic are shown on the right 

! INCOME INEOUALITY I 
I LAND INEQUALITY I 

[ ECONOMIC BASE I 

) 

) 

) 
POLITICAL "(-I GOVER~ENT SANCTIONS I 
ViOlENCE ( I POPULATION DENSITY I 

I MNC PENETRATION I ) '---___ ---' 

This model. while simplified. has the virtue 01 parsimony when compared with some far more 

complex multivariate models appearing in the literature (e.g. Gurr. 1970's). In the analysis which 

follows, this general model will be broken down through the use of both bivariate and multiple 

regression analyses. First, scatterplots will be used to analyze the bivariate relationship between 

Income inequality and political violence. and the relationship between land inequality and political 

violence. Theil a series 01 multiple regression models will be used to analyze the effects of the 

additional economic, political and demographic variables. 

As noted above. the variables in the analysis differed on the number of missing cases. 

The Original sample consisted of 137 countries. Political violence and government sanctions 

data were available for all but one case. and population density data were available for all cases. 

As noted above and in Muller (1985). income inequality data were available for 51 countries. 

Land inequality was available for 48 cases, agricultural share 01 GOP for 112 cases, and 

multinational penetration for 74 cases. 
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To avoid distortions from the effects of missing data. cases with missing values on any 

variable in a particular analysis were excluded from that analysis. This procedure resulted in the 

exclusion of the Soviet Union and its Eastern European allies, as well as Cuba. from the analysis. 

This is perhaps fortunate because it can be argued that the process which generates political 

violence in socialist bloc countries is quite different from the process as it occurs in most Western 

and Third World nations. In particular, the role of variables such as government sanctions and 

multinational penetration may be expected to be quite different in sta~ntrlolled economies 

than in capitalist-controlled economies. In any event, the socialist countries were generally 

excluded from the analysis, and therefore the findings from this analysis cannot be safely 

generalized to include socialist countries. The cases remaining in the analysis nonetheless 

appear to represent a reasonable distribution by region of the world, and to be sufficient in 

number to perform the regreSSion analyses. 

Bivariate Relationships 

Figwe 3.1 shows the relationship betwP.en death rate from political violence, 1973-n, 

and income inequality, circa 1970's. Income inequality is measured by the upper quintile income 

share. The correlation between the t\YO variables is r - .38, a statistic which is significant at the 

.01 level. Since the logarithmic transformation of the death rate corresponds to a positively 

accelerated ft ... :nction, the relationship between political violence and income inequality is positive 

and curvilinear, i.e. positively accelerated. This functional form is to be expected if high 

inequality produces another factor, e.g. mobilization of discontent, which in tum contributes to 

political violence (Muller, 1985). The slope of the line in Figw'e 3.1 indicates that the relationship 
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between income inequality and political violence is fairly strong. With the exception of a few 

outliers, the cases cluster in a reasonably good "fit" around the line. The presence of cases 

representing large errors, i.e. far from the line, suggests that there are other variables, other than 

income inequality, which also contribute to political violence. Still, the correlation and slope 

represented in this bivariate plot suggest that income inequality is an important independe'1t 

variable to be included in a multiple regression analysis of political violence. 

Figure 3.2 shows the relationship between logged death rate from political violence, 

1973-n, and the Gini index of land inequality, 1970's. A comparison of Figwe 3.1 with Figwe 

3.2 reveals that the relationship between income inequality and political violence is much 

stronger than the relationship between land inequality and political violence. This finding is 

compatibie with a recent study of political violence (Muller and Seligson, 1986) which found that 

agrarian inequality is relevant only to the extent that it is associated with inequality in the 

nationwide distribution of income. While a line of best fit can be drawn in Rgwe 3.2, it does not 

~Ia",e a steep slope, and the correlation of .14 between land inequality and political violence does 

not meet a standard test of significance. The effect of land inequality in a multivariate context 

remains worthy of examination, especially given the importance attached to this variable in much 

literature (e.g. Russet, 1964; Midlarsky, 1982). Also, it remains to be seen how land inequality 

may contribute to a multivariate analysis; hence, it will be included in one of the multiple 

regression models to be discussed below. 
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Multiple ~ression Models 

T .. 3.1 ~sts the variables of the general causal model diagrammed above. with 

indicator labels, means, standard deviations, and number of valid cases. The means obviously 

vary sJightfy from one analysis to the next, due to the adherence to the conservative rule of 

eHminating all cases with missing values on any of the variables. 

TABlE 3.1. VARIABLES INCLUDED IN THE GENERAL CAUSAL MODEL 

SIaIIdaI]I B 
¥sial:*! ........ MI!I!n Dewiab, of Cases 

Political Violence OPM75LN .792 1156 136 

Income Inequality T2070 47.764 9.524 51 

Land Inequality LAN 070 .625 .177 48 

Economic Base AGOP70 21.064 13.852 112 

MNC Penetration MNCP73 109.607 194.729 74 

Government Sanctions NSPM75LN .800 .549 136 

Population Density AGOEN70 244.327 358.694 137 

The first mUltiple regression model to be analyzed expresses political violence as a 

function of income inequality, government sanctions, and economic base. This model may be , 

written in the form of the following equation, using the indicators from Table 3.1: 

(~ 1) DPM75LN • a + ~1 T2070 + ~2NSPM75LN + ~3AGOP70 + e 

This equation simply says that the death rate from political violence equals an intercept plus 

coefficient terms for income inequality, government sanctions and agricultural share of GOP, plus 
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AGURE32 

The Relationship Between Logged Death Rate From 
Political Violence. 1973 - T1 & Land Inequality. 1970 
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• • 
.28.32 .36.4 .44.43 .52.56.6 .64.68.72 .75.8 .84.88 

GINIINDEX - LAND INEQUAUTY - 1970 
26 WEIGHTED CASES PLOTTED. REGRESSION STATISTICS OF DPM75LN ON LAND70 

CORRELATION .14280 R SQUARED .02039 S.E. OF EST 1.34356 2-TAILED SIG . 
. 4865 INTERCEPT (S.E.) .32694 .996401 SLOPES (S.E.) 1.086091 1.53654 

For Equation 1 in Table 3.2, the t-ratio for income inequality is significant at the .05 level, 

and the t - ratio for government sanctions is significant at the .01 level. However, the same an 

error term. TBI* 3.2 shows, under "Equation 1," the parameter estimates for this equation, 
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along with the overall R2 and the N of cases for this run. The body of the table shows beta 

coefficients. with t-ratios in parentheses. Those which are significant are marked with asterisks as 

indicated.measure for the economic base variable is not significant This suggest that the 

economic base doe~ not haw an important direct effect on political violence. 

TABLE 3.2 

REGRESSlONS1 OF DEATH RATE FROM POUllCAL VIOLENCE 
O~ INCOME INEQUAUTY AND OrnER EXPlANATORY VARIABLES 

Intercept 

Income Inequality 

Land Inequality 

Govt Sanctions 

Economic Base 

Population Density 

MNC Penetration 

-
Deaths from Political 

Violence per 1m, 1973-77 

Equation 1 
-2.39 

0.32 
(2.44) 

0.36-
(2.75) 

0.06 
(0.42) 

.23 
(47) 

Equation 3 
-2.53 

0.36-
(2.90) 

0.35-
(2.77) 

-0.01 
(-0.09) 

.25 
(51) 

1 beta coefficients; t ratio in parentheses. 
• p < .05. 
**p < .01. 

Equation 5 
-2.66 

0.39** 
(2.84) 

0.44*" 
(3.25) 

-0.33* 
(-2.43) 

.31 
(44) 

Equation 6 
-1.64 

0.25 
(1.31) 

0.11 
(0.60) 

0.29 
(1.52) 

.14 
(28) 



Evidence that income inequality does have such an effect, however, can be seen by 

comparing the results of Equation 1 with a shortened version, Eqnlllinn 2 

(Eq. 2) DPM75LN - a + ~1NSPM75LN + e 
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The R 2 for Equation 2 is .12. However, when income inequality, the top quintJle's income share, 

is added to the equation, the R2 increases to .23. This increase in the proportion of variance 

explained clea.1y shows that income inequality has an effect on political violence. 

The same pattem ~t in the regression results for Equ!dion 1 can also be seen in 

examining the raw correlations between the variables in this equation. Income inequality (31) 

and government sanctions (35) were significantly correlated with political violence. The 

economic base variable (.01) was not, however. The only other significant among these four 

variables was an unexpected negative correlation (-.34) between economic base and 

govemment sanctions. This result indicates that more agricultural countries experience fewer 

negative government sanctions. It may be that government actions such as censorship, martial 

law, etc. tend to take place in an urban, industrial context 

Having established income inequality and govemment sanctions as important 

independent variables, we move on to the next model, which replaces the economic base 

variable with another oft-cited factor in political violence, population density. This new model is 

specified as follows: 

(Eq. 3) DPM75LN - a + ~1 T2070 + ~2NSPM75LN + ~~GDEN70 + e 

Equation 3 says that political violence is a function of income inequality, government sanctions, 

and the population density of egriculturalland, plus an error term. The results of this regression 
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are reported in Table 3.2. Income inequality and government sanctions again produce 

significant t-ratios, both better than the .01 level. Population density oj agriculwralland, 

however, fails to produce significant results in directly affecting political violence. This result may 

i~d support to the argument of Durham (1979) that it is not population density per se but rather 

the distribution of resources (i.e. inequality) which is at the root of political violence in Central 

America and elsewhere. Whether this inequality is based on land. as Durham (1979: 47) 

suggests. or whether it is based on income will be investigated further later. 

We can find evidence that government sanctions have a direct effect on political 

violence by comparing Equation 3 to the following shortened version: 

(Eq. 4) DPM75LN - a + ~1 T2070 + e 

The overall R2, the coefficient of determination, for Equation 4 was found to be .13. However. 

adding government sanctions to the model caused this R2 result to rise to .25. As was shown 

above for income inequality, this increase in the proportion of variance explained clearly indicates 

that government sanctions constitute an important explanatory variable affecting the death rate 

from political violence. 

The raw correlation coefficients for relationships among the variables of Equation 3 can 

again serve as a usef1JI check on the regression results. Income inequality has a correlation of 

.36 with political violence, and government sanctions has a correlation of .35 with the dependent 

variable. Both of these correlations are significant The population density of agricultural land, 

however, actually shows a negative correlation (-.20) with political violence. While not reaching 

the .05 level of significance, this negative correlation appears to challenge the arguments of 

those who have considered political violence, such as the Soccer War between EI Salvador and 
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Honduras (see Durham, 1979: 1-4), to be a direct outgrowth of population overcrowding. This 

result supports the regression findings for Equation 3 reported above. A somewhat more 

surprising correlation is the negative one (-.37) between agricultural density and income 

inequality. This suggests that countries with a higher density of population in agricultural regions 

actually have more equal income distributions than those with less densely populated farming 

areas. This unexpected result, significant at the .01 level, invites further investigation, perhaps 

going beyond the 51 nations in this particular analysis. 

The next variable which needs to be fitted into the basic model is the measure of the 

effect of the international economic system, i.e. the degree of penetration of the economy by 

multinational corporations. As mentioned earlier, there are a number of writers (e.g. Armstrong 

and Shenk, 1982) who consider this factor to be an important cause of political violence. The 

MNC penetration variable may be incorporated into our model in the following equation: 

(Eq. 5) DPM75LN .. a + ~1NSPM75LN + ~2T2070 + ~3 MNCP70 + e 

This equation expresses death rate from political violence as a function of governrnent 

sanctions, income inequality, and MNC penetration, plus an error term. As before, the results are 

reported in TBI* 3.2, under the heading for "Equation 5." Income inequality and government 

sanctions again produce coefficients which are significant at the .01 level. The coefficient for 

multinational penetration is significant, but it is not in the expected direction. 

The effect of income inequality is once again demonstrated in tI'!!') new sample of 44 

countries. When government sanctions was the only independent variable, in an equation 

similar to EquaIion 2. the R2 value was .11. However, when income inequality was added as an 

additional independent variable, the R2 rose to .21. Income inequality and government 
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sanctions continue to appear as two of the more robust independent variables in these anatyses 

of political violence. 

Once again, the rfNol correlations among the variables of Equation 5 yield fairly similar 

results. The government sanctions variable is the only one to achieve significance at the .05 

level in its correlation of .33 with the dependent variable. Income inequality correlates at .26 with 

political violence, but this statistic is only significant at the .10 level. As implied by the regression 

results, MNC penetration is actually negatively correlated (-.20) with political violence, though this 

correlation is not statistically significant If in fact penetration by multinational corporations proves 

to be negatively correlated with political violence for other samples, and especially for data more 

recent than 1977, then it may be necessary to re-evaluate the argument that multinational 

corporations directly cause domestic political violence. Given the internal nature of the political 

violence measure, such a finding would not necessarily mean, of course, that Uncle Sam would 

never go to war to protect Exxon. It would simply indicate that death rates from political violence 

are not directly traceable to multinational penetration. 

As an additional check on the bivariate scatterplot analysis reported earlier, a final 

regression equation was developed to observe the effect of land inequality. The Gini index of 

land inequality for 1970's was incorporated into the following equation: 

(Eq. 8) DPM75LN .. a + ~1T2070 + ~2NSPM75LN + ~3LAND70 + e 

Here political violence is seen as depending on land inequality as well as on income inequality 

and government sanctions. As noted earlier (see T~ 3.1), both the land inequality and 

income inequality measures have considerable missing data, even though the most up-to- date 

and comprehensive files available are used. When both these measures are 



included in the same equation, therefore, the number of cases is reduced. This may in part 

account for the relative lack of significant coefficients reported for Ec:pdion 6 in Tlible 3.2. 

HOINever, it should still be noted that. even with the reduced number of cases, both income 

inequality and government sanctions come tar closer to achieving significance than does land 

inequality. This finding is consistent with the earlier bivariate result, namely that income 

inequality has a much stronger relationship to political violence than does land inequality. 
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Based on the bivariate scattarplots (Figwes 3.1 end 3.2), on the analysis of correlations 

between the variables, and on the multiple regression analyses (Table 3.2), we can conclude 

that income inequality and government sanctions have the most consistent direct effects on 

political violence of the variables in the general causal model. Six 01 the eight t-ratios reported in 

Table 32 for these two variables exceed the 2.00 value identified by Lewis-Beck (1980's: 52) as 

indicating statistical Significance. Some caveats should be borne in mind, however. We cannot 

immediately exclude the possibility of indirect effects ot the other independent variables. For 

example, land inequality may contribute indirectly \i.J political violence through its effect on 

income inequality (Muller and Seligson, 1986). Similarly, population density may have an indirect 

effect on political violence by contributing to land inequality (Durham, 1979) and hence 

enhancing income inequality. Nonetheless, we have established that income inequality and 

government sanctions constitute two of the more important factors which contnbute to political 

violence. 

As noted at the outset of this chapter, the use of income inequality as an independent 

variable is compatible with the relative deprivation approach, whereas the use of government 

sanctions as an independent variable is compatible with the resource mobilization perspective. 

The finding that both of these variables contribute significantly and simultaneously to political 
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violence implies that these two theoretical approaches may be partly compatible with one 

another. At least, the two approaches may admit that processes derived from the other 

perspective may in fact occur, and form part of th2 path resulting in political violence. They may 

be both underlying structural factors which contribute to discontent, and a poUtical process by 

which that discontent becomes mobilized for action. The role of government action, long held to 

be important in creating political instIibility, is reinforced by this cross-national analysis as a major 

contributor to deaths from political violence. The study of major cases of such violence, such as 

in EI Salvador, may add to the understanding of the specific functioning of the variables 

identified in this cross-national analysis. 

But there is more at stake than just the theoretical and empirical issues. All too often the 

resources ot social science research on political instability and revolution have been marshalled 

for the specific purpose of preserving (even violent) stability at a/l costs, or destroying (even 

nonviolent) revolution at all costs. The U.S. Army's Project Camelot in Latin America (Robertson, 

1981: 46) and the Land to the Tiller program in Vietnam (P ros term an , 1981) are two of the more 

apparent examples. Yet it is clear that social science research need not be turned toward such 

ends. A thorough and well-groynded understanding of political instability, revolution and 

violence could accomplish something much greater. Immanuel Wallerstein (le77: x) has vvritten, 

"A revolutionary movement is precisely a movement that calls for a break with routine, that 

demands sacrifice in the present for a better world in the future." The real utility of such a new 

understanding may lie in enabling the visions of a better world, and not the violence, to come to 

fruition. 
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This first case-study chapter will consider the role of economic variables in political 

violence in EI Salvador. The cross-national analysis examined the influence on death rate from 

political violence of three key economic variables: income inequality, land inequality, and 

penetration of an economy by multinational corporations. Income inequality was found to have a 

greater effect on political violence than did land inequality, a result compatible with the research 

of Muller and Seligson (1986). In the cross-national context, the effect of penetration by 

multinational corporations on political violence was found to be at best inconclusive. The case 

study of EI Salvador will analyze these same variables, to determine whether a close examination 

of a specific country yields similar results. Previous case studies of such countries as Thailand 

(Thomas, 1975), Costa Rica (Seligson, 1980's), and Vietnam (Baral (1978), have been used to 

supplement findings from cross-national research. However, they have seldom analyzed the 

same variables, thus reducing comparability of results. The present case study, in contrast, is 

intended not only to add insight and depth, but also a check en the validity of the cross-national 

results, by using the same variables with a different method. 

This chapter will begin by analyzing income distribution in EI Salvador, with special 

emphasis on income inequality and its relationship to political viofence. Next, the issues of land 

inequality in EI Salvador will be discussed. Particular attention will be paid to the question of 

whether land reform has served as an a1temative to political violence as a means of land 

redistribution. Another main variable to be analyzed is penetration of EI Satvador's economy by 

multinational corporations. One question to be analyzed is whether multinational penetration 

preceded or followed outbreaks of political violence. The historical analysis of each of these 

three economic variables - income inequality, land inequality, and multinational penetration - ""ill 

attempt to determine whether and to what extent they are related to outbreaks of political 
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violence, particularly those occuning in 1932 ands 1979-1984. These two time periods will 

receive some special attention since they represent major outbreaks of Salvadoran political 

violence, about which considerable information is available concerning conditions in the country 

at the time. It will be seen that there are significant similarities between the 1932 and 1979-84 

periods of political violence. Conditions present during both outbreaks of political violence may 

be viewed as more plausible general causes of violence than conditions present during only one 

outbreak. It is expected that income and land inequality will be present during both outbreaks, 

but that multinational penetration will be found to be significant only during the second outbreak. 

An effect cannot precede its cause. Thus, if political violence preceded multinational 

penetration in EI Salvador's history, multinational penetration cannot have caused the early 

political violence. 

Another guiding principle is that if policies based on a simple causal model do not 

produce predicted effects, then the simple causal model is cast into doubt Thus, if land reform, 

based on the simple notion that land inequality causes political violence, fails to reduce such 

violence, then doubt is cast on the simple causal notion. Another variable, such as income 

inequality, may be at play and have greater effect (Muller and Seligson, 1986). In this chapter, 

the variables income inequaJity,land inequality and multinational penetration will each be 

analyzed to determine their effects on political violence in EI Salvador in light of these causal 

principles. Other variables will also be discussed when they prove relevant to the case study. 

The chapter will conclude with a discussion of the utility of the economic category of variables in 

explaining political violence. 
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Recent literature on EI Salvador often mentions the distribution of income in the country 

as if this distribution were obviously an extreme case, and as if its influence on political violence 

were a self-evident fact Such judgments, however, appear to require a more careful analysis 

than is often provided. In the sense 01 the structure of the economy, there can be little doubt 

that income is very unequally distributed in EI Salvador. A study published in 1984 (Moran, 

1984) found that the wealthiest 20 percent in EI Salvador received 66 percent of income while 

the poorest half only received 12 percent of income. What may be more significant than 

structural income inequality, however, is dynamic changes in the income distnbution. For 

example, with the onset of the Great Depression, coffee prices plummeted, sending the nearly 

monocultural Salvadoran agro-export economy into a tailspin which resulted in a sudden wage 

reduction of some 50 percent for rural workers. This reduction meant, in effect, a shift in the 

income distribution and an increase in income inequality in EI Salvador. This shift occurred 

during the period leading up to the 1932 revolution, and has been identified as a precipitating 

factor in the revolution (Anderson, 1971; Amson, 1982). In a somewhat similar vein, analysts 

have pointed to increasing income concentration in EI Salvador in the years immediately 

preceding the outbfeak of the cMI war in 1980's (Russell, 1984: 68). For example, Russell 

(1984: 68) points to the ooncentration of ownership of industrial firms as one factor contributing 

to the increased concentration of income. He notes that the efforts of the National Association 

for Private Enterprise (ANEP) contributed to an extreme concentration of ownership: 0.4 

percent of firms account for 60.4 percent 01 industrial production. This concentration of 

ownership, combined with ANEP's efforts, resulted in giving the owners of such firms an income 

66 times that of the average worker (Russell, 1984:68). In the United States, corporate 
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executives risk unfavorable publicity, and congress members risk election losses, for incomes a 

mere 10 to 20 times that of the average worker. Although accurate income distribution data have 

only recently become available for many countries (Muller, 1985), enough data is available to 

show that the Central American nations, and particularly EI Salvador, have extremely skewed 

income distributions. As shown in Table 4.1, which gives data for approximately 1980's, EI 

Salvador had the greatest income inequality of any Central American country. This was the 

situation of income inequality in the country at the time of the outbreak of the civil war in 1980's. 

It is also noteworthy that in terms of per capita income, EI Salvador's poor 1/."21"e poorer, and E! 

Salvador's rich were richer, than their counterparts in the other four Central American countries in 

1980's. In EI Salvador, even though the average per capita income was about $430 in 1980's, 

the poorest 20 percent received only $46 each year, as shown in Table 42. In contrast, the 

richest 20 percent in EI Salvador received $1535 per year, more than their counterparts in the 

other Central American counties. This same wealthy group was collecting 66 percent of the 

income in EI Salvador. 

Thus there appears to have been great income inequality in EI Salvador at the time of the 

outbreak of the civil war in 1980's. The general relationship of this income inequality to political 

violence remains somewhat problematic, however. We have already noted the de facto increase 

in income inequality in EI Salvador resulting from the shifts caused by the depression prior to the 

1932 revolution. Another celebrated example used to justify a relationship between income 

inequality and political violence is the increasing concentration of wealth 01 the Somoza clan in 

the years immediately preceding the Sandinista revolution of 1979 (Barry and Preusch, 1986: 

130). While such examples may make a positive relationship between income inequality and 
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TABLE 4.1 INCOME DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTRY. C. 1980's 

Costa Rica 8 SaIl ., A P illlIa Honcbas Nita ... 

% % % % % 

Poorest 20% 4.0 2.0 5.3 4.3 3.0 

30% below 
the mean 17.0 10.0 14.5 12.7 13.0 

30% above 
the mean 30.0 22.0 26.1 23.7 26.0 

Richest 20% 49.0 66.0 54.1 59.3 58.0 

Source: Adapted from Barry and Preusch, 1986, p. 126. 

TABLE 4.2 PER CAPITA INCOME BY COUNTRY, C. 1980's 

(Average ir!l::ome in constant 1970's U.S. do/lars) 

CosIaRica EI Salvadol GuaI2msIa HondLras NicaBSJJa 

% % % % % 

Poorest 20% 176.7 46.5 111.0 80.7 61.9 

30% below 
the mean 500.8 155.1 202.7 140.0 178.2 

30% above 
the mean 8S3.S 341.2 364.3 254.6 350.2 

Richest 20% 1165.2 1535.0 1133.6 796.3 1199.S 

Source: Adapted from Barry and Preusch, 1986, p. 126. 
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political violence seem plausible, they are not sufficient to conclude definitively that such a 

relationship exists. It win be recalled that the aoss-nationBl portion of this study found that 

income inequality had a positive effect on political violence, using both bivariate and multivariate 

regression models. This result held both in countries with a high proportion of their gross 

domestic product generated by agriculture, and in counbies with a low agricultural share of GOP. 

A number of authors have argued that an agr~rt elite constitutes a mechanism whereby 

income inequality is intensified, thus leading to political violence (e.g., Paige, 1975; Shiras, 

1981). For this reason, it may be useful to examine in more detail the nature of the elite in EI 

Salvador, i.e. the group benefitting the most from the patterns of income inequality described 

above, and the role of the elite in political violence. 

The economy and polity of EI Salvador have been dominated since the nineteenth 

century by a relatively sma/I elite social group known as the oligarchy. While sometimes 

colloquially referred to as the "Fourteen Families," the actual number of families in this 

landholding elite was probably closer to 200. This group of landholding families \\'85 largely of 

Spanish descent - \Nith names like Regalado, Palomo, Escalon, and Menendez - and they 

typically limited access to and control of the politicaJ system to those who shared their wealth, 

power and status. In the mid-nineteenth century, this oligarchy admitted into its ranks well-to-do 

European immigrants, with such names as Hill, Parker, Sol and DeSola (Arnson, 1982). The 

oligarchy benefitted greatly from the ascent of coffee to dominance in the Salvadoran ecG.,omy 

during the late 1800's. The majority of Salvadorans did not benefit, hO\Never. As more and more 

land was converted from subsistence crops, for local consumption, to the more lucrative coffee, 

for export, the proportion of landless peasants increased. This process of conversion of land to 

export crops tended to enrich the wealthy and impoverish the poor. This process as it occurred 



in EI Salvador suggests that land inequality is significant insofar as it contributes to income 

inequality, a finding compatible 'Arith the cross-national results reported earlier in this study. 

~ coffee solidified its hold on the economy and polity of EI Salvador by the early 
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twentieth century, observers began to take note of the pervasive influence of and dependence 

on the coffee trade (Russell, 1984: 51). SignificanUy, other observers took note of the sharp 

income inequality in the country, and argued that it created a potential for political violence. One 

such observer was the U.S. military attache for Central American affairs, Major A. R. Harris. who in 

1931 wrote the following about EI Salvador: 

Thirty or forty families own nearly everything in the country. They live in almost regal 

splendor with many attendants, send their children to Europe or the U.S. to be educated, and 

spend money lavishly (on themselves) ... A socialistic or communistic revolution in EI Salvador 

may be delayed for several years, 10 or even 20, but when it comes it will be a bloody one 

(Amson, 1982: 13). 

There are two factors which make it ditticult simply to dismiss out of hand Major Harris' 

rather blunt and namboyant suggestion of an association between income inequality and political 

violence in EI Salvador. First, as we have already seen, there is evidence from data on other 

regions of the world, and from such local episodes as the 1979 Nicsraguan revolution and the 

1980's outbreak of civil war, which suggests a similar association. Second, Major Harris' 

predication based on this hypothesis, i.e. his predication of a forthcoming bloody revolution in EI 

Salvador, came true. Admittedly, it came true in 1932, rather sooner than he had predicted, but 

hypotheses which produce predictions which are borne out must inevitably command some 

respectful attention. In any case, 1932 witnessed a major period of political violence in EI 

Salvador. 
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On the night of January 22, 1932, the western half of the country burst into rebellion. 

The poorly armed rebels, however, were generally unaware that their leader, Farabundo Marti, 

had been arrested three days earlier and that the government was tully prepared to crush the 

rebellion. In terms of political violence, the rebels killed relatively few people. Estimates range 

from 85 (Russell, 1984: 37) to several hundred. In response, the government unleashed what 

has come to be called the matanza, or massacre. Persons who were suspected of participating in 

the revolt or of sympathizing with it were rounded up and shot The victims were not simply 

leaders, who could be identified relatively easily through the use of informants and captured 

documents. People with machetes (a common farm implement), Indian features or peasant 

dress were also targeted. Since no lists were kept of those executed, it is impossible to 

determine their exact number. In his classic study entitled Matanza Anderson (1971) estimated 

the number of killings at between 8,000 and 10,000. Other estimates range as high as 30,000 

(Amson, 1982). The government took advantage of the occasion to eliminate not only 

suspected supporters of the failed rebellion, but potential future rebels as well. These killings, 

which appear similar in many respects to the extrajudicial executions of 1979-84, clearly fit the 

definition of deaths from political violence. They also can be viewed as triggered by the 

rebellion. Using Anderson's figures for the 1932 killings, the government killed dozens of 

people tor every one person killed by the rebels. A similar situation arose in the 1979-84 period, 

when agencies such as the Catholic Church in EI Salvador found that approximately 80 percent 

of killings of civilians were due to the government To the extent that income inequality may be 

said to have contributed to the rebellions which triggered these government responses, income 

inequality may also be considered a cause of the general outbreaks of political violence, 

including the government-sponsored killings. 
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Land Inequality 

A number of authors have suggested that land inequality has been an important 

contributor to political violence in EI Salvador (Armstrong and Shenk, 1982; Montgomery, 1982). 

The argument is that given the aitical importance of land to s. predominantly agricultural economy 

such as EI Satvador's, great inequality in the land tenure system may produce intolerable 

conditions in the countryside, leading to increased discontent and finally revolution and political 

violence. A dynamic element is added to the argument by noting increases in landlessness 

among peasants already at subsistence level. The great importance attached to the land 

inequality variable is illustrated by the major attempts by governments to forestall revolution by 

instituting land reform programs (Shiras, 1981; Simon and Stephens, 1982). However, these 

land redistribution programs have generally failed to prevent politicsl violence, and in fact appear 

to have increased political violence (Shims, 1981). This suggests that the relationship between 

land inequality and political violence may be more complex than some authors have recognized. 

In particular, such authors often fail to specify the mechanism whereby land inequality is 

translated into political violence. As results from the cross-national analysis suggest land 

inequality may contribute to political violence only insofar as it creates income inequality. This 

hypothesis can be examined further using information from the case of Et Salvador. 

Despite differences in actual figures, there appears to be general agreement among a 

variety of sources that the distribution of land in EI Salvador has been extremely unequal. In 

1961, six families (0.0023 percent of all landowners) in EI Salvador held 71,923 hectares, or 4.6 

percent of all the land under cultivation. In 1979, the Salvadoran Ministry of Agriculture reported 

that 0.7 percent of all property owners held 40 percent of the land (Montgomery, 1982: 27 - 28). 

In Table 4.3, which shows a breakdown of land ownership as 01 September 1979, we can see 
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that 99.15 percent of the landowners held 22.7 percent of the land, while the remaining 0.85 

percent (the elite) awned 77.3 percent of the land. This sharp land inequality has its real effect 

through its financial results, however, as Montgomery (1982: 30) points out In brief, the 

incomes of those with the greatest landholdings increased between 1961 and 1975, while the 

incomes of those in the smaller land-size categories remained stagnant As Montgomery puts it 

(1982: 31), this is "a textbook example ... of the poor getting poorer while the rich become 

richer." Also, of course, this examp!e illustrates the process by which land inequality is translated 

into income inequality. 

The extreme inequality of land ownership was one of the major problems confronting the 

junta which took power following the October 1979 coup (Russell, 1984: 99). Six families owned 

more land than did 133,000 small farmers (Simon and Stephens, 1982: 1). Also, there were an 

estimated 300,000 landless rural families (Prosterman and Temple, 1980's: 2). The junta's 

TABLE 4.3 LAND OWNERS AND LAND HOLDINGS 
IN ELSALVADOR, 1979 

# of Hectares # Qf ProQrietors ~ Total Hectares ~ 

Less than 1 86,798 37.20 28,126 2.55 

1 -10 144,516 61.95 222,399 20.15 

100 - ~99 1,894 .81 636,166 57.65 

1,000 or more 82 .04 216,796 19.65 

TOTAL 233,290 100.00 1,103,487 100.00 

Source: Adapted from Montgomery, 1982, p. 29. 
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immediate response to this situation was to declare that an agrarian reform, I.e. a redistribution of 

land, was crucial for the creation of a just society. This reformist junta also viewed agrarian reform 

as critical for the maintenance of order and stability, and for the prevention of political violence. 

Unfortunately, however, the implement1ltion of the reform was accompanied by an increase in 

political violence (Shiras, 1981). Landowners who saw their interests threatened by the reform 

deployed paramilitary forces against the peasants who were to take aver the expropriated land. 

At the same time, the land reform was implemented in such a way that it had little or no effect on 

income inequality. As Russell (1984: 99) describes the creation o~ the system of co-ops on the 

expropriated lands: 'The elected officials \Nere almost always chosen from the skilled staff, who 

continued to receive salaries roughly seven times those of manual laborers. Thus, the life of the 

majotity of co-op members changed very little, except for an increase in the level of violence." 

The basic conditions creating discontent among peasants and the left - notably income 

inequality - had not changed. The land reform did manage, however, to frighten and enrage the 

landholding Salvadoran right The result was an increase in political violence. Early in the 

agrarian reform, the National Guard, a traditional ally of landowners, began to assassinate co-op 

leaders and officials of the Salvadoran Instituie of Agrarian Transformation (ISTA), the 

government agency charged with implementing the reform. By early 1980's the death toll had 

become so high that Archbishop Oscar Romero was moved to comment on the connection 

between reform and the level of political violence: "We want the government to seriously 

consider that reforms mean nothing when they come bathed in so much blood" (Erdozain, 1981: 

80). Clearly, judged by a"ly objective standard, to the extent that the land reform was intended to 

reduce political violence, it was a failure. Amnesty Intemational reported that official forces, 

ostensibly acting in compliance with orders to occupy plantations expropriated under the 

agrarian reform, "attacked villagers supporting non-violent opposition 
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peasant unions," resulting in the deaths of 80 people between March 9 and March 17, 1980's 

(Russell, 1984: 102). 

An important question to consider is why this attempt to reduce land inequality, an effort 

which succeeded in redistributing significant amounts of land, failed to reduce political violence. 

Part of the explanation, as suggested above, may be that income inequality is the more 

fundamental underlying condition which must be addressed. The cross-national portion of this 

study found that land inequality was not a significant direct cause of political violence, while 

income inequality was a significant contributor. If this result is correct, one would not expect to 

reduce political violence by means of land redistribution alone. The violent outcome of the 

Salvadoran land reform also suggests that other variables may be involved which contribute to 

the level of political violence. Prominent among these other variables may be political factors, 

such as regime repressiveness and govemme!"'!t Y-!.~ctions, which are to be examined in detai! in 

the next chapter. 

Some of the reasons behind the political violence associated with the land reforrr. may 

be found by considering briefly the types of people victimized by the violence. The victims 

certainly in::luded representatives of officialdom. A government-cr~ated peasant organization in 

EI Salvador, the Salvadoran Communal Union (UCS), reported in December 1981, that 90 

agrarian-reform officials had been killed, otten with the support of local security forces allied with 

ex-landlords (Russell, 1984: 102). During the same year, the head of the dgrarian reform was 

killed along with two U.S. agrarian reform advisers. However, the bulk of the victims were poor 

peasants. As MIT professor Martin Diskin (1982: 38) noted, "The evidence is overwhelming, 

however, that in most cases the killing is an intentional assault on innocent, poor, rural people." 



This suggests that this political violence was intended to terrorize the rural population into 

compliance with the military's protection of the interests of the landowners. 
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There is an additional aspect of the land reform which provides a transition to 

consideration of the international influences on political violence in EI Salvador. That is the U.S. 

role in the creation and implementation of the ostensibly Salvadoran land reform. A key phase of 

the Salvadoran land reform, called the Land-to-the Tiller-Program, was designed by Roy 

Prosterman, a U.S. Professor and land-reform adviser who had designed a similar program for 

use in Vietnam to support the South Vietnamese government The degree of U.S. influence on 

the Salvadoran land reform can be gauged by the fact that irate landowners went to lobby against 

it, not in San Salvador, but in Washington (Russell, 1984: 102). A 1980's U.S. Agency for 

International Development memo said the land reform "is considered by key Salvadoran officials 

as a misguided and U.S.-impoSed initiative" (Shiras, 1981: 166). Clearly the U.S., like other key 

players including the Salvadoran left and the oligarchy, viewed land and land inequality as critical 

factors in political violence in EI Salvador. However, the evidence suggests that other important 

factors were involved, including income inequality and international influences. One of the more 

widely discussed of these international influences is the penetration of the Salvadoran economy 

by multinational corporations. 

Multinational Penetration 

It has often been suggested that penetration of EI Salvador's economy by multinational 

corporations has contributed to political violence in that country by keeping the economy in a 

state of dependence and fostering conditions of vulnerability, misery, and discontent 
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(Armstrong and Shenk, 1982; Barry and Preusch, 1986). The theoretical importance of this 

variable in efforts to explain the poUtics of Third World peripheral nations is difficult to deny. 

Multinational corporations appear to provide a mechanism whereby a Third World country may be 

integrated into the world economy, albeit in a condition of dependency. In their classic study of 

multinational corporations, Barnet and Muller (1974) found that their influence on the host 

country was more often negative than positive. Multinational corporations' investments in Third 

World countries were found to create a net outftow of vvealth from the poorer countries to the 

richer countries. In addition, the land-use patterns fostered by the multinationals typically 

involved a conversion of land from food crops grown for IocaJ consumption (such as com and 

beans) to more profitable crops for export (such as coffee). local elites were vieYJed as 

handmaidens of an international export-marketing class whose goals \Nere simply greater and 

greater profits. Political s1ructures and processes in the host countries came to be seen as 

heavily influenced by the country's role in the world economy. Multinational corporations thus 

provided a link between the politics of Third World countries and a body of theory emphasizing 

the interdependent and yet expIoitive nature of the capitalist world-system (Wallerstein, 1974; 

Chase-Dunn and Rubinson, 1977). Now, EI Salvador appeared to fit some elements of this 

model rather well. In particular, the country's dependence on coffee as an agro-export 

commodity appeared to make it a classic examp4e of a monocultural economy vulnerable to 

external fluctuations in the world economy. Certainly the "crash" of coffee prices during the 

Great DepreSSion (Amson, 1982), discussed earlier, seemed to bear out this conception. Also, 

EI Salvador certainly experienced the kind of wholesale conversion of crop lands to export crops 

which Barnet and Muller described. Moreover, the notion of a "coffee elite" in EI Salvador 

appeared to fit well with prevailing conceptions of unscrupulous local elites doing the bidding of 
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international managers of the capitalist world economy. Finally, by the early 1980'ss, no one 

could doubt that EI Salvador was experiencing its share of Third-World political problems, and it 

was natural to connect these to then-current global circumstances which had received so much 

attention. It was only a matter of time before penetration by multinational corporations was 

suggested as a fundamental cause of the political violence in EI Salvador. 

In a pioneering article along these lines, Armstrong and Shenk (1980's) presented a 

detailed listing of investments in EI Salvador by multinational corporations. Armstrong and 

Shenk argued that this penetration by multinational corporations was fostering conditions which 

made the country ripe for revolution. The economic power and political control which these 

corporations exercised in Ei SaJvador was seen as a major cause ot the grcming political violence 

in the country. The list ot multinational corporations doing business in EI Salvador was later 

expanded (Armstrong and Shenk, 1982) and also elaborated by other authors (Barry, Wood and 

Preusch, 1983; Barry and Preusch, 1986). 

Novv, it will be recalled that in the cross-national portion of this study, multinational 

penetration was found to have no significant direct effect on political violence. Yet Armstrong 

and Shenk pointed to extensive multinational investment in EI Salvador, along with high levels of 

political violence in EI Salvador, and insisted that the two must be related. This seeming 

contradiction can be resolved if one examines more closely the rdes of multinational penetration 

and political violence in Salvadoran history. 

It is significant that of the 77 multinational corporations with investments in EI Salvador 

listed by Armstrong and Shenk (1982: 263-266), only eight or little more than 10 percent, 
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invested in the country prior to 1932. This reflects the fact that U.S. direct investment in Central 

America in 1929 was less than one-third of the level in 1977 (Barry and Preusch, 1986: 9). As 

Barry and Preusch stress (1986: 10), the major influx of multinational corporations into Central 

America, including EI Salvador, occurred between 1950 and 1970's. Indeed,51 of the 77 

corporation~ !isted by Armstrong and Shenk (1982) entered EI Salvador during this 1950-1970's 

period. 

Hence, by far the bulk of the penetration of EI Salvador's economy by multinational 

corporations evidently occurred after 1932. Yet, as we have already seen, 1932 represents one 

of the worst episodes of political violence in EI Salvador's history, comparable in magnitucie on!y 

to the 1979-84 period. The question arises: how can multinational penetration, which generally 

occurred after 1932, have caused the political violence of 1932? The answer is that 

multinational penetration cannot have caused the 1932 outbreak of political violence. Other 

variables must be largely responsible. While multinational penetration conceivably may 

contribute to the 1979-84 violence, we nevertheless must conclude that multinational 

penetration is not a consistent direct cause of Salvadoran political violence. This finding is of 

course compatible with the results of the cross-national analysis reported earlier in this study. 

One of the conclusions which may be drawn from a study such as this is that income 

inequality is a more fundamental cause of political violence than is land inequality or multinational 

penetration. However, this does not preclude the possibility that land inequality or multinational 

penetration may themselves contribute to income inequality, and therefore indirectly affect 

political violence. Indeed, Russell (1984: 57) notes some ways in which multinational 

penetration of the Salvadoran economy might enhance income inequality. He notes that, as a 

result of "the degree to which the world economy is becoming internationalized," firms from as far 
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fNllrI as South Korea established assembly plants in EI Salvador. Russell notes the advantages 

to multinational corporations of moving labor intensive operations fNlay from places where labor 

is expensive, such as the U.S., and into places where labor is cheap, such as EI Salvador. He 

notes that in EI S8Jvador, such plants were encouraged by the 1974 Export Development Law, 

which guaranteed owners freedom from income tax and import taxes on machinery, free land, 

compensation if the firm was nationalized, and the right to take profits out of the country (Russell, 

1984: 57). The same mechanisms designed as incentives for investment by multinationals 

would also tend to increase income inequality within the country. Armstrong and Shenk (1980's) 

also noted how incentives in economic zones were used in EI Salvador, both attracting 

multinationals and concentrating income in the hands of the elite in EI Salvador. In the case of 

assembly plants, multinational!> often give preference to hiring women, since they are viewed as 

"highly exploitable" (Russell, 1984: 57) and need not be paid as much as men. In instances such 

as these, penetration by multinationals could indeed lead to greater income inequality. Thus 

multinational penetration, by enhancing income inequality, could indirectly contribute to political 

violence, in EI Salvador and elsewhere. 

This chapter has a.,alyzed the economic variables of income inequality, land inequality, 

and multinational penetration, as they relate to political violence in EI Salvador. In general, the 

results of this case study appear to be compatible with the findings of the earlier cross-national 

analysis. This chapter found that income inequality was pervasive and intense in EI Salvador, 

and tended to increase prior to the major outbreaks of political violence in 1932 and in 1979-84. 

The chapter discussed how land inequality in EI Salvador has been translated into income 

inequality, both through the conversion of land to export crops beginning in the late 1800's 

(Amson, 1982) and through the income concentration benefitting the largest landholders 
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between 1961 and 1975 (Montgomery, 1982: 31). This process in EI.Satvador is compatible 

with the cross-national finding that int:Ome inequality is a more fundamenlal contributor to 

political violence than is land inequality. This chapter also found, in the failure of the Salvadoran 

land mfonn program, evidence that land inequality is certainly not the only cause, and possibly 

not even a major direct cause, of political violence. Again, this conclusion is compatible with the 

cross-national results, in which land inequality was not a significant direct cause of poUtical 

violence. Finally, in discussing penetration of the Salvadoran economy by multinational 

corporations, this chapter found that while multinational penetration was a significant feature of 

the Salvadoran economy just prior to the 1979-84 outbreak of violence, the vast majority of this 

penetration occurred well after the massive 1932 outbreak of violence. This finding suggests 

that multinational penetration itself cannot explain political violence in EI Sa/vador. Once again. 

this result is compatible with the cross-nationaJ analysis, which found that multinational 

penetration had no significant direct effect on political violence. 

It remains to discuss briefly the implications of these findings. This chapter at least 

suggests that economic variables are important factors in political violence, a finding compatible 

with other case studies (e.g., Kemper, 1982) as well as general analyses (e.g., Paige, 1975). 

The relative importance of economic variables as causes of political violence cannot funy be 

assessed until the influence of political and demographic factors is also considered. However, 

some generalizations can be made. The importance of income inequality as a contributing factor 

in political violence is enhanced by the findings of this chapter. This result tends to support the 

conclusions of Muller (1985) and Muller and Seligson (1986). In part the fundamental 

importance of income inequality derives from the fact that other economic variables, such as land 

inequaJity and multinational penetration, may act to enhance income inequality. If land inequality 
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or multinational penetration did not increase income inequali~, then their importance as 

economic causes of political violence would be greatty reduced. In short. income inequality 

appears to be a more important and direct cause of political violence than the other economic 

variables studied. If this is the case, the policy implications are significant Perhaps most notably, 

land reform will not servp as a panacea to prevent political violence. Despite the SiiOrmous 

resources devoted to land reform by governments, land reform will likely not reduce political 

violence, and may even increase it, as long as the underlying issue of income inequality is not 

addressed. M Russell (1984) notes, this result appears to hold as much for Vietnam as for EI 

Salvador, as the failure of the Land-to-the-Tiller program in each case suggests. Finding wf1:is to 

bring about changes in as fundamental a structural feature of Third World economies as income 

inequality, and doing so without violence, may be the key challenge of the future. 



CHAPTER 5 

GOVERNMENTAL FACTORS IN POUllCAL VIOLENCE 

IN EL SALVADOR 
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Having examined the influence of economic variables, we now tum to an examination of 

the role of govemmentalfactors in the process of generating political violence in EI Salvador. 

Before proceeding with such an investigation, a brief review of some definitions may be useful. It 

will be recallE:CI that political violence is being conceptualized in terms of deaths resulting from 

domestic political conflict. following Muller (1985). While other indicators of political violence, 

such as anned attacks and assassinations, are also used, there is probably less reporting bias for 

deaths than for armed attacks (Muller, 1985; Weede, 1981: 651). While death rate per million 

population is a generally accepted, comparable measure at the cross-national level, we shall also 

make use of rf1:N figures for numbers of deaths in examining the case of EI Salvador. This 

procedure of using rf1:N numbers of deaths is followed by Stanley (1987), who points out that 

population figures for EI Salvador in recent years often do not take into account the large 

numbers of refugees who have left the country. Thus, since population growth has to a large 

extent been offset by refugee emigration, raw numbers of deaths from political conflict still 

constitute a reasonable measure of political instability. 

As pointed out by Taylor and Jodice (1983), students of political instability have shown 

that elite behavior is an extremely important factor in accounting for the level and form of political 

violence within a country. A number of studies have examined the effect of governmental 

coercion on poIitic-..aI stability (~.g., Duff and McCamant, 1976; Feirabend, Feirabend and Howard, 

1972; Markus and Nesv~d, 1972). The earlier, exploratory cross-national studies have been 

supplemented by more sophisticated analyses using a broader data base (e.g., Muller, 1985). 

There are some lessons to be drawn from such studies which may serve as starting points for a 

case study of governmental factors in political violence. The first point is that the relationship 

between governmental behavior and political violence is a complex one. For example, Muller 
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(1985) found that the relationship between regime repressiveness and political violence was 

curvilinear; that is, political violence was highest at intermediate levels of regime repressiveness. 

At the lowest levels of regime repressiveness, where the political system is relatively open, 

political action can take nonviolent forms while remaining effective. At the highest levels of 

regime repressiveness, in a closed political system, opposition political organiz.ing may be 

virtually impossibte. This may explain the relatively low level of political violence in a 1DtaJitarian 

system like the present-day Soviet Union. Muner (1985) found that a system of intermediate 

repressiveness, open enough so that political organizing is possible, but too closed to permit 

effective, democratic, nonviolent means of political change, is the most conducive to political 

violence. When such intermediate levels of regime repressiveness are combined wi1h income 

inequality, Muller concludes that these conditions create a recipe for political instability and 

violence. 

There is some evidence that EI Salvador tends to fit this picture of a country with an 

intermediate level of regime repressiveness. Seligson (1987) notes that the Central American 

nations held an intermediate position in degree of political democracy compared to oth~ p6I1s of 

the world. This finding is based on Kenneth A Bolen's (1980's) "Political Democracy Index," a 

measure that is generally regarded as the best one yet devised. The index includes three 

measures of political liberty and three of popular sovereignty. As shewn in Table 5.1, based on 

the Bolen index for 1965, EI Salvador and the other Central American nations except Costa Rica 

held an intermediate position between highly democratic countries like the United States and 

very undemocratic countries like Cuba. This suggests that EI Salvador fits the picture of 

intermediate regime repressiveness described by Mull;;;r (1 aSS). An aHemative measure based 

on subjective evaluations by experts, referred to as the "Fitzgibbon-Johnson index," (Johnson, 
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1977) prOliides a longitudinal perspective over time on democracy in Central America. Since 

1945, scholars have been rating democratic development in twenty nations of Latin America 

(Seligson, 1987: 169). If we examine these rankings for the Central American nations, we again 

find that EI Salvador is in an intermediate position (see RgIre 5.1). These rankings are based on 

scholars' evaluations of five key measures of democratic performance: (free ~h, free 

elections, free party organizations, independence 01 the judiciary, and civilian supremacy over 

the military). ~ shown in f9a'e 5.1. covering the period from 1945 to 1975. Costa Rica ranks as 

the most democratic country in Central America. Indeed. Costa Rica ranks among the most 

democratic wuntries in all of Latin America (Seligson. 1987: 169). Perhaps not coincidentally, 

Costa Rica also exhibited an extremely low rate of armed violence, at least since 1960 (Duff and 

McCamant. 1976: 3). Figwe 5.1 also shows Nicaragua generally falling below the others during 

this period, and it ranked in the bottom quarter of Latin American nations. In terms of these 

rankings of democracy. EI Salvador again appears to occupy an intermediate position, marking it 

as a country of moderate regime repressiveness. It appears similar to Guatemala and Honduras in 

this respect, according to these ratings. 

Although the Bolen index is based on somewhat more objectively derived data than the 

Fitzgibbon-Johnson index, nevertheless there is a very high correlation between them 

(Seligson, 1987: 171). Taken together, they appear to provide a reasonably valid indicator of the 

degree of political democracy in Central America. We shall return to the question of the 

relationship between the degree of democracy and political violence, focusing especially on EI 

Satvador but sometimes using other Central American countries for comparison. 

Seligson (1987: 180-181) suggests that an important gove m mental factor in political 

violence in Central America is governmental expenditure policies. The reason for the importance 
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of these policies is their relationship to income inequality. Seligson argues that economic growth 

with inequality in Central America has led to political decay in the 

TABLE 5.1 

Empirical Index d Democracy in 
CenraI America. Campared with Sele cIed Other Nations. 1965 

NATION 

United States 

Costa Rica 

EI Salvador 

Nicaragua 

Argentina 

Honduras 

Guatemala 

Syria 

Indonesia 

Cuba 

Source: Adapted from Seligson (1987), p. 172. 
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form of increasin2 political violence. He notes that it is well established empirically that income 

inequaJity and political violence are closely linked (Sigel man and Simpson, 1977; Muller and 

Seligson, 1988). A cross-national study by Muller (1984) finds that income inequality in 

developjng nations is due more to the "intemal dynamics" than to their position in the world 

capitalist system. More specifically, there is evidence that government expenditure policies can 

lessen income inequality (Seligson, 1987: 181). One recent study found that government 
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expenditures on education, social security and welfare, housing and community amenities serve 

to lessen income inequality (Mahler and Katz, 1984). Since income inequality has already been 

found to be closely linked to political violence, government expenditure policies appear to be an 

important governmental factor undertying political violence. Therefore, it will be useful to 

examine these policies briefly for the Central American nations, paying particular attention to EI 

Salvador. 

Two of the key expenditure categories which have been found to be directly linked to 

reducing income inequality are public expenditures on education and on social security and 

wetfare (Seligson, 1987: 182). Comparisons among the Central American nations show 

substantial differences in these expenditures among the countries (see Figw'es 5.2 and 5.3). 

Most notably, Costa Rica, the most democratic and stable 01 the five countries, directs a far 

greater proportion of its budget 10 these categories than its Central American neighbors. In 

1981, tor example, over 54 percent of the entire budget 01 the Costa Rican government was 

devoted to the combined categories of education, and social security and welfare (Seligson, 

1987: 182). Given the finding that these expenditures tend to lessen income inequality (Mahler 

and Katz. 1984) it is hence not surprising that Costa Rica has also had a IoY.Ier rate of political 

violence than the other Central American countries (Duff and McCamant, 1976). 

In EI Salvador, expenditures on education can be seen to fall from a level beneath that of 

Costa Rica 10 a considerably lower level in the 1970'ss and 1980'ss (Figwe 5..2). This was the 

period of the country's slide into political unrest and civil war (Armstrong and Shenk, 1982; 

Russell, 1984). EI Salvador's expenditures on social security and welfare remained at a 
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expenditures are not sufficient to explain the rising political violence during these years. All that 

is being suggested is that government spending policies clearly provided no mechanism for 

ameliorating EI Salvador's income ineqUality. a known key contributor to political violence. In 

keeping with public policy in the region. which studies have shown favors increased inequality 

(Seligson. 1987: 184). EI Salvador's public expenditures appear to constitute an underlying 

governmental factor which helped set the stage for the rise in political violence noted by many 
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In addition to government expenditure policies, another important governmental variable 

in the process leading to political violence is the extent of repression. Governmental coercive 

behavior has been shown to be an extremely important factor in accounting for the level and form 

of political violence within a country (Taylor and Jodice, 1983: 61). Clearly, repression can be 

defined and operationalized in various ways. One important attempt to define and measure 
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repression has been made by Duff and McCamant (1976). They also provide measures of 

violence for 20 countries in Latin America It will be useful to examine their conceptualization and 

measurement of repression and violence. Duff ana McCamant also present some data which we 

can use to examine the relationship between repression and violence in EI Salvador. 

Duff and McCamant (1976: 24) define repression as the use of governmental coercion 

to control or eliminate actual or potential political opposition. They base their index of repression 

on four key criteria: suspension of constitutional guarantees and other interferences with judicial 

process; arrests, exiles and executions; restrictions on political parties; and censorship of the 

press and other media Duff and McCamant note that their concept of repression refers to the 

use of physical coercion against political opponents. It is distinct from the concept of oppression 

that refers more to the way a social system maintains a portion of the population in positions of 

poverty and impotence (1976: 25). Hence Duff and McCamant are studying the variable of 

political repression, not economic oppression. It should be noted that Duff and McCamanfs 

inclusion of executions in their measure of repression can be criticized on the grounds that it 

would be preferable to include executions in the category of violence. However, given that 

executions are only a small component of their repression index, this index still seems to be a 

reasonable indicator of the overall repressiveness of a government They provide ann'JaI 

repression scores, based on the above-mentioned four criteria, for 20 Latin American countries 

for the years 1950 through 1969 (Duff and McCamant, 1976: 39). 

Duff and McCamant (1976: 42) argue that violence can be viewed as a manifestation of 

social disintegration. Hence they see violence as an indicator of political instability (see also Bwy, 

1968). Duff and McCamant focus primarily on violence directed against the society at large, 

institutions of the society, or the government of the society. Their index of violence is an events-
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scoring index that measures actual occurrences within certain categories that took place in 

twenty Latin American counbies from 1950 through 1969. Because they found that media 

reports almost invariably stated whether political actors were armed or not. Duff and McCamant 

were able to classify opposition as armed or unarmed. The main focus of interest here is on their 

measure of armed violence. Their measure of armed violence includes bombings and other 

terrorist ac1s, assassinations of public officials, riots in which the rioters are armed and fire on 

public authorities, urban and rural guerrilla warfare, and any other attacks on public officials or the 

public order. While the focus on oppositional violence makes their criteria somewhat different 

from the method used elsewhere in this study, the Duff and McCamant index appears to provide 

a useful, complementary measure of violence. The three criteria for the armed violence 

measurement were a number of days of reported armed opposition (\\'eight of 2), causalities 

(killed or wounded) per 10,000,000 population (weight of 1) and number of participants per 

1,000,000 population (weight of 1). After each index was constructed, the three criteria were 

combined, given the weights indicated, and a total index of armed violence was produced. 

Of particular interest here is the correlation between repression and violence. The 

scores for repression and armed violence in EI Salvador for the years 1950 through 1969 are 

shown in Table 5.2. The annual repression scores for all 20 countries reported by Duff and 

McCamant range from 0 to 16; the annual anned violence scores for the 20 countries range from 

o to 29. Some preliminary observations can be made from these data. First, the 1950's were a 

period of relative calm in EI Salvador. This is reflected in the lack of reported armed oppositional 

violence, attributed by some observers to the extended chilling effects of the 1932 massacre 

(Anderson, 1971; Villalobos, 1986). Second, both the repression scores and the violence 
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scores peak in 1961. On January 25, 1961, there was a military coup in EI Salvador VoIhich 

produced massive protest demonstrations that left 96 dead in their wake as the military 

suppressed them (Russell, 1984: 43). We shall return to the historical dimensions of these data 

later in this chapter. For the moment it is sufficient to note that the data appears to complement 

some observations made by historical scholarship. The product-moment correlation between 

the repression scores and the armed violence scores is 0.51 (Pearson's I). While this correlation 

may seem unremarkable, it is nevertheless higher than the correlations between repression and 

armed violence for all 20 countries during the 1950's (0.21) and the 1960's (0.30) reported by 

Duff and Mccamant (1976: 54). Duff and McCamant found that armed violence is positively 

correlated with repression in Latin America, though they note that the correlations are low. In this 

context. the correlation for EI Salvador appears relatively high. Of course, the correlation 

coefficient could be highly affected by extreme values of either variable. That does not appear to 

be the case in Table 5.2, however, since there is relatively little variation in the values of the 

variables. Indeed, the defect of these data, if anything, would appear to be too little variation 

rather than too much. Also, we must allow for the possibility of a non-linear relationship between 

repression and violence, such as that found by Muller (1985). 

In order to gain a better understanding ot EI Salvador's position among other countries 

regarding repression and violence, it is useful briefly to compare EI Salvador with its regional 

neighbors. Tobie 5.3 shows annual repression scores for the five Central American nations for 



TABlE 5.2 

Annual RepressioI. and Anned VioIeIK:e Scores for 
EJ SaI"adcr, 1950-1969 

R8IRESSION MMEDVIOLENCE 

1950 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

salfE 

6 

6 

8 

6 

6 

6 

7 

7 

6 

6 

8 

10 

6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

Source: Adapted from Duff and McCamant (1976). pp. 39 and 48. 
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the years 1950 through 1969. Costa Rica ranked by far the lowest on repression during this 

period. Vl/hereas Guatemala ranked the highest EI Salvador. during this relatively calm period of 

its history, occupied an intermediate position on the repression index. This does not necessarily 

imply political stability. however. As Muller (1985) has noted, countries with intermediate levels 

of regime repressiveness may have greater potential for political violence than countries scoring 

either very low or very high on repressiveness. In the least repressive countries, such as Costa 

Rica. poIiticlll opposition is free to take nonviolent forms. In the most repressive countries, such 

as the Soviet Union. political opposition may not be able to organize at all. TatE 5.3 suggests 

that EI Salvador. while relatively quiet in the 1950's and 1960's, fits Muller's general repression 

pattern of a country with considerable potential for political violence. as occurred in EI Salvador in 

the 1970's's and 1980's's. 

A similar comparison between EI Salvador and the rest of Central America can be made 

for the level of armed violence during the 1950's and 1960's. Tatlie 5.4 gives the annual armed 

violence scores for the five Central American naMns for the years 1950 through 1969. This 

table confirms that this period was relatively calm in EI Salvador. EI Salvador actually scores lower 

(42) on total armed violence for these two decades than any other Central American country. 

even including Costa Rica (45). However, by comparing the 1950's scores in Table 5.4 with 
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TABLE 5.3 

Annual Repression Scores far Five 

Central Amelican Nations, 1950-1989 

Costa 
Yf!I'IIt Rica Honcbas McaBglm 8SaMJdor Gwkslllla 

1950 5 4 5 6 9 

1951 4 4 5 6 7 

1952 3 4 5 8 5 

1953 3 3 5 6 7 

1954 3 5 7 6 11 

1955 4 5 6 6 9 

1956 3 7 10 7 10 

1957 3 1 8 7 6 

1958 2 3 6 6 4 

1959 2 3 10 6 4 

1960 1 1 6 8 6 

1961 1 1 8 10 4 

1962 1 1 5 6 6 

1963 1 .. 5 5 11 , 

1964 1 10 4 5 8 

1965 1 6 4 5 6 

1966 1 5 4 5 8 

1967 1 5 7 5 8 

1968 2 5 4 5 11 

1969 1 6 5 5 11 

Source: Adapted from Duff and McCamant (1976), p.39. 
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TABLE 5.4 

Annual Armed VIOlence Sccres for Five 

Central Amelican Nations. 1950-1969 

0aIIa 
v.. Rca. Hancb'as r&a 'H BSatl .. GuaIemaIa 

1950 8 3 0 0 13 

1951 4 0 0 0 10 

1952 0 0 0 0 3 

1953 0 0 0 0 10 

1954 10 9 10 0 23 

1955 11 0 0 0 10 

1956 0 17 6 0 11 

1957 5 10 0 0 6 

1958 0 0 11 0 0 

1959 5 21 17 0 8 

1960 0 14 15 3 16 

1961 0 0 12 17 7 

1962 0 13 0 7 20 

1963 0 21 0 0 15 

1964 0 4 3 0 15 

1965 0 13 0 3 16 

1966 2 0 0 0 18 

1967 0 0 22 7 19 

1968 0 5 0 5 27 

1969 0 0 0 0 9 

Source: Adapted from Duff and McCamant (1976). pp. 48-49. 
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the 1960's scores, one can see that armed violence virtually died out in Costa Rica in the second 

decade, whereas it increased in EI Salvador. The remarkably high figures in Guatemala, notably 

in 1954, may be related to the military overthrow of the Arbenz regime in that year, and to the 

el'lsuing persistent guerrilla warfare, including the growth of Guatemalan insurgency following 

the Cuban revolution (Simons, 1981). In EI Salvador, with the exception of the violence 

surrounding the 1961 coup, the country remained relatively calm - for the present 

To gain additional insight into the relationship between government repression and 

political violence in EI Salvador, it will be useful to examine two altemative measures of these 

variables. Raymond Gastil (1986) has developed an annual index of political rights and civil 

liberties in various countries. Following Muller (1985), the Gastil index can be used as a measure 

of regime repressiveness. This is done by combining the measures for political rights and for civil 

liberties into a single index, where 1 stands for least repressiveness ar-ct 7 stands for most 

repressiveness. The Gastil index considers political rights to be rights to participate meaningfully 

in the political process, including the right of all adults to vote and compete for public office, and 

for elected representatives to have a decisive vote on public policies. CMlliberties (Gastil, 1986: 

8) are defined as rights to free expression, to organize or demonstrate, as well as rights to a 

degree of autonomy such as is provided by freedom of religion, education, travel, and other 

personal rights. The Gastil index provides an annual measure of regime repressiveness for the 

years 1973 through 1985. William Stanley (1987) provides a measure of political violence in EI 

Salvador in the form of political killings. His data are based on reports of agencies of the 

Salvadoran catholic Church: Socorro Juridico and Tutela Legal. Stanley rigorously excludes 

data where there is any indication of political bias. The price paid for this admirable objectivity is 

that the data is only available for a few years. HO"Never, the data covers covers a key period of the 



late 1970'ss and early 1980'ss, and provides a useful basis for comparison with the regime 

repressiveness data. 
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The regime repressiveness scores based on Gastil's indax and the poUticaI killings data 

from Stanley are presented by year in Table s.s. in inis to.bl~, re;:me repressiveness rises in the 

late 1970'ss, peaks in 1981-1982, then gradually declines again. Somewhat similarly, political 

killings rise at the end of the 1970's's, peak in 1981, then decline. Other sources, such as 

Amnesty International (1984), confinn this general trend in political killings, including a gradual 

increase during the mid-1070's, years not included in Stanley's data. The fact that both variables 

peak at the same time suggests that they may be positively correlated. The correlation between 

regime repressiveness and political killings for the years in Table 5.5 with data for both variables is 

0.52 (Pearson's I). This is comparable to the correlation (0.51) found earlier between repression 

and armed violence for the years 1950 through 1969 (Table 5.2). While the number of eases is 

quite small, the fact that a positive coneIation of similar magnitude occurs in both 1950-1969 and 

in 1973-1985, albeit with somewhat different measures of the variables, suggests that the 

correlation between repressiveness and violence is robust That is, it recurs with the same sign 

and similar magnitude at different times and using different sources of data. Withcut assuming 

causality or the fonn of the relationship (i.e., linear vs. non-linear), it nevertheless seems 

reasonable to conclude that there is a positive association between regime repressiveness and 

political violence in EI Salvador, at least for the period covered by these tables. This finding is 

clearly compatible with the general observation of Taylor s.nd Jodice (1983: e 1) that elite 

behavior is an important factor in accounting for the level and form of politicaJ violence within a 

country. More generally, it is compatible with the view that governmental factors are a key 

element in political instability. 
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TABlE 5.5 

Regine ReplesSM:11eSS tn:I Pofiic:aI ~ in 

EI Satlallcr. 1973-1985 

Ye1!6 Regime Repressiveness &.:ore Pdi\if:al KiIings 

1973 2.5 

1574 2.5 

1975 2.5 

1976 2.5 

1977 3.0 

1978 3.0 

1979 4.0 1,060 

1980's 4.0 8,024 

1981 5.0 12,700 

1982 5.0 5,399 

1983 4.5 4,901 

1984 4.0 

1985 3.0 

Sources: Regime repressiveness: Adapted from Gastil (1986), p. 62. 
Political killings: Stanley (1987). p. 135. 
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In order to explore these relationships more fully in a concrete context, as well as to 

examine periods not covered in Tables 5.2 and 5.5, we now tum to a historical discussion of EI 

Salvador. The general emphasis will be on governmental factors in the process which generates 

political violence. However, it is to ~ ~pected, and ir.d~ hoped, that other variables 'Ni!! elso 

emerge from the historical discussion. For example, the role of economic elites, e.g. coffee 

growers, in manipulating the government. and the organizational resources available to 

opposition forces, are factors which might mediate the relationship between regime 

repressiveness, on the one hand, and political violence and instability, on the other. One way to 

clarify these relationships is by a detailed examination of a historical case. The historical 

discussion will rather briefty cover the colonial period (1519-1758) and the first steps toward 

independence (1759-1840). The bulk of the historical discussion will focus on the 19th and 

20th centuries, a period when EI Salvador was an independent nation and for which 

considerable historical material is available (see, e.g. sources in Anderson, 1971; Russell, 1984). 

The periods covered will include nationhood (1840-1870) and the coffee revolution (1871-

1929). Then the history of the depression and the Martinez. era (1930-1944) and modernization 

(1944-1971) will be discussed. Finally, the period of what has been called "the stolen elections" 

and the juntas (1972-1984) will be examined. Since this is not a discussion of current events, no 

attempt will be made to analyze events occurring after 1984, although sources published after 

that date will be used. Enough time and publications have accumulated to allow reasonable 

historical conclusions to be drawn through 1984, however. 

The Colonial Period (1519-1758) 

In 1519 Heman Cortes landed at Veracruz, on the Gulf of Mexico, marched inland, and 

conquered the Aztec empire. His conquest marked the beginning of the Spanish colonial 
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domination of the region. It also laid the foundation for EI Salvador's incorporation into the 

Spanish empire. After conquering Mexico, Cortes heard rumors of gold and pearts among the 

people of Central America. In response to these rumors, Cortes sent Pedro de Alvarado, a 

veteran of the conquest 01 Mexico. to incorporate Central America into the Spanish realm 

(Russell, 1984: 1). The Spanish conquerors led by Alvarado invaded from Mexico in 1524 and 

gave EI Salvador its name, "The Saviour" (Amson, 1982: 5). Political violence during this period 

naturally took the form of warfare between the Spanish invaders and the local Indian population. 

Alvarado, who had already subdued the Maya-Quiche people of Guatemala after a series of 

bloody battles, had a reputation for brutality and military prowess 'IoIhich preceded him into what is 

now EI Salvador. In June 1524, Alvarado's men encountered a formable force of Indian warriors 

lined up for battle near the present port of Acajutla. After faking a retreat and luring the Indians 

into the middle of a plain, Alvarado attacked. Alvarado later wrote that, "the destruction that we 

made amongst them was so great that in a short time none were left alive, because they came so 

heavily armed that those who fell to the ground could not get up" (Alvarado, 1972: 79). Soon 

afterward the Spanish encountered an even larger Indian force of perhaps 25,000 warriors. 

Again the result was a rout by the Spanish, who attacked with cavalry and infantry simultaneously. 

As Alvarado later described it. the Spanish "made a great massacre and punishment" (Alvarado, 

1972: 82-83). 

Consolidation of the Spanish empire proceeded apace. In 1525 the Spanish founded 

the city of San Salvador, and proceeded to extend their control over the area By the 1540's, 

Spanish domination of EI Salvador was complete (Russell, 1984: 2). Some scholars place the 

date at 1547, saying it took until then to subdue the rebellious Indian population (Amson, 1982: 

5). Weakened by diseases, such as smallpox, brought from Europe (McNeill, 1976), the Indians 
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]were unable to fight effectively against firearms, metal swords, armor and cavalry. The Spanish 

colonial government was established, a government whose patterns of rule would provide a 

model for oligarchs and governments down to the present day. Mario Vargas Uosa has 

described the general pattern in these terms: "The colonial government not only deprived 

indigenous society of all standing and participation but also set about exploiting it in a methodical 

fashion, and to do so they had to create Q means of overseeing it and keeping it in a state of total 

submission and servitude" (Vargas Uosa, 1981: 350). This state of submission and servitude 

did not guarantee political stability, however. Rebellions by the Indians are apparent even in this 

early period. Equally apparent is the dilemma of the government in dealing with the rebellions. 

On the one hand, repression had to be harsh enough to keep the Indians under control. 

On the other hand, if it became too harsh, the Indians might simply die off, thus undermining the 

labor system which was so lucrative for the Spanish. Alternatively, harsh repression, particularly 

once the conquistadores had moved on to more rewarding areas, might result in uncontrollable 

Indian revolts (Russell, 1984: 3). In keeping with both Spanish and Indian tradition, individuals 

were seen as part of the booty of conquest Legally, the only persons the Spanish could 

enslave were those taken in war, and those already hefd in slavery by the Indians. Initial attempts 

by the Crown, which taxed slavery, to regulate slave-taking and thus strike the proper balance of 

repression often had little effect In many instances peaceful Indians were illegally enslaved, and 

on occasion the Spanish provoked rebellions so the Indians could be subdued and enslaved. 

(Russell, 1984: 3). In another instance, the government brought charges against Cristobal de la 

Cueva, founder of San Miguel, for having attacked and killed some 200 peaceful Indians, and fer 

having branded and enslaved survivors, including children as young as four. In his defense, de 

la Cueva claimed that the Indians were planning an attack. so he had attacked first (Sherman, 
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1979: 31). The incident illustrated the difficulty faced by the government in striking the proper 

balance between too litUe and too much repression. Late in the 16th century, the high death 

rate among the Indians produced a labor shortage. Large numbers of Indians were brought in 

from other areas to meet the demand for cacao production. Yet the poor living conditions, 

climatic change, and overwork only contributed further to the soaring mortality rate. More slaves 

were needed to work in the ftedgling indigo industry. The increase in indigo production from 

1590 to 1620 was the one bright spot in the economic stagnation which predominated in EI 

Salvador in the 1600's. The increasingly acute labor shortage prevented rapid increases in 

indigo production. To increase the labor supply, African slaves were imported. Again the 

problem of contrOlling rebellion arose, however. In 1625, reports came of a planned revolt by 

2,000 slaves gathered in San Salvador. The prompt execution of the leaders prevented any 

actual rebellion. After this incident, hO'Wever, authorities were reluctant to permit the importation 

of more slaves. 

In the 1700's, indigo production in EI Salvador began to increase in response to 

increasing European demand and grOlNing textile production. As the Salvadoran population 

increased, there was more labor available. An "indigo boom" was created. During the peak years 

of the 18th century, 92% of Central American indigo was produced in EI Salvador. Indigo 

production and the repartimiento labor system which accompanied it transformed the lives of 

Indian laborers, creating a system midway between slavery and wage labor. This labor system 

hastened the breakdown of Indian communities. While a fixed wage was provided, the work 

remained involuntary, with the inevitable element of repression. Those Indians who fled their 

repartimiento labor obligations were publicly whipped (Russell, 1984: 7). The public nature of 
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this punishment indica1es that it was used as a means of deterring rebellion, a common purpose 

of harsh treatment by governments. 

The repartimiento labor system, like the encomiendea system which preceded it and the 

hacienda system which followed it, was subject to abuse. Abuses included keeping workers 

longer than they vvere legally obligated to stay, thus preventing them from carrying out the 

cultivation of their own crops. Legally, four percent of the adult males from a particular village 

were obligated to serve in the repartimiento system, but in practice often as many as 100 

percent were forced to serve an indigo grower. 

The mid-160C's witnessed the rise of the hacienda, or large estate, in EI Salvador. The 

haciendas were expanded at the expense 01 communal lands owned by local Indians. This 

practice foreshadowed the use of force which later characterized the coffee expanSion of the 

1800's, and the land reform of the 1970's's and 1980's's. An indigo producer might simply begin 

to graze his cattle on the lands in question, thus providing a basis for a claim to the land. Indians 

who objected or resisted could be dealt with by the hacendado. or hacienda owner, by means of 

his personal police force and jail. Punishment was meted O~lt by the use of stocks and the lash. 

The hacendsdos, ancestors of the coffee oligarchs of later years, vvere of course 

generally Spaniards, and their INOrkers were generally Indians. Thus there was a racial and ethnic 

element to the friction between these groups, in addition to the class divisions. This racial 

element was to emerge clearly, years later, in the 1932 revolution, when Indian dress and 

customs vvere banned as signs of subversive revolutionary sentiment (Anderson, 1971). 
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First Steps Toward Independence (1759-1840) 

Colonial govemments are rarely popular in bad times, and the Spanish administration in 

Central America during the economic slump which followed the indigo boom was no exception. 

The slump turned many Guatemalan merchants against Spain. because they considered Spain's 

trade restrictions responsible for their loss of indigo markets. New taxes imposed by the colonial 

government caused bitter resentment among local landowners and commercial interests, in a 

situation reminiscent of North American resistance to British colonialism. The stage began to be 

set for the rise of an independence movement, and ultimately for rebellion. 

Another grievance was added by the arbitrary rule of the new captain general, Jose de 

Bustamante, who arrived in 1811. Bustamante attempted to suppress the movement for 

independence by accusing the rebels of sacrilege and arresting their leaders. Bustamente's 

campaign backfired, however. The arrest in November 1811 of a pro-independence priest. 

Manuel Aguilar, touched off protests in the capital and led to uprisings in much of the country. 

Many of the rebels were members of the landed elite who were seeking equality with the 

Spaniards and an end to agricultural and manufacturing restrictions. HO\YE!ver, the rebellion also 

included an a1l-1ndian uprising in Zacatecoluca. There Indian rebels imprisoned the mayor and 

demanded an end to tribute payments. Hence the rebellion for independence involved both 

landed local elite and poorer native peasants. The role of a landed elite in a rebellious 

independence movement had also been prominent, of course, in the North American rebellion 

against the British. In EI Salvador, all of these uprisings were quickly suppressed, although far 

less violently than the peasant rebellion of 1932, for example. The colonial government faced 

the problem of suppressing the rebellion without fomenting a still larger revolt which might topple 
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the government Again, the government had to be harsh, but not too harsh, to mainte.in itself in 

power. 

On June 24, 1823, forty-six Central American delegates met in Guatemala City and 

began deliberations on a declaration of independence from Spain. Following the examples of 

the United States and Mexico, they declared Central America to be an independent nation 

named the United Provinces of Central America. The declaration denounced Spanish 

arbitrariness and the poor conditions in the colony under Spanish rule. Despite the bitter 

disputes between liberals and conservatives durir.g this period, they nevertheless agreed on 

many principles. In particular, neither group was willing to better the condition 01 the Indians, the 

main labor force, since that would reduce the vveaIth available for the elite. Even a commission 

formed to study the question of "relief and betterment of the Indians" failed to recommend any 

significant changes (Russell, 1984: 16). The commission noted that Indians did most of the work 

in Central America, lived in deplorable conditions, and were unjustly burdened with tribute 

payments, flogging, Wld unpaid services to village priests. After duty noting that these 

conditions were deplorable, the congress decided that there would be no change in the Indians' 

obligations. The Central American Federation thus failed tt.. make independence benefit the 

Indian. 

This failure became painfully evident in 1833 in the indigo-producing area south of San 

Satvador. Resentment had been building in the area as indigo producers usurped Indian lands. 

In a 1770 visit to the area, the Guatemalan Archbishop had noted Indians "regarded the Spanish 

ancIladinos as outsiders and usurpers of these domains. They have an implacable hatred for 

them and if they obey them it is out of fear. They want nothing from the Spanish, not their 

religion, their doctrine, nor their customs" (Dalton, 1965: 76). After independence, the meager 
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protection of the Crown was gone, taxes were raised to finance the ongoing warfare between 

liberals and conservatives, and many Pipillndians were drafted into the ''white man's army." 

The rebeiiion of 1833 broke out in the heart of one of the most traditional Pipillndian 

areas, near Santiago Nonualco. Although various accounts exist of the "precipitating factor" 

(Smelser, 1962) which triggered the rebellion, one report holds that it began when a hacendado 

put one of his workers in stocks. The detained man's brother, Anastasio Aquino, broke open the 

stocks and assumed leadership of the movement The hacendado, seeing the belligerent 

attitude of the Indians, fled to the nearby town of Zacatecoluca The Indians realized that 

retribution would surely follow (as it did on a massive scale a century later) and that they could 

either wait passively for the inevitable arrival of troops, or else seize the initiative. Using 

machetes, the Indians attacked the barracks at Zacatecoluca, seized weapons, and ambushed a 

1 SO-man government column sent to suppress the rebellion. The surprised troops, while better 

armed and more numerous, were no match for the Indians. 

Aquino's rebel forces quickly consolidated this victory. seizing the towns of 

Zacatecoluca and San Vicente and holding considerable territory for over a month. Before the 

capture of San Vicente, wealthy residents piled their gold and silver in the village church, 

thinking that surely no one would dare to profane a church and remove the wealth. Aquino, 

hOYJever, appropriated this collection and used it to finance his army, which grew in size to some 

4,000 Indian volunteers. Incidentally, profaning a church by military occupation was later also 

used as a tactic by government troops in the 1970's's (Lemoux. 1980's). Aquino proclaimed his 

force to be the Uberating Army. When a government force of some 1600 well-armed men 

equipped with artillery approached, Aquino's army did not simply disappear into the hills. 

Instead, Aquino met the government troops head on in a pitched battle, and was decisively 
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defeated. Aquino escaped but was soon captured, and was tried and executed in June, 1833. 

His head was displayed as a warning to other potential rebels. Despite his defeat, Aquino's 

perhaps foolish bravery remained an inspiration to rebels a century later, in the 1932 rebellion. 

Although there were some other minor Indian-led rebellions between the 

independence declaration of 1823 and the dissolution of the Central American Federation in 

1840, much of the political violence of this period consisted of warfare between two elite 

factions, the liberals and the conservatives. The conservatives favored a return to Spanish-style 

colonial institutions, supported the privileges of the Roman catholic Church, and wanted a 

strong central government Their main geographical base was in Guatemala City. The liberals 

favored economic reforms, public education, the disestablishment of the Roman Catholic 

Church, and government decentralization. The liberals favored these measures primarily as a 

means to insure their own upward mobility. The liberals drew support from small landowners, 

artisans, professionals, intellectuals, and small merchants, and had their main support base in 

San Salvador. 

The ongoing struggle for power between these two groups led to frequent warfare 

which kept the region in some turmoil between 1821 and 1840. As in Mexico (McHenry, 

1970's), power was often achieved by raising an army and occupying the capital city, rathei than 

by standing for election. Salvadoran armed forces were involved in 40 battles between 

independence and the dissolution of the federation (Karnes, 1961: 94). The Central American 

union began to break down, as tensions increased between Guatemc!a and the rest of the 

federation. When a young Guatemalan pig farmer named Rafael Carrera gained control of the 

Guatemalan government, he withdrew Guatemala from the Central American Federation, thus 
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causing its dissolution. Despite numerOIJS attempts since 1840 at integration of Central America, 

it has never been possible to keep all parties in agreement long enough to create a central 

government This "failure of union," while it represented the dissolution of regional federalism, 

also left EI Salvador an independent, sovereign nation. 

Nationhood (1~18701 

The first years of EI Salvador's existence as an independent nation were marked by a 

continUing struggle between liberals and conseNatives to fill the power vacuum created by 

Spain's withdrawal. carrera invaded EI Salvador and imposed a military strongman, Francisco 

Malespin, as head of the Salvadoran army. Malespin, in what was to become a traditional role for 

military leaders in EI Salvador right up to the 1980's's, made and unmade Salvadoran presidents 

almost at will. The major conflicts of the 1840's and 1850's were conflicts between Central 

~iican nations. Malespin, who became EI Salvador's president in 1844, at various points 

invaded Guatemala and Nicaragua. and sparked a war with Honduras. 

One major conflict of this period was not sparked by warfare between Central American 

nations, and that was the conflict created by the arrival of William Walker in 1855. Walker was an 

American citizen who had been promised some land in Nicaragua in exchange for his aiding the 

liberals to regain the presidency there. Walker and 58 Americans arrived on a ship owned by 

Cornelius Vanderbilt, the American tycoon who controlled the trans-isthmus route across 

Nicaragua Walker, an aggressive adventurer, soon abandoned his liberal backers and assumed 

the presidency of Nicaragua. He then declared English to be the officiai language and re

estab!~shec:l slavery. 
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Not SI.!!'Prisingly, Walker's actions galvanized all of Central America, including EI Salvador. 

The Central American nations stopped fighting among themselves long enough to meet 

Walker's challenge. All of the Central American countries sent armies to battle Walker. The 

statement at the time of the Salvadoran president, Francisco Duenas, is revealing because it 

foreshadows reactions of Salvadoran rebels to U.S.-sponsored attacks on Nicaragua as late as 

the 1980's's. In July 1856 Duenas explained his decision to send troops to fight Walker: 

No Central American who has feelings 01 patriotism can remain as a spectator after such 
an outrageous attack. The government of EI Salvador is not only preparing to send 
massive aid to the government and people of Nicaragua, but will carry its protests to the 
civilized nations of Europe and America. The cause which it will back, sword in hand, 
is that of national honor, of the religion of our fathers, and of our race, whose political and 
cultural existence is threatened, and finally it is the cause of Central America 
(Mestas, 1950: 483). 

Walker, facing armies from each of the Central American republics, soon found himself in 

a hopeless position. The British, who had become a major economic power in the region, were 

selling arms to Walker's opponents in an effort to curtail American expansionism. Even 

Vanderbilt had abandoned Walker in a dispute over rights to the trans-isthmus route. Walker fled 

to an American warship with the remnants of his army. Ever the adventurer, Walker later went to 

Honduras in an attempt to seize power there. He was captured and executed in 1860. 

The Walker affair ultimately produced one of EI Salvador's most popular presidents, 

Gerardo Barrios. Barrios, a liberal, had commanded the 6,OOO-man Salvadoran force which 

helped defeat Walker. Barrios separated church and state, modernized the army and 

educational system,and reorganized the government bureaucracy (Russell, 1984: 21). In 

addition, he distributed coffee seedlings, thus helping to establish EI Salvador's coffee industry. 
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The period of relative progress under Barrios and Francisco Duenas was not unmarred 

by violence, however. The country's economic development was seriously impeded by wars 

with Guatemala in 1844, 1851, and 1863, as well as the war with Honduras in 1845. A tendency 

toward violence in the administration of criminal justice was also revealed by the behavior of 1he 

authorities following an earthquake in San Salvador in 1854. An observer at the time of the 

quake noted, "each thief was immediately judged and shot As the pillagers heard the firing 

squads, they either fled to the countryside, or took more precautions when looting" (Baron 

Castro, 1978: 522). This type of prompt. violent retribution could also be meted out for political 

offenses, as was later demonstrated on a large scale during the matanza of 1932. 

Another legacy of the mid-1800's was the holding of elections which served primarily to 

legitimize the power of military strongmen (Russell, 1984: 22). These strongmen would actually 

take power by means of a coup or invasion from a neighboring state. Once in power, they would 

stage elections so they could claim to be legally elected. Opposition candidates with any chance 

of winning were generally prevented from running. In practice, the way incumbents were ousted 

was not by elections but by the marshalling of superior military force by opponents. Presidents in 

neighboring countries could often be enlisted as allies of such an ouster. This process of military 

overthrows was thus often extended across national boundaries. 

The Coffee Revolution (1Ef71-1929} 

In 1871, the jockeying for power between liberals and conservatives carne to an end. 

Liberal Guatemalan exiles and the liberal Honduran government joined forces to oust Salvadoran 

President Duenas and install the liberal Santiago Gonzalez for the 1871-76 term. Thus inmalled 

in power, the liberals began to put into effect their trade-based model of economic development, 
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and they began to transform EI Salvador into a coffee republic. The main export of the country 

shifted rapidly from indigo to coffee between 1864 and 1891. Land was cleared for coffee 

production, and the system of Indian land ownership was dismanUed. In 1879, the government 

decreed that anyone planting coffee or certain other ca~h crops on ejiodo (communal) land 

would get title to it. To further accelerate the transfer of land to private hands, in 1881 the 

government decreed an end to communal lands, declaring that their very existence was 

"contrary to the economic and social principles that the Republic has accepted" (Browning, 

1971: 205). The economic changes of the coffee revolution facilitated major shifts in 

government as vvell, notably in the development of a modem state apparatus under Rafael 

Zaldivar, president from 1876 to 1885. Such civil institutions as birth registers and civil marriage, 

as well as divorce and secular education, were introduced. Of particular interest here is the way 

in which government policies appear to have contributed to political rebellion. This process can 

be seen by examining two types of rebellion of the period: uprisings by traditionalists and by 

Indians. 

An 1875 uprising in San Miguel illustrates the consequences of the liberal leaders 

attempting to impo...'\e their idees on their more traditional constituency. In that year some 3,000 

to 4,000 people attacked the army barracks, shouting "Long live religion!" The attackers killed 

the governor and the military commander, looted stores, freed some 90 prisoners from jail and 

did an estimated $600,000 worth of damage. 

A somewhat similar, though far more widespread, response to government policy 

occurred among the Indians who vvere being displaced from their land to make way for coffee 

production. A special rural mounted police was created to deal with unrest in the coffee

producing departments, and was later expanded to police the entire country. In addition, in 
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another move toward a modem state, a full-time standing army was created to maintain order in 

these increasingly unstable areas. An armed uprising in Izalco in 1872 was followed by uprisings 

in 1875, 1885, 1888, and 1889 in other coffee-producing areas. These uprisings were violent 

A particular tactic of the rebels was to cut the hands off the agrarian judges "as punishment for 

having divided and distributed the land" (Cardenal, 1980's: 29). The unrest led to strengthening 

of the security forces, but this strengthening in tum led to further uprisings. This process 

appears to confirm that, as noted earlier, the causal path between government repression and 

political violence can work in either direction, and that a correlation between them does not 

necessarily imply causation. 

From 1871 to 1901, all of EI Salvador's presidents owed their position to military action 

(Russell, 1984: 26). Only in 1890 did an orderty process of succession to office begin, and by 

then the coffee elite was firmly entrenched and saw little need for further change. The presence 

of the large standing army served to deter civilians who might try to organize a coup. 

Nevertheless, there were many government opponents, even among the elite, who harbored a 

desire to take over the government A1!. one observer commented in 1918, "The government is 

maintained in office, not by popular respect for authority or by the will of the people, but by force, 

for there are always elements, even among the upper classes, who are awaiting an opportunity to 

overthrow it" (Russell, 1984: 28). This comment might suggest a kind of Pareto-type "circulation 

of elites" as the basis of revoluticn in EI Salvador. However, the quintessential Salvadoran 

revolution, that of 1932, was based primarily among the poorer, peasant classes. 
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The Deplession and the Martinez Era (1930-1944) 

By the beginning of the Great Depression in October 1929. EI Salvador was extremely 

wlnerable to sudden changes in the world coffee market EI Salvador's reliance on income from 

the coffee trade was dramatically demonstrated Vllhen the price of coffee fell 62% from 1928 to 

1932. and the volume exported declined by 25%. EI Salvador had relied on income from coffee 

sales to import 70% of its consumer goods. The sudden decline in coffee export earnings 

resulting from the onset of the depression created a ripple effect throughout the Salvadoran 

economy. Wages fell drastically in the countryside. 

The economic effects of the depression produced governmental and political effects as 

well. Government revenues fell 50% from 1928 to 1931. The government was dependent on 

export and import duties and had no strong tax base. The amount of government revenue 

available for such services as pensions. employees' salaries. and education declined even more 

sharply. We have already seen in discussing the work of Seligson (1987) that government 

expenditures on such areas may play a role in mitigating political instability. Many small growers 

lost their land. and 28% of coffee holdings changed hands in the first year of the depression. 

increasing the concentration of land in the hands of wealthy growers. 

Despite the economic shocks to the system, the coffee oligarchy. which controlled the 

political process. showed little inclination to shift the economy f1NIIBy from agriculture to industry, 

as happened in other Latin American countries. such as Mexico. at this time. Members of the 

elite in general did little to mitigate the effects of the depression. Conservative bankers limited 

credit, further tightening the squeeze on the small farmer and grower. 
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These worsening conditions resulted in a sharp rise in labor and leftist activity. On May 

Day, 1930, some 80,000 workers and peasants marched in San Salvador to demand that labor 

legislation be extended to cover fann workers and guarantee them a minimum wage. The 

population of San Salvador at the time was 90,000 (Russell, 1984: 32). In response, the 

government of Pio Bosque Romero sharply curtailed civil liberties. In mid-1930, political 

meetings, street demonstrations, and the distribution of political material were banned. In turn, 

the leftist unions responded with protest demonstrations. The government declared the 

protests to be insurrections and began mass arrests of participants. In December 1930, eight 

workers were killed by the army in Santa Ana. 

With the return to EI Salvador of leftist leader Farabundo Marti, events in EI Salvador 

moved rapidly toward a general insurrection. On the night of January 7, 1932, fol/owing 

indications of fraud in the municipal elections, members of the Salvadoran Communist party's 

Central Committee met and decided the only remaining response was armed rebellion. The 

rebellion was planned for January 22. Unfortunately for the rebels, the govemment got wind of 

~ plot and arrested the major leaders, including Marti. on January 1 B. It was too late to call off 

the rebellion, however. 

As has been well documented (Anderson, 1971), the western half of the country burst 

into rebellion on the night of January 22. The rebels killed a relatively small number of people: 

perhaps as few as 50 soldiers and 35 civilians. In response, the government unleashed the ~I

known matanza, or massacre, of suspected Communist sympathizers (Anderson, 1971). Since 

there are no lists of those executed, it is impossible to determine accurately their number. 

Estimates of the number killed range as high as 30,000. Anderson (1971), in his classic study 

entitled Matanza, estimated the number of killings at between 6,000 and 10,000. This would 
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government in reprisal. 
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The matanza appears to have been effective at suppressing dissent, or at least in 

eliminating the organizational base for it for many years. Over a generation passed before rural 

organizing began again. General Maximiliano Hernandez Martinez, who had led the matanza, 

presided over the government until 1944. He faced virtually no dissent, despite the fact that he 

decreed a state of siege which remained in effect throughout his 12-year administration. Playing 

on apparenUy groundless fears of renewecllndian uprising. Martinez expanded the repressive 

apparatus. The lack of dissent served other purposes for the Martinez regime. It allowed the 

government to shift much of the decline in income to workers and peasants, thus insulating the 

elite from loss of income. The lack of organized dissent also forced those favoring 

industrialization and modernization back into an alliance with the conservative coffee oligarchy. 

This alliance lasted well into the 1940's and appears to have delayed the diversification of the 

Salvadoran economy. When Martinez finally resigned the presidency in 1944, the way was 

cleared for a period of modernization which many Salvadorans considered long overdue. 

Modernization (1944-1971) 

In the wake of Martinez's departure, the unchallenged power of the coffee oligarchy 

began to show signs of weakening. His successor, Andres Ignacio Menendez, hoped to avoid a 

repetition of the general strike and coup attempt of 1944, which had resulted in some 300 

deaths. Menendez abruptly changed Martinez's style of rule. He permitted labor organizing and 

called for free elections. The military, as is commonly does when it sees its power threatened, 
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staged a coup, led by Colonel Osmin Aguirre. Aguirre, unlike Martinez, had the backing of the 

military, the oligarchy, and the Church. Violence was still an integral part of regime transition in EI 

Salvador during this period. Aguirre's opponents responded to government brutality by placing 

bombs in the houses of Aguirre's officials. By the time an attempt at another general strike had 

failed, over 200 people had been killed. 

As the economy began to be diversified, particularly under the government of Oscar 

Osorio, those favoring modemization and industrialization gained a voice. A counterweight to 

the power of the ccffee oligarchy emerged. The modernizers were later represented by the 

Christian Democratic party (PDC), while the oligarchy and the military came to be represented by 

the party of National Conciliation (PCN). Osorio's political and economic course was to be 

followed for the next 20 years. As part of the diversification of the economy, he shifted emphasis 

from coffee to industry and new crops such as cotton. The government introduced a series of 

reforms, and used high coffee prices to channel money into social programs. Urban, but not 

rural, workers were granted the right to strike. 

The tentative trend toward liberalization in the post-Martinez era seems to have been 

accompanied by relatively low levels of political violence, certainly by comparison with the 1930's 

or 1970'ss. However, there were instances of arrest, torture, murder, and exile of dissidents 

under the regimes of Osorio (1949-56), and Jose Maria Lemus (1956-60), and Julio Rivera 

(1962-57). Many of the government crackdcwms resulted 

from conflict INith urban protesters, particularly students. By the 1960's, it was clear that the 

oligarchy was demanding more repression to quell the mass movements which were calling for 
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demonstrations which left 96 dead in their wake as the military suppressed them. 
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Electoral competition between the Christian Democrats and the PCN was a key feature 

of the politics of the 1960's (Weber, 1979). The small middle class was relatively free to organize 

during this period. The Christian Democrats, under the leadership of Jose Napoleon Duarte, 

began their drive for power in the 1964 elections, and by 1968 had 19 assembly seats to the 

PCN's 27. The rise of the Christian Democrats heralded a new, it tenuous, tolerance for reform. 

Even the PCN's Fidel Sanchez Hernandez, president from 1967 to 1972, declared, "Those who 

combat communism by force are mistaken, thafs not the way, the way is to more evenly distribute 

wealth so minorities don't suppress the majority" (Russell, 1984: 45). However, a familiar pattern 

quickty reappeared, though on a much smaller scale than during the Depression. Coffee prices 

began to fall, heightening social tensions. The situation worsened further when the price of 

cotton also fell. Labor organizations became more militant The government responded with 

violence. 

Perhaps the most important instance of political violence of this period was the 1969 war 

between EI Salvador and Honduras, the so-called "Soccer War." It was so named because it 

broke out soon after the World Cup play-offs between EI Salvador and Honduras. Many authors 

(e.g., Cable, 1969) have been at pains to point out that the real cause of the war was not soccer 

play-offs, hOlN'ever. Tensions had been building for years between the two countries. Some of 

the factors which have been identified include uncertainty about the exact location of the border 

between EI Salvador and Honduras, the unfairness to Honduras of the Central American 

Common Market, and the flow of Salvadorans to Honduras. One favored explanation of the war, 

that it resulted from overpopulation in the area, will receive a detailed examination in the next 
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chapter (Durham, 1979). The war, which lasted only a few weeks, resulted in some 3,000 dead, 

6,000 wounded, and $50 million damage. Interestingly enough, c!2spite such losses, the 

Salvadoran military's increased prestige contributed to substantial PCN gains in the 1970's 

elections, at the expense of the Christian Democrats. 

Stolen Elections and Juntas (1972-1984) 

The political history of EI Salvador in the 1970's's revolves around the election frauds of 

1972 and 1977. These can be seen as attempts at peaceful change which were fNstrated by 

the government's voting fraud, thus contributing to a movement toward violence culminating in 

the outbreak of civil war in 1980's. As the 1972 presidential elections approached, the Christian 

Democrats, under Duarte, felt that their time to be elected had finally arrived. They formed a 

coalition called UNO (National Opposition Union), with Duarte as their presidential candidate. 

The candidate of the military and the oligarchy, representing the PCN, was Col. Arturo Molina, 

Sanchez Hernandez's private secretary. 

The Christian Democrats' hopes were dashed by blatant electoral fraud. When initial 

retums showed Duarte ahead, EI Salvador's media suddenly ceased reporting election retums. 

After a period of secret counting, the Central Elections Council announced that Molina had won. 

Durante and the Christian Democrats were enraged; even the Election Board of San Salvador 

charged that the Central Elections Council had changed the vote tally in the capital (Amson, 

1982: 26). Duarte and UNO had no response to the blatant electoral fraud. Duarte was arrested, 

beaten, and exiled to Venezuela Moderate politicians of the center remained silent, intimidated 

by the increasingly active security forces. 
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The election fraud of 1977 was in many ways similar to the 1972 case, but in 1977 there 

was much more protest, and much more violence. This time the UNO candidate was retired Army 

Colonel Emesto Claramounl The PCN nominated Defense Minister cartos Humberto Romero. 

The extent of the fraud in 1977 shocked even the most cynical observers. Intercepted radio 

transmissions showed military instructions to stuff ballot boxes. UNO inspectors were eviCted 

from voting areas by military groups, who also attacked and intimidated voters. Other fraudulent 

practices included multiple IDs for govemment supporters and putting the dead on wter rolls. 

UNO supporters protested the fraud by occupying the downtown Plaza Uberated, refusing to 

leave until new elections were called. Government forces opened fire on the crowd, killing nearly 

100 people (Amson, 1982: 35). 

The election frauds of 1972 and 1977 convinced many Salvadorans that real change by 

electoral means was impossible, and undoubtedly hastened the growth of guerrilla 

organizations. Opponents of the government came increasingly to believe that violence was the 

only remaining means of effective political change. Government-sponsored killings sparked 

escalating protests, which in turn led to intensified repression and still more protests. A series of 

assassinations of church leaders, including Father Rutilio Grande in 1977 and Archbishop Oscar 

Romero in 1980's, attributed to government supporters, escalated the conflict still further. The 

country was sliding into civil war. 

On October 5, 1979, EI Satvador made one last attempt at peaceful change by means of 

a time-honored Latin American tradition: a bloodless military coup. The junior officers who led it 

promised reforms and included civilians in the new governing junta. It was to be the first of a 
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series 01 juntas. The first junta, like its successors, proved unable to control the increasing 

violence of the military, hO'Never. By early 1980's, the civilians in the government many of them 

Christian Democrats, had resigned in protest A number of them joined the opposition, which 

soon organized itself into the FDR (Democratic Revolutionary Front) and its military wing, the 

FMLN (Farabundo Marti National Uberation Front). During 1980's, human rights groups 

estimated that political killings totalled more than 10,000 (Russell, 1984: 91). Four-fifths of these 

were attributed to government forces and their paramilitary allies. This proportion was typical of 

that reported in these years by the Legal Aid Office of the Archbishopric of EI Salvador and 

similar groups. Human rights organizations have estimated the total number of political killings in 

EI Salvador from 1979 through 1984 at from 40,000 (Amnesty International, 1984) to over 

50,000 (CODEFAM, 1986). The transition to politicaJ violence as a major means of carrying on 

political life in EI Satvador was complete. As Duarte, a junta member in the early 1980's's, 

admitted in his inaugl!ral address after being elected president in 1984, "power on both sides is 

in the hands of those who carry guns." 

In this chapter, we have traced the influence of govemmental factors in the process of 

generating political violence in EI Salvador. This was done first by placing EI Salvador in the 

context of its Central American neighbors, then by examining these factors in the context of 

Salvadoran history. Several wriables emerge from this analysis. Govemmental expenditure 

policies, found by Seligson (1987) to be related to political violence, also appear to have played a 

role in such historical episodes as the undermining of stability during the Great Depression. 

Using tIM:> different measures of repression (Duff and McCamant 1976; Gastil, 1986) and two 

different measures of violence (Duff and McCamant, 1976; Stanley, 1987), we saw that these 

two variables had positive correlations of similar magnitude during the historical periods of 1950-
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1969 &iid 1973-1985. As Duff and McCamant point out, it is important to keep repression and 

violence conceptually separate. As they also note, one should not deny the possibility of a 

conceptual similarity which might inftate the correlation, however. Correlation is not causation, 

and furthermore violence might cause repression just as surely as repression might cause 

violence. This point seems to be strengthened by the numerous instances in the historical 

record in which government action and rebellion appear to have reinforced one another. Protest 

and reprisal seem to have interacted as surely in the rebellions of 1811, 1833, and 1932 as they 

did in the civil conflict of 1979-84. This observation suggests,as though it does not prove, that 

an interactive model of political violence, that is. one that views political violence as a product of 

interaction between government and opposition forces, is potentially more useful and more 

accurate than those models which vieoN political violence primarily as a result of either 

governmental or oppositional action alone. An interactive model is inherently more dynamic than 

the traditional models which VtfNI political violence as, for example, primarily an oppositional 

phenomenon (e.g., Gurr, 1970's). The increase or decrease of civil liberties, for instance, could 

thus be viewed in part as a dynamic response to specific oppositional action, rather than as an 

arbitrary act of a rigid, overbearing state. Finally, the reader will have noted the presence of 

economic factors in what is nominally a discussion of governmental influences. The influences 

of income inequality and export prices are some of the more obvious examples. It was pointed 

out, for example, how governmental expenditure poliCies may act on political violence through 

their influence on income inequality. Here too, an interactive model may be best Government 

policies clearly may influence economic conditions, end economic conditions just as clearly may 

influence government policies. Certainly no complete model of governmental factors in political 

violence can afford to ignore economic factors entirely. 
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This chapter will consider the role of demographic factors in the process of generating 

poIiticaJ violence in EI Salvador. Previous chapters have dealt with the role of economic and 

governmental factors in this process. In addition to politicaJ and economic variables, there are, 

however, important demographic variables which should be considered in developing a relatively 

complete model of the process which leads to political violence. In particular, some authors have 

argued that over-population in developing nations contributes Significantly to the likelihood of 

outbreaks of political instability and violence in these nations (Durham, 1979). Such arguments 

deserve close examination to determine both their theoretical logic and their empirical utility. 

This kind of examination can also serve to explore the possible relevance of human ecology and 

demography to studies of political violence. Most studies of political violence have fallen within 

the purview of traditional political sociology and political scien~. This categorization of academic 

disciplines has had an influence on the types of theories which have most often been used to 

explain political violence. Most theories of political violence, including those discussed earlier in 

this study, have tended to emphasize economic factors, e.g., relative deprivation (Gurr, 1970's) 

or political factors, e.g., resource mobilization (Tilly, 1978) which may contrltlU~t:! to political 

violence. As the fields of human ecology, demography, and population biology have gained 

increasing currency in social science, new models of political violence have been suggested. 

These new models may emphasize such factors as population growth, population density, and 

population migration. Hence it is important to examine the influence of such demographic 

factors in order to develop a complete understanding of the process leading to political violence. 

The present chapter will first consider some demographic theories of political violence. 

Methods of testing these theories, both at the cross-national level and by means of a case study, 
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will be considered. Concepts and definitions, as well as applicable results from cross-national 

research, will be discussed. Then the focus will tum to 8 historical case study of demographic 

factors in EI Satvador, from colonial times up to 1984, which may playa role in political violence. 

Particular attention will be paid to population growth, population density, and population 

migration. The issue of how resource distribution variables (i.e., inequality) interact with 

population variables will be examined closely. In particular, the roles of population growth and 

resource distribution in creating resource scarcity, particularly land scarcity, will be considered. 

The effects of such conditions in the countryside on the potential for collective action and 

political violence will be discussed. Finally, the contribution of human ecology, demography and 

related fields to the study of political violence will be assessed in light of this case study. 

A number of human ecologists and other scholars have developed theoretical 

arguments that demographic factors, notably overpopulation,are important causes of political 

violence. Some of these scholars have written in the tradition of Thomas Malthus, who argued 

that the power of population was indefinitely greater than the power in the earth to produce 

subsistence for man. This principle would cause a strong and constantly operating check on 

population from the difficulty of subsistence (Matthus, 1970's (1798)). Such a check on 

population could operate through resource scarcity, environmental deterioration, or through 

increased conflict and violence. Thus it is not surprising that overpopulation became a favored 

explanation for these problems among many neo-Malthusian human ecologists and other 

scholars. For example, Paul Ehrlich (1968) has argued that "we must take action to reverse the 

deterioration of our environment before population pressure permanently ruins our planet" As 

Durham (1979) points out, William Ophuls has written of a "basic agricultural predicament" in 
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which "ignorance and the sheer pressure on resources from overpopulation" cause land to be 

exploited unwisely, especially in the tropics, where in some areas "a ravenous scourge of 

peasants is virtually devouring the land" (Ophuls, 1977). Georg Borgstrom (1973) draws the 

connection between population pressure and potentially deadly competition, in describing his 

"food and people dilemma" in which "the unquestionable fact remains that a population 

exploSion - completely independent of economic systems - sharpens the struggle for survival." 

In the case of Central America, a number of scholars fO/lowing in much the same neo

Malthusian tradition have attributed the so-called Soccer War of 1969 between EI SalvadOr and 

Honduras to the pressure of population. This war broke out on July 14, 1969, when the armed 

forces of EI Salvador invaded the territory of neighboring Honduras. The attack began a war 

which lasted only 100 hours, but which left several thousand dead on both sides and created 

100,000 homeless and jobless refugees (Durham, 1979: 1). In the foreign press, because the 

outbreak of hostilities came just after three hotly contested soccer games in the qualifying 

rounds for the 1969 World Cup, the conflict was quickly labeled the "Soccer War." In academic 

writings, the conflict was almost as quickly labeled a result of overpopulation. The presence of 

sorr.!e 300,000 Salvadoran immigrants in Honduras in June 1969, which led to expulsions by 

Honduras, was vvidely viewed as triggering the war. The presence of Salvadoran immigrants was, 

in tum, seen as a direct result of overpopulation and insufficient land in densely populated EI 

Salvador. 

In an influential ecology text, Paul Ehrlich, Anne Ehrlich and John Holdren (1977) argue 

that demographic factors are a major cause of political violence. In their section entitied 
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"Population, Resources, and War" they attribute the Soccer War directly to overpopulation. 

They say that in 1969 "the work:! SfNI in miaocosm what may be in store: Two grossly over 

populated Central American countries, EI Salvador and Honduras, went to war against each 

other." After citing statistics on the density of each country (160 people per square kilometer in 

EI Salvador, 22 people per square kilometer in Honduras), they argue that population density per 

square kilometer of arable land is even more crucial. 

In EI Salvador the population per square kilometer of arable land was 300 persons, while 

in Honduras it was only 60 persons. Ehrlich et aJproceed to argue that this population pressure 

causes political violence: "The conflict was ended by the intervention of the Organization of 

American States (OAS). In a precedent-shattering move, the OAS recognized demographic 

factors in its formula for settling the dispute - an international body acknowledged that 

population pressure was a root cause of war" (1977: 908). 

In theoretical terms, the argument of Ehrlich et aJ is disarmingly simple. As population 

increases relati'Je to !! fixed supp!y 01 land and othei resources, resource ~cit'J increases and 

competition for scarce resources intensifies, leading to political violence. In true neo-Malthusian 

fashion, this process is seen as an inexorable demographic one, with little or no role played by 

social structure or economics. Such simple, essentially asocial ecological models are derived in 

large part from work on non-human populations (Durham, 1979; Eisenberg, 1966; Brockelman, 

1969). However, it is difficult to apply such simple models to resource competition in human 

populations, which typically have highly developed social structures. In particular, resource 

scarcity and resulting competition are not Simply a function of increasing numbers of people, but 

may instead reflect social patterns that create unequal access to resources on a local, national, or 

intemationallevel (Bahr et aJ, 1972; Durham, 1979). It should be noted that this factor of 



resource distribution. from human ecology. is similar to the factor of income inequality. from 

political sociology. This similarity means that findings and theories from these two seemingly 

disparate disciplines can both be brought to bear in order to explain political violence. 
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In addition to Ehrlich et B/, several other authors have argued that the Soccer War was 

due to population pressure (Durham. 1979). Shirley Hart (1972) says that ''the short vvar 

between Honduras and EI Salvador in 1969 was clearly attributable to the press of population." 

Similarly. Johannes Overbeek (1976) concludes that the EI Salvador-Honduras conflict provides 

empiricaJ and logical support for the theory that "population pressure makes for hunger wars." 

Yet another author argues that the Soccer War will eventually come to be seen as "the first 

serious 'population' war of the nuclear age" (Kemp, 1970's). All of these arguments tend to view 

the conflict as a result of population pressure. with little attention to the role of resource 

distribution or economic inequality. 

Ehrlich et aJ (1977) argue that finite resources in a world of expanding populations and 

increasing per-capita demands "create a situation ripe for international violence." Indeed, some 

cross-national studies of the role of population pressures in generating wars have found an 

association between population density and international violence. For example, Nazli Choucri 

and Robert C. North (1975) concluded: "Our most important finding is that domestic growth (as 

measured by population density and national income per capita) is generally a strong 

determinant of national expansion. Our investigations have identified strong linkages from 

domestic growth and national expansion to military expenditures, to military expenditures, to 

alliances, and to international international interactions with a relatively high potential for 

violence." A similar argument, identifying economic as well as demographic factors, might be 

made to explain political violence occurring at the national level, as well as at the international 
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whether national or international in scope, must of course be subjected to empirical testing. 

Methods of Testing Demographic Theory 
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Demographic theories of political violence may be tested empirically by means of a 

variety of methods. Two of the most important of these are cross-national analysis and the 

historical case study. Each of these methods has its own advantages and limitations. Cross

national analysis typically employs a relatively large sample of nations and a relatively large 

number of variables. Thus the influence of demographic factors can be compared to the 

influence of a variety of other variables which can be measured at the national level, such as type 

of economy, nature of the government, and so on. These relationships can be investigated 

using statistical techniques such as multiple regression, as employed earlier in this study. The 

advantages of cross-national analysis result from these characteristics. The large number of 

cases allows results which are more generalizable than results from other methods. The ability to 

use multivariate statistical techniques permits the testing of relatively complex theoretical 

models. Cross-national analysis also has certain limitations, however. Data is usually limited to 

statistics available at the national level. Such data is subject to problems of bias, lack of 

comparability across nations, and missing data In recent years, international organizations which 

compile such data have suffered from financial cutbacks, and governments tend to compile data 

. for "cosmetic purposes" (Kidron and Segal. 1987). Despite such problems, cross-national 

analysis remains an important technique in social science. It is clearly useful in attempting to test 

demographic theories of political violence. 
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The second major technique is the historical case st .... dy. This is basically a study 

focused on a single nation, in order to analyze the nation's historical experience with respect to 

cer1ain main variables of interest The rncain criticism leveled at this approach is its relative lack of 

generalizability. Findings from a single nation cannot readily be generalized to the entire world, 

for example. On the other hand, the strength of the case study is its ability to bring to light 

dynamics of a process which may be missed by considering only activity visible at the national 

level. For example, the number of landless peasants in EI Salvador increased much more rapidly 

than did the general population in the 1970's's (Durham, 1979). This fact had important 

implications for collective action and political violence, due to the nature of the country's 

agricultural economy and land-tenure system. Such a dynamic would be obscured if only the 

national population growth figure were used, however. Thus, the historical case study method 

can add significantly to our understanding of the role of demographic factors in the process 

which generates political violence. A case sbJcty can also reveal reN variables which may play an 

important part in the process. These new variables can then be incorporated into hypotheses 

which may be tested later by means of cross-national analysis or other methods. Hence both 

cross-national analysis and the historical case study may contribute significantly to the testing of 

demographic theories of political violence. W2 now turn to a brief consideration of results from 

the cross-national portion of this study, specifically concerning demographic factors as 

contributors to political violence. 

Applicable ResuHs from Cross-National Analysis 

The cross-national portion of this study, it will be recalled, undertook to analyze the 

effect of population density on political violence in a ~ple of countries. Specifically, an 

equation was estimated which stated that political violence is a function of income inequality, 
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government sanctions, and the population density of agricultural land, plus an error term. 

Enough data was available on each of these variables to estimate this equation using fifty~ne 

cases. The demographic factor of interest here is population density. In particular, the indicator 

used was a measure of population density based on population per unit area of agricultural land 

in 1970's (AGDEN70). Data from the World Handbook of PoIiticsJ and Social indicators were 

used. It should be noted that the use 01 the population density per unit area of agricultural land is 

in accord with the argument of Ehrlich et aJ (1917), cited above. They argue that it is population 

density per square kilometer of arable land VJhich is crucial as a root cause of outbreaks of political 

violence such as the Soccer War. 

The results from the cross-national analysis, given earlier in Table 3.2, do not entirely 

support the theory of Ehrlich et al, however. While income inequality and government sanctions 

were found to be significant as contributors to political violence in the regression model, 

population density of agricultural land was not That is, population density of agricultural land was 

not significant compared to income inequality and government sanctions as a contributor to 

poIiticaJ violence. This calls into question the theory of Ehrlich et aJ (1977) that population 

density of arable land directly causes political violence. On the other hand, this result tends to 

support the more complex theory of Durham (1979) that resource distribution variables playa 

greater role than population variables in generating the resource scarcity which leads to violence. 

That is, the social-structural variable (inequality) looms larger in the genesis of political violence 

than does the simple demographic variable (population). To use Durham's terms, the non

Malthusian explanation (Bahr et aJ, 1972) seems preferable to the Malthusian one. 

It should be noted, however, that other explanations of the finding of no significance for 

population density could also be possible. Although this measure covered population density 
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specifically per unit of agricultural land. the measure was taken only at the national level. It is 

cof\Ceivable that population density at the sub-national level. for example on agricultural lands 

designated for transfer to peasants in land reform prcgrams. might have a demonstrable effect 

on political violence in those areas. The cross-national data is incapable of answering this 

question. Therefore an effort will be made to investigate this kind of sub-national dynamic in the 

case study of EI Salvador. 

Population Variables in the History of EI Salvador 

The demographic history of EI Salvador can be understood by examining the variables of 

population grOYlth. population density. and population migration. The main focus will be on the 

period from colonial times up until the time of recent outbreaks of political violence such as the 

Soccer War in 1969 and the outbreak of civil war in 1980's. One of the most fundamental 

variables of interest is population growth. From an estimated pre-conquest level of 500,000, EI 

Salvador's population suffered rapid Icsses in its Indian population in the 1500's due to warfare, 

epidemics, and the slave trade (Durham, 1979: 21). The country did not regain its pre-conquest 

population until the 1800's (see Tab6e 6.1). By that time. however. the population had begun to 

show signs of the "~metrical tendency" in population growth which s...aemed to make EI 

Salvador a prime example of Malthusian population increase. By the early 1900's. exponential 

increase, or what William Vogt (1948) has called "EI Salvador's parabola of misery," was already 

clearly in evidence. In addition, as shown in Tobie 6.1, the average annual growth rate of the 

population had tended to increase over time. One exception to this trerid, the somewhat lower 

growth rate for the 1930-1950 period, may be attributable in part to the demographic 
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consequences of the matanza of 1932, which took some 10,000 lives (Russell, 1984). By the 

time of the Soccer War, however, the population growth rate had reached a record 3.49 percent 

During the 19th century, population increase in EI Salvador was due almost entirely to 

the birth rate exceeding the de~th rate. In 1850, for example, the country had 5,275 recorded 

births and 2,161 recorded deaths (Squier, 1969). Unlike the United States, EI Salvador did not 

receive a large number of European immigrants during the 19th century. The existing 

population density was high and, until the opening of the Panama Canal in 1914, there was no 

direct access by sea (Russell, 1984). 

In the first half of the 20th century, population expansion continued apace. Again, these 

increases were due to an excess of births over deaths. rather than immigration. During the 1920-

24 period, the birth rate was 46.6 per thousand inhabitants and the death rate was 32.8. This 

translates into an annual population increase of 13.8 persons per thousand population. In 1925, 

there were 57.352 recorded births and 32.870 recorded deaths in EI Salvador (EI Salvador. 

1925). 

The three censuses taken in 1950. 1961. and 1971 show continued rapid population 

growth. A decline in the death rate resulted in part from the control of certain diseases which had 

been major causes of death before World War II. Before modern insecticides were introduced, 

malaria caused about 10 percent of deaths. Malaria deaths have since been almost eliminated. 

Other diseases whose mortality was greatly reduced include pneumonia, whooping cough, and 

yellow fever. While the birth rate remained relatively stab:e, the death rate fell from 32.8 per 

thousand in 1924 to 9.2 per thousand in 1983. Thus, the rate of population growth per 

thousand inhabitants has increased greatly, as has the number of inhabitants. From 1970's to 
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1981. the population grew at an annual rate of 2.9 percent (Russell. 1984: 83). A wide gap 

between births and deaths has persisted in recent years. In 1980's, there were 174,200 

recorded births and 32,900 recorded deaths. In terms of population migration, it seems likely 

that the outflow of refugees has lessened the population growth rate in the 1980's's. 

Nevertheless, the estimated population of EI Salvador In 1983 was 5,260,000. EI Salvador is 

thus a country which has continued to experience high rates of population growth, in addition to 

its high rates of political violence. 

In a recent study, T. David Mason (1986) has suggested several mechanisms whereby 

population growth can increase the likelihood of political violence in countries such as EI 

Salvador. He argues that population growth contributes to t'1e breakdown of the legitimacy of 

the clientelist state, a form of government found in countries such as EI Salvador and Guatemala. 

A clientelist state is based on a balance of goods and services transferred, or terms of trade, 

between patrons and clients. If tt.is balance is upset, e.g. if the balance shifts suddenly in favor 

of landowners at the expense of peasants, then the legitimacy of the regime is threatened, and 

the prospects for insurgent violence may be enhanced. Mason argues that population growth 

contributes to precisely this type of breakdown of legitimacy and thus contributes to the 

likelihood of violence. 

EI Salvador has characteristics typical of a clientelist system in transition: the 

predominance of the agricultural sector in the economy, the concentration of land ownership 

(and wealth generally) in the hands of a small oligarchy, the enforcement of the political status 

quo through an authoritarian state controlled by the landed oligarchy in alliance with the military, 

and the emergence of rural insurgencies. These insurgencies, and ensuing political violence, 

emerge amid the erosion of clientelist stability that is catalyzed by the pressures of economic 
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change and demographic transition (Mason, 1986: 184). Population growth contributes to this 

erosion of stability in several ways. 

First, to the extent that the supply of arable land is fixed and its use saturated, population 

growth increased demand for land and generates upward pressures on the sale and rental price 

of that land. Population growth also exerts downward pressures on agricultural wages as labor 

supply increases. In addition, population growth can reduce the economic status of peasants by 

altering the distribution of land tenure arrangements in such a wa;y as to shift more peasants into 

those arrangements that provide little or no protection against subsistence crisis. Specifically, 

population growth can lead to an increase in landlessness, as more and more tenants are 

displaces into the !ar-.dless population. A larger share of the national income must be devoted to 

consumption by this dependent population, draining resources from investment that might 

otherwise provide jobs for the displaced peasants. Finally, population growth can alter the age 

structure of the population, thereby increasing the size of the young male population (Mason, 

1986: 192). Under certain circumstances, increases in the size of the young male population 

have been associated with an increase in civil disorder (Moller, 1968). More specifically, 

increases in the number of politically disaffected young males are associated with an increase in 

civil disorders. Rapid population growth and its accompanying economic and political 

dislocations tend to create precisely those conditions under which large numbers of young 

males become economically displaced and politically disaffected. These young males will 

therefore tend to be willing to participate in civil disorders. As the number of such youths 

increases further with continued population growth, the probability of civil violence also 

increases (Mason, 1986: 193). 
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In EI Salvador, rapid growth in the peasant population accelerated a process of 

displacement of peasants into landlessness and worsened the peasants' bargaining position. In 

1881, the state decreed that all communally held lands must be divided into individual 

small holdings. IndMdual mestizo households were soon forced into financial insolvency, since 

their individual plots were too small to be economically viable as coffee-producing farms. Thus 

the fonner ejido lands were eventually taken over by the oligarchy and consolidated into large 

coffee plantations (Montgomery, 1982: 40-42). The displacement of these peasants into the 

landless segment of the population began to build pressures in the countryside that culminated 

in the abortive peasant revolt of 1932 (Mason, 1986: 202). Thus, Mason argues, population 

growth VYOuld appear to have contributed, however indirectly, to one of the major outbreaks of 

political violence in EI Salvador's history. 

In addition to population growth, another important demographic variable is population 

density (Durham, 19i9). High population density, pa."+:uCi..i:arti on agrICultural land, can create 

intensified competition among agriculturalists for lanet. This competition, in tum, can contribute 

to the likelihood of conflict over the ir.creasingly scarce resources. Tab@e 82 compares the 

population density of agricultural land in EI Salvador in 1892 and 1971. The population 

considered in the table is the economically active population in agriculture, i.e. agriculturalists. 

Thus the population density is indicated by hectares of land per agriculturalist It can be seen 

that the available hectares of land per agriculturalist declined from 7.41 to 1.94 in the period 

covered. This indicates an increase in the population density among a population especially 

susceptible to pressures of resource scarcity, namely rural agriculturalists. 

The data in TC1bfe 8.2 show a rather dramatic decrease in the land available per person. 

The interpretation of this increase in population density seems disarmingly simple: namely, that 
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1892 and 1971, such a Malthusian explanation may seem all the more tempting. 
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However, before uncritically accepting the Malthusian view, one must consider the 

distributional dynamics behind resource scarcity (Durham, 1979: 45). Not only population 

growth, but also the distribution of resources, may cause resource scarcity. That is, not only the 

demographic factor of popUlation, but also the economic factor of inequality, may contribute to 

resource scarcity. This resource scarcity, in tum, may contribute to discontent, collective action, 

and even political violence. What is needed first is a way to compare the effects of population 

growth and distributional dynamics on resource sccrcity. 

PoPUlation and Distribution Factors Com~ 

Table 6.3 offers a way to make this comparison. Tabte 6.3 compares the relative 

inftuence of population growth (the population factor) and land concentration (the distribution 

factor) on land scarcity in EI Salvador. The table compares the land base predicted for 1971 on 

the basis of population growth with the actual land bases reported in the 1971 census for the 

agriculturally active population. TIJbre 6.3 shows the average amount of land available per 

agriculturalist in 1971 by farm-size categories. The "population factor" in the table is obtained by 

dividing the 1982 national average land area per agriculturalist (7.41 hectares) by the 1971 figure 

(1.94 hectares; from Table 6.2). This "population factor" represents the shrinkage of land due to 

population growth in the interval from 1892 to 1971. It is an index of the influence of population 

dynamics on resource scarcity. The "distribution factor" in T~ 6.3 is obtained by dividing the 

1971 national average land base (1.94 hectares) by the average land area in a given farm-size 

category. For example, farms of less than 1.0 hectare averages 0.38 hectare per agriculturalist --
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a figure that is about one-fifth (1:5.11) of the 1971 national average. This "distribution factor" 

represents the additional shrinkage of land due to land concentration, and thus is an index of the 

TABLE 6.1 

Papulation Growth of 8 Salvador, 1570-1971 
Estirnaaed Average 
population annual 

gmwIlinthe 
interval 

1570 77,000 

1778 146,700 0.31% 

1807 200,000 1.07 

1855 394,000 1.42 

1878 554,800 1.50 

1892 703,500 1.71 

1930 1,436,900 1.90 

1950 1,859,500 1.30 

1961 2,523.200 2.81 

1971 3,555,800 3.49 

Source: Adapted from Durham (1979), p. 22. 
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Hec&es 
agrictAnI adiII'e~ ~Ilni perini 
land popuIB!ion egricuIInIsts 

Year (hectares) (persons) 

1892 1,225,000 165,400 7.41 

1971 1,225,000 632,054 1.94 

Source: Adapted from Durham (1979), pp.46-47. 

influence of distributional dynamics on resource scarcity. 

The data in Table 6.3 show that the effects of land concentration (the distribution factor) 

have been greater than the effects of rapid population growth (the population factor) for a full 

50.8 percent of the agricultural population of EI Salvador. For these people, the estimated 1892 

land base ot 7.41 hectares shrank to an average of 0.38 hectare or less by 1971 - nearly a 20-

fold decrease in land availability. Distributional dynamics figured larger in that change than 

population dynamics by a ratio 011.34 to 1 (5.11 against 3.82), or more. In short, economic 

inequality played a greater role than population growth in producing resource scarcity for the 

majority of the agricultural population of EI Salvador between 1892 and 1971. On the other 
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hand, turning to consider the somewhat wealthier minority, about 22.3 percent of the agricultural 

population (those in the 4.0-4.99 hectare class and above) were protected from the full impact of 

population growth by favorable distributional changes after 1892. However, some 77.7 percent 

of the agricultural population (those in the 3.0-3.99 hectare class and below) experienced a 

scarcity greater than that generated by population growth alone, due to distributional dynamics 

(Durham, 1979: 48). In sum, the data in Table 6.3 suggest that distributional dynamics (i.e., 

inequality) must be reckoned with, and a simple Malthusian explanation must be resource 

scarcity, are also consistent with the finding established elsewhere in this study that economic 

inequality plays a key role in the genesis of political violence. By the same token, a simple 

Malthusian demographic model of the process leading to po!!t:=l violence seems inadequate. 

While resource scarcity may indeed contribute to political violence, as argued questioned, when 

considering the causes of resource scarcity. The data in TcbIe 6.3, showing that distributional 

dynamics playa key role in by Ehrlich eta! (1977), it seems likely that economic inequality 

contributes to both. If that is the case, such a finding has important implications for the 

development of a full explanation of political violence. One implication concerns the 

interdisciplinary nature of such an explanation. The idea (from ecology and pcpulation biology) 

that distributional dynamics influence resource scarcity is compatible VYith the idea (from political 

sociology and political science) that economic inequality influences politicaJ violence. The 

implications of such interdiSciplinary explanations will be considered in somewhat more detail 

below. 

Before drawing conclusions and considering implications, there is one more 

demographic factor whose relationship to political violence must be considered. That factor is 

population migration. Durham (1979: 170) found a close correlation between the life-and-death 

consequences of land scarcity and the tendency of the rural poor to leave an area permanently. 
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TABLE 6.3 

PqMMtion and DisIributiDn FCLUs n I.Jmd Scardly 

in 8 SaIvadoi. 1892-1971 

1971 census figures for the 
agriculturally active population 

Farm Size Distribution 
(hectares) of POPUlation 

Landless 21.8% 

Less than 
1.0 29.0 

1.0-1.99 15.6 

2.0-2.99 8.0 

3.0-3.99 3.3 

4.0-4.99 2.8 

5.0-5.99 5.7 

Average hectares 
of land per person 

0.38 

0.82 

121 

1.66 

2.08 

3.10 

Land shrinkage between 
1892 and 1971 due to: 

Population 
1ac1cr 

3.82 

3.82 

3.82 

3.82 

3.82 

3.82 

3.82 

Distribution 
fader 

5.11 

2.37 

1.60 

1.17 

+1.07 

+1.60 

NOTE: The population factor is obtained by dividing the 1892 national average land area per 

agriculturalist (7.41 hectares) by the 1971 figure (1.94 hectares). The distribution factor is 

calculated by dividing the 1971 average figure (1.94 hectares) by the average number of 

hectares per agriculturalist in a given farm-size category. This distribution factor can be read as 

follows: for the 29.0% of the agriculturally active population with plots of less than 1.0 hectare, 

the 1971 national avarage of 1.94 hectares per person was 5.11 times greater than the 0.38 

hectares per person held by persons in that farm-size category. 

Source: Adapted from Durham (1979), p.47. 
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In other words, resource scarcity is associated with population rTligfatiOii. Iii the pa-'.od 

leading up to the Soccer War of 1969, competitive exclusion in EI Salvador forced an increasing 

number of landless and land-poor peasants to migrate to Honduras in search of land to fann. 

Some analysts (e.g., Ehrlich, Ehrlich & Holdren, 1977) have argued that this migration was a 

direct cause of the war. They argue that population migration is a direct cause of political 

violence. However, as Durham notes, distributional dynamics (inequality) playa prominent role in 

both the origins and the consequences of population migration. Furthermore, distributional 

dynamics playa larger role in political violence than does population migration alone. The 

Salvadoran migration to Honduras prior to the 1969 Soccer War exacerbated resource 

competition between large and small farmers in Honduras. Due to pressure from the large 

landowners, the group most affected by the migration, the immigrants were expelled and 

competition within the two countries was converted into competition between them. 

Distributional dynamics thus played a key role in both the emigration of the Salvadorans to 

Honduras and in their expulsion. Therefore it seems clear that the Soccer War cannot accurately 

be described as a population problem, nor as simply a result of population migration. 

As we have seen, both economic inequality and population growth have been advanced 

as the key factor caUSing resource scarcity and accompanying social ills, including political 

violence, in developing countries. The data in Tabie 6..3 show that for most of the agricultural 

population of EI Salvador, the effects of economic inequality have been 
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(A) Neo-Malthusian Interpretati on 

Source: Adapted from Durham (1979), p. 49. 
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The Dynamics of Land Scan:ity WI EJ SatIador. 1892-1971 

ECONOMIC INEQUALITY 

7.41 hectares 

1.45 
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POPULATION 
GROWTH 

(8) Dis tribution Interpretation 

Source: Adapted from D~ .. l!tU!.rn (1979), p. 49 
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greater than the effects of rapid population growth. Distributional dynamics (inequality) figured 

larger than population dynamics in creating land scarcity fo~ these people (Durham, 1979: 47). 

The vast majority (77.7 percent) of EI Satvador'~ agricultural population experienced a scarcity 
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greater than that generated by population growth alone. The more important factor generating 

scarcity was economic inequality. 

This comparison between the distributional dynamics and the population dynamics 

behind scarcity can be clea.1y shown using a diagram. Figu"e 6.1A and B shows two distinct 

interpretations of the dynamics of land scarcity for the landless and land-poor of EI Salvador from 

1892 to 1971. Both diagrams represent, to scale, the land-area reductions of Teble 6.3 resulting 

from population growth and economic inequality. It matters which factor is applied first Figure 

8.1A first applies the population factor to the 1892 land base, thus reducing the average land 

available per agriculturalist to 1.94 hectares in 1971, and then allows for the "modifying" 

influence of economic inequality. This interpretation makes it appear t~at population growth 

accounts for the greater part of the land shrinkage from 1892 to 1971. It appears that a 

hypothetical 5.47 hectares of the Original 7.41 were lost to population growth, and only 1.56 

hectares lost to economic inequality. This is essentially a Malthusian interpretation of the data. 

However, because the distribution factor is actually larger than the population factor for 

this subpopulation, the dynamics of scarcity are more accurately portrayed by Figure 6.1 B. In this 

second Interpretation, the effects of economic inequality are shown first, thus shrinking the 7.41 

hectares of 1892 to a hypothetical 1,45 hectares, and population is then added as the modifying 

influence. This second interpretation shows 5.96 hectares eliminated by economic inequality 

and only 1.07 hectares lost to population growth. Distributional dynamics, therefore, provides a 

better single-factor explanation than population dynamics for the land scarcity experienced by 

the bulk of EI Salvador's agricultural population. To the extent that resource scarcity of this kind 

contributes to social problems such as political violence, it ~ppe13!s. that distribut!o!"lal dynamics 

play a greater part in generating these problems than do population dynamics. 
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Conclusion and Implications 

The idea that distributional dynamics playa greater role than population dynamics in 

creating resource scarcity is compatible with the cross-national finding of this study, that income 

inequality had a greater effect on political violence than did population density. Perhaps the 

most persuasive model of this process is the "combination model" (Durham, 1979: 16), in which 

both population and distribution factors contribute to resource scarcity. There is considerable 

evidence that resource scarcity, in tum, can contribute to the development of social movements, 

agrarian conflicts, and poiitical violence. The experience of the peasants of Namasigue, 

Honduras, in 1969 gives this process a human face. An assembly of these peasants resolved 

(Durham, 1979: 159): 

We have waited sufficient time. Hunger obliges us to act sincEWe have children 
to feed and women who do not even have anything to clothe themselves ... We are all 
agreed on the necessities which are sapping our strength day by day and we no longer 
have a place to sow our subsistence crops... On the following day we will occupy the 
neighboring lands of the municipality. 

The peasants did occupy the lands, on August 25, 1969. They continued the occupation and 

planted their crops. As their statement implies, ecological conditions can playa role in motivating 

people to organize into social movements to take action to improve their conditions. Similarly, 

ecological conditions can create or exacerbate agrarian conflicts. As in EI Salvador, many of the 

large Honduran landowners responded to the campesinos' "land invasions" with force. In June 

1975, following a peasant "invasion" of nearly 120 haciendas in tan depertments of Honduras, a 

local military commander in Olancho sided with the 1and00000ers in organizing an armed attack on a 

peasant training headquarters. Five peasant leaders were killed in the assault; nine additional 

bodies were found on the estate of one of Olancho's wealthiest landowners (Durham, 1979: 

169). Similarly, in EI Salvador, one such "invasion" in the municipality of San Pedro Perulupan 
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was violently repressed in March 1978 by the combined action of the Salvadoran armed forces 

and the rural right-wing paramilitary group called ORDEN. Such cases suggest that one result of 

the resource scarcity generated by distributional and population factors may be political violence. 

If the analysis of this chapter is correct, it has implications for studies in the fields of both 

human ecology and political sociofJogy. The analysis suggests that human ecologists need to 

extend models of resource competition to include a distributional component, i.e. to take 

account of the social organization of inequality. Behavior does not prcceed from a simple 

density-dependent, Malthusian demographic model. Similarly, political sociologists conducting 

studies of behaviors such as political violence do well to include an ecological component. in 

addition to more traditional political and economic variables. The combination model, involving 

both distributional and population factors, can also be applied to other problems associated with 

resource scarcity, such as malnutrition and poverty (Rawson and Valverde, 1976; Reut!inger and 

Selowsky, 1976). To the extent that ecological and demographic variables are incorporated into 

sociological analyses of political violence, they will also begin to influence policy in such fields as 

national security and international relations (Mason, 1986; Wiarda and Wiarda, 1986). Such 

policies are often designed to control and manage factors like social distribution and population. 

However, social distribution and popuiation will also shape the policies themselves. The 

outcome of this interdependence will determine whether the policies tend to exacerbate or 

alleviate violence. 
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At this point in the presentation, we turn to a summary and review of what has been 

learned from this study, and prepare to draw some conclusions. This chapter will first review the 

main points and findings of earlier chapters, in order to draw them together into a coherent 

whole. Particular attention will be paid to presenting in refined form the main thesis of the study. 

This summary will begin with theory and proceed through the methods of the study and the 

cross-national anaJysis. Then the case study chapters concerning economic, governmental and 

demographic factors will be reviEWed. An emphasis will be placed on what has been learned 

about the problems in previous research, and what must be done to improve upon it Then 

some conclusions wiii be presented, based on the entire study. Here again connections will be 

drawn with past and future research in the field of political violence and social science. Finally, 

some implications of the study, both for social science and for the "real worl<~," will be 

considered. In the area of social science, there are implications for concepts and theory, as well 

as for interdi..c;.Giplinary approaches of analysis. What the study suggest about how we know what 

we know will be discussed briefly. In the area of concrete empirical reality, some of the study's 

implications for policy and political violence at the regional and global level will be considered. 

Theory 

It has ffequentiy been noted that inequality has long been thought to be a major source 

of political violence and revolutionary activity (Park, 1986: 127). Aristotle wrote, "Everywhere 

inequality is a cause of revolution ... aJways it is the desire of equality which rises in rebellion" 

(McKeon, 1941). The underlying conditions for revolution implied in the Marxian theory are 

impoverishment of the workers by exploitation and alienation of this working class by severe 

income inequality (Park, 1986: 128). In Democracy in America deTocquevilie wrote. "Remove 

the seoondary causes that have produced the great convulsions of the world and you will almost 
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aJoNays find the principle of inequality at the bottom" (deTocqueville, 19G4 (1835): 266). Hatred 

of inequality and appeal to equality can be found in contemporary revolutionary rhetoric as well as 

in the writings of eighteenth-century intellecWals who infused revolutionary rhetoric as well as in 

the writings of eighteenth-century intellectuals who infused revolutionary ideas with passion 

(Park, 1986: 128). Various authors, including deTocquevilie (1955), Brinton (1965) and Skopol 

(1979) have argued that inequality is not the sole cause of revolution and political violence. 

Infusion of revolutionary ideas, the role of elites, inefficiency of government and external 

inftuence all play important parts in the process of revolution. Nevertheless, it can be argued that 

inequality is a major necessary condition for revolution. A spark could be caused by any 

un€'xpected event, but without the necessary condition, it would not bring about a flame of 

revolution and political violence (Park, 1986: 128). 

As discussed in ChapU 1, political violence may usefully be viewed in terms of a death 

rate per population froiii domestic political conflict (Muller, 1985). This concept is neutral with 

respect to the perpetrators of violence: it does not blame all the violence on revolutionaries. Yet 

this concept also retains a connection to political instability and revolution. This is because it is 

reasonable to assume that the higher the death rate per population from political violence, the 

greater the political instability. As discussed in ChapB" 1, useful theories of political violence 

may be broken down into two main types for convenience. The first type may be called inequality 

theory. It postulates some type or inequality, generally economic inequality, as a major 

independent variable in a chain of events leading to political violence, the dependent variable. 

Inequality theory is usually, though not always, associated with an emphasis on the social

structural origins of behavior (e.g. Gurr, 1970's). The second type of theory may be referred to 

as collective action theory. This type encompasses various versions of the resource mobilization 
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perspective, the collective action model of Tilly (1978), as well as a political process model of 

political violence. Collective action theory generally. though again not always, emphasizes the 

political interaction of competing actors, who make choices based on costs and benefits in order 

to achieve their goals. 

In order for collective action to occur in Tilly's (1978) model, there must be shared 

interest among the challengers who will carry out the collective action. Thc:y must have 

something to gain, and must realize they have something to gain. The interests must possess 

organization or a unifying structure (Tilly, 1978: 54), and must be mobilized, i.e. must collectively 

control significant resources. Beyond this, collective action will not occur unless there is 

sufficient opportunity for ~t, i.e. the present political situation must favor the group's attempts to 

gain its goals. This is the "structure of political opportunities" referred to in the political process 

model. Here is where the effect of variables such as regime repressiveness or government's use 

of coercive sanctions enters the model, in addition to the inequality factor. The effects of these 

variables on political violence can be tested cross-nationally, as well as explored in case studies. 

Some of these effects, derived from both inequality theory and collective action theory, have 

been examined in the cross-naiionai potiion u1 this study, as well as investigated in the 

Salvadoran case study portion. The findings, to be discussed further below, appear to \end 

weight to a form of inequality theory, emphasizing income inequality as its most important factor, 

and modified to account for the influence of regime repressiveness. Some brief criticisms of 

inequality theory and collective action theory may be useful here. 

As noted in ~ 1, both Gurr's (1970's) relative deprivation model and Tilly's (1978) 

collective action model have grown in complexity, expanding their number of variables in order to 

meet objections and accommodate data, to the detriment of simplicity and parsimony. One of 
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the virtues 01 the present research is that its emphasis on a very few central independent 

variables, namely income inequality and regime repressiveness, may help to develop a simpler, 

more parsimonious model of politicaJ violence. A perhaps more serious criticism (Eckstein, 

1980's) concerning the inequality end collective action models is that their fundamental claims 

(e.g. "no political violence can occur without politicized discontent," or "members and· 

challengers constantly contend for power") may be irrefutable in principle. If that is the case, 

then such c!aims in themselves add little to our understanding of the causes of political violence. 

in fairness to Gurr and Tilly, however, the utility of the models must rest on tests of hypotheses 

derived from them, rather than on agreement or disagreement with their assumptions. This 

study has found ample reason to conclude that inequality theory (particularly the income 

inequality variable) and collective action theory (particularly the regime repreSSiveness variable) 

do indeed have utility in explaining political violence. 

As deTocqueville emphasized in his classic statement of inequality theory, there are 

"secondary causes" of political violence which may also be included in a comprehensive theory. 

While the main focus of this research has been on inequality theory and collective action theory, 

there are some other independent variables which are theoretically significant and empirically 

testable, and which ca."'l be m~ntioned briefly here. A number of authors have stressed thet the 

political development of nations, particularly developing nations, occurs not in isolation but in the 

context of the influence of the world economy (Wallerstein, 1974, 1979; Chase-Rubinson, 

1977). A variable which hac; often been proposed as expressing this influence of the world 

economy on political violence in these nations, and particularly in Central America, is economic 

penetration by multinational corporations (Armstrong and Shenk, 1982; Barry and Preusch, 
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1986). This is a "secondary cause" or variable whose effects have been examined cross

nationally and explored in the case study. Another variable which has received considerable 

theoretical attention as a cause 01 political violence, particularly in Central America. is population 

density (Durham, 1979; Mason, 1986). As we have seen, Durham (1979) argues that the effect 

of population density on political violence depends on the distribution of resources, an 

argUfficiit tully compatibl2 'w"Jith inequa!;!:'f th!?(ll"/. A more recent study by Mason (1986) uses 

case studies of EI Salvador and Guatemala to renew the theoretical argument that population 

density contributes directly to the incidence of political violence. The findings of this stlJdy 

appear to support the vie"N that economic penetration by multinational corporations and 

population density should indeed be relegated to "secondary" status, in deTocqueville's sense, 

as causes of political violence. Indeed, one of the main themes emerging from this study is that 

the distribution of resources, and specifICally income inequality, plays a more important role in the 

process of political violence than the other variables stlJdied. The techniques of the study, 

namely cross-national analysis and the country study or case-study method, have been refined 

considerably as the field of analySis of political violence has developed. These techniques, 

along with the data employed, will be briefly discussed before tlJrning to a closer examination of 

the findings. 

Measurement 

In order to form a comprehensive picture of the process which generates political 

violence, and to test some of the explanations discussed above, a research design was 

employed which made use of two approaches: cross-national analysis and a case study 

approach. This st\Jdy used a cross-national approach to test explanations of political violence 

across a relatively large sample of countries inclLlded in the World Handbook of Political and 
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Social Indicators, Volume \II (Taylor and Jodice, 1983a, 1983b). As discussed in ChapEr 2. this 

study also investigated these results in £I. comprehensive case study of political violence in EI 

Salvador. The advantage of a cross-national approach is that a relatively large number of cases 

can be included, thus enhancing the generalizability of the results. Recently compiled data sets 

represent significant progress toward resoMng problems of non-comparability across nations, as 

weil as reducing problems of missing data. A case study of the generation of political violence in 

a specific country, however, can add significantly to our knowledge of the process, inciuding 

elements of the process which may be lost if data is limited to the national level. A case study 

allows the study of variables, e.g. region of the country, which may not be available in the form of 

indicators at the national level. Also, due to differences in attention paid to different countries, 

and the lag time required to compile data sets, even a particularly well-documented case of 

political violence may not show up in cross-national data sets for a long time (Taylor and Jodice, 

1983b: 178-179). The latter appears to be the case for EI Salvador from 1979 to 1984. While 

the political violence in EI Salvador during that time resulted in increased attention, relatively 

thorough documentation, and occasioned many comments from the compilers of World 

Handbook!ll (Taylor and Jodice, 1983a, 1983b), this particular data set, with few exceptions, 

covers events only through about 1978. Hence a cross-national analysis and a case study may 

complement one another in several ways. As noted in Chapter 2. hypotheses which are 

supported by both of these methods of study are likely to be more robust than hypotheses 

which are tested by one or the other method alone. Thus the use of both methods appears 

justified in developing and testing an explanation of political violence which can be generalized 

without obscuring important details of the process. 
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In the cross-national portion of this study, the indicator used for income inequality was 

the percentage of income going to the top twenty percent of the population (Taylor and Jodice, 

1983a, 1983b; Muller, 1985). The indicator for land inequality was the Gini Coefficient of Land 

Inequality (Taylor and Jodice, 1983a: 141). The economic base was measured by Percentage of 

Labor Force in ~riculture. As discussed in Chap1Ier 2. the reliability of these data depends in 

part upon the quality of the basic census or population estimate. Another measurement issue 

involves the extent to which unpaid family workers, usually women, are included in the 

economically active population. Such measurement issues have been taken into account by the 

International Labour Office, which compiled the data for this indicator. As in all cross-national 

studies, however, questions of merlSurement must be considered carefully when interpreting 

data The dependent variable of this study, political violence, was measured by deaths that 

occur from domestic political conflict (Muller, 1985: 51-55; Taylor and Jodice, 1983b: 47 -51). 

The conceptual advantage of this measure in its neutral applicability to both revolutionary and 

governmental violence has been noted above. In addition, Weede (1981: 651) has argup.d that 

this single indicator is preferable to alternatives such as "armed attacks" because there is 

probably less reporting bias for deaths than for armed attacks. Assassinations, another potential 

indicator of political violence, was not usable due to an extremely skewed distribution. Other 

indicators, such as riots and political strikes, appear to measure protest behavior in general, 

rather than political violence. Two other variables were also measured using apparently 

adequate indicators in the World Handbook data set Regime repressiveness was measured 

using the Political Rights Index, which measures freedom of political participation, and the Civil 

Rights Index, which covers judicial protection and the rule of law. Both these indicators range 

from 1 (lease repressive) to 7 (most repressive). They are coded by Raymond D. Gastil and 

published annually by Freedom House. As noted in Chapaer 2. both indexes were available for 
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144 countries, expressed as an average of 1973-79 scores. Population density was measured 

using Densi~ in Relation to Agricultural Land, an indicator which uses agricultural area rather than 

total land area as the base, and is measured in persons per square kilometer. This indicator was 

available for 127 countries circa 1960, and for 152 countries circa 1970's. 

Many of the variables analyzed in the cross-national research described above are also 

susceptible to analysis by means of the case study approach, focusing on a particular country. In 

fact, one of the virtues of this kind of approach is its potential for filling out models generated in 

cross-national analysis. Such a case approach or country study typically includes comparisons 

with other countries (e.3. Midlarsky and Roberts, 1985; Petras et aJ, 1981), even though an 

explicit cross-national focus is no longer adopted. Indeed, the case study of EI Salvador 

conducted here has included comparisons with Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, and 

Nicaragua The case study also typically involves a comprehensive analysis of the social forces 

operating in the country to produce .specific consequences over time. This has been true of this 

case study in its emphasis on economic, govemmental, and demographIC factors in political 

violence. A case study is somewhat like multivariate analysis in that it allows consideration of a 

large number of variables. An important difference is that the case study also allows for the 

discovery of new relationships, in addition to the testing of known relationships. For instance, in 

this case study the suggestion of ChapIer" that land reform can actually contribute to political 

violence is a relationship which is not apparent from cross-national research and has I'lOt 

previously been tested in such research. Based on this insight, however, it would be possible to 

desigr. a cross-national study to test cross-nationally the hypothesis that land rerorm contributes 

to poliacaJ violence. This is an example of how the case study prerented here suggests new 

relationships which can be tested in furtner research. 
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As discussed in ChapIier 2, data on economic base (Rus~II, 1984), income inequality 

(Moran, 1984), land inequality (Simon and Stephens, 1981), regime repressiveness (Taylor and 

Jodice, 1983a. 1983b),population density (Durham, 1979) and political violence (Stanley, 1985) 

form a variety of sources was compiled and used in this case study of EI Salvador. As noted 

earlier, the case study of political violence in EI Salvador was intended to address many of the 

same theoretical explanations as the cross-national analysis. In particular, the case study has 

shed additional light on the debate between inequality theory, as measured by income inequality 

and land inequality, and collective action theory, as measured by regime repressiveness. Taken 

as a whole, the case study appears to reinforce the conclusion of the cross-national analysis that 

income inequality stands out as a more reliable predictor of political violence than the other 

variables studied. In addition, the case study investigated the effect of population density, and, 

by extension, the influence of ecological factors in political conflict. As seen in Chapter 6. the 

influence of ecological factors was found to be considerable, but population density itself was 

not as important as the sociological factor of distribution of resources. A key sociological 

measure of the ecological concept of distribution of resources is income inequality. Hence both 

ecological and sociological analyses reach a similar conclusion by different routes. Hence 

another conclusion to be drawn from this case study is that an interdisciplinary approach to 

problems such as political violence, combining human ecology and political sociology, for 

example, can be v~ fruitful. Such an interdisciplinary approach can not only break down artificial 

distinctions resulting from the academic compartmentalization of knowledge, but can create 

conclusions applicable across a broad range of settings and contexts. This result would not be 

possible from a cross-national analysis alone, conducted as such studies usually are, within a 

narrowly defined, specialized field of study. W~ are now in a position to examine more closely 

the findings from the cross-national analysis and case study portions of this research. 
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Cross-National Analysis 

A3 discussed in ChaptEr 3, the cross-national portion of this study employed a 

regression analysis of data from a sample of countries in order to test some major explanations of 

political violence. Results were obtained from scatterplots and bivariate regression, as well as 

multivariate regression, particularly concerr.ing the relative effects of income inequality and land 

inequality on political violence. Other independent variables studied which may be called 

economic included economic base and penetration by multinational corporations. The analysis 

also examined the influence of government sanctions, a political variable, and population 

density, a demographic variable. Government sanctions comprise censorship of individuals or 

institutions, general restrictions on political activity, and other restrictions on social and political 

behavior (Taylor and Jodice, 1983b: 62). The variables in the analysis differed on the number of 

missing cases. The original sample consisted of137 countries. Political violence and 

government sanctions data were available for all but one case, and population density data were 

available for all cases. As noted in Chapter 3 and in Muller (1985), income inequality data were 

available for 51 countries. Land inequality was available for 48 cases, economic base data for 

112 cases, and multinational penetration for 74 cases. To avoid distortion from the effects of 

missing data, cases with missing values on any variable in a particular analysis were excluded from 

that analysis. This procedure resulted in the exclusion of the Soviet Union and its Eastern 

European allies, as well as Cuba, from the analysis. This is perhaps fortunate because it might be 

argued that the process which generates political violence in socialist bloc countries is quite 

different from the process as it occurs in most Western and dev~oping nations. In particular, the 

role of variables such as government sanctions and multinational penetration may be expected 

to be quite different in state-controlled economies than in capitalist-<:ontrolled economies. In any 
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event, the socialist countries were generally excluded trom the cross-national analysis, and 

therefore the findings from this analysis cannot safely be generalized to include socialist 

countries. This limitation must be borne in mind as conclusions are drawn. The cases remaining 

in the analysis nonetheless appear to represent a reasonable distribution by region of the World, 

and appear to be sufficient in number to perform the regression analyses. 

In the scatterplot analysis of biwria1e relationships, the relationship between death rate 

from political violence, 1973-77, and income inequality, circa 1970's, was found to be a positive 

one. The correlation between the two variables was r - .38, a statistic which is significant at the 

.01 level. Since the logarithmic transformation of the death rate corresponds to a posiiiveiy 

accelerated function, the relationship found between political violence and income inequality 

was positive and curvilinear, i.e. positively accelerated. This functional form is to be expected if 

high inequality produces another factor, e.g. mobilization of discontent, which in tum contributes 

to political violence (Muller, 1985). The slope of the line found in the scatterplot indicated that 

the relationship between income inequality and political violence was fairly strong. This suggests 

that income inequality is an important variable to consider in explaining political violence. 

A similar scatterpJot was used to show the relationship between politicCl.l violence and 

land inequality. A comparison of the two scatterplots revealed that the relationship between 

income inequality and political violence was much stronger than the relationship between land 

inequality and political violen~. This important finding is compatible with another study of 

political violence (Muller and Seligon, 1986) which found that agrarian inequality is relevant only 

to the extenl. that it is associated with inequality in the nationwide distribution of income. This 

finding suggests the conclusion that attempts to prevent political violence solely by addressing 

land inequality, as in many government land refurm programs, will likely fail as long as they do not 



address the more fundamental factor of income inequality. The latter conclusion is al.~ 

reinforced by the experience of land reform in EI Salvador discussed in Chapter 4. 
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In brief, the multivariate anaJyses of Chapter 3 found that income inequality and 

government sanctions were two of the more robust independent variables in analyzing political 

violence, while economic base, multinationnl penetration, and population density were not 

Based on the bivariate scatterplots discussed above, on the analysis of corre/ations between the 

variables, and on the multiple regression &naIyses, we can conclude that income inequaiity and 

government sanctions have the most consistent direct effects on political violence of the 

variables in the general causal model. Six of the eight t-ratios reported in Chapter 3, Table 3.2, 

for these two variables exceeded the 2.00 value identified by Lewis-Beck (1980's: 52) as 

indicating statistical significance. Some caveats should be bon Ie in mind, however. We cannot 

immediately exclude the possibility of indirect effects of other independent variables. For 

example, land inequality may contribute indirectly to political violence through its effect on 

income inequality (Mu"er and Seligson, 1986). Similarly, population density may have an indirect 

effect on political violence by contributing to land inequality (Durham, 1979) and thence 

enhancing income ineqUality. Nonetheless, the cross-national analysis has e~tablished that 

income inequality and government sanctions constitute two of the more important factors which 

contribute to political violence. 

As noted earlier, the use of income inequality ar; an independent variable is compatible 

with the relative deprivation approach, whereas the use of government saflctions as an 

indepsndent variable is compatibte with the resource mobilization approach. These two 

approaches represent, respectively, inequality theory and collectivp. action theory. The finding 

that bott I of these variables contribute significantly and sil"1ultaneously to political violence 
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implies that these two theoretical perspectives may be partly compatible with each other. At 

least, the two perspectives may have to admit that processes derived from the other perspective 

may in fact occur, and form part of the path resulting in political violence. There may be both 

undertying structural factors which contribUie to discontent, and a political process by which that 

discontent becomes mobilized for action. The role of government sanctions, long held to be 

important in creating political violence. is reinforced by the cross-national analysis as a contributor 

to deaths from political violence. The study of major cases of such violence, such as in EI 

Salvador, also adds to the understanding of the specifiC functioning of these variables and will be 

discussed further below. 

To anticipate some of the implications of the findings of this analysis, there is clearly more 

at stake than just the theoret:cal and empirical issues. k. noted in Chapter 3, all too often the 

resources of social science research have been marshalled for the specific purpose of 

preserving (even violent) stability at all costs or destroying (even nonviolent) revolution at all 

costs. The U.S. Army's Project Camelot in Latin America (Robertson, 1981: 46) and the Land of 

the Tiller program in Vietnam (Prosterman, 1981) are two of the more apparent examples. We 

might add the failure of a similar land reform program in EI Salvador (Simon and Stephens, 1981) 

to the list Yet it is clear that social science research need not be tumed toward such ends. A 

thorough and well-grounded understa.'1ding of political instability, revolution and violence could 

aC'.(:Qmpiish something much greater. Senator Frank Church once said that somehow, someday, 

the United States, which began as a revolutionary country itself, would have to leam to live with 

revolution in the Third World. In attempting to understand and analyze revolution, Immanuel 

Wallerstein (1977:><) once wrote, "A revolutionary movement is one that calls calls for a break with 
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routine, that demands sacrifice in the present for a better world in the future." The real utility of 

such a new understanding may lie in enacling the visions of a better world, and not the violence, 

to come to fruition. Beyond this, it might tum First World, and particularly American, social 

science toward its fundamental task of better understanding the rest of the world's countries. 

EI Salvador: Economic Factors 

In ChapIB" 4, the first case-study chapter, the role of economic variables in political 

violence in EI Salvador was consiCered. The chapter focused particularly on three key economic 

variables which had also been examined in the cross-national analysis: income inequality, land 

inequality, and penetration of the economy by multinational corporations. The chapter began by 

analyzing income distribution in EI Salvador, with special emphasis on income inequality and its 

relationship to political violence. Next, the issue of land inequality in EI Salvador was discussed. 

Particular attention was paid to the question of whether land reform has served as an alternative 

to political violence as a means of land redistribution. Another variable analyzed was penetration 

of E! Salvador's economy by multinational corporations. One question analyzed was whether 

multinational penetration preceded or followed outbreaks of political violence. The historical 

analysis of each of these three economic variables - income inequality, land inequality, and 

multinational penetration - was used to determine whether and to what extent they were related 

to outbreaks of l'OIiticai violence, particularly those occurring in 1932 and 1979-84. These two 

time periods were given special attention since they represent major outbreaks of Salvadoran 

political violence, about which considerable information is available concerning conditions in the 

country at the time. It was seen that ttlere are significant similarities, between the 1932 and 

1979-84 periods of political violence. Conditions present during both outbreaks of political 

violence may be vieYIed as more plausible general causes of violence thal'l conditions present 
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during only one outbreak. It was expected that income and land inequality would be present 

during both outbreaks, but that multinational penetratioii would be found to be significant only 

during the second outbreak. An effect cannot precede its cause. Thus, if political violence 

precedes multinational penetration in EI Salvador's history, multinational penetration cannot 

have caused the early political violence. 

In general, the findings of ChapIer .. appear to support these expectations and to be 

compatible \Nith the results of the earlier cross-national analysis. It was found that income 

inequality was pervasive and intense in EI Salvador, and moreover, it tended to increase prior to 

the major outbreaks of political violence in 1932 and 1979-84. The chapter discussed how land 

inequality in EI Salvador has been translated into income inequality ,both through the conversion 

of land to export crops beginning in the late 1800's (Amson, 1982) and through the income 

concentration benefitting the largest landholders between 1961 and 1975 (Montgomery, 1982: 

31). This process in EI Salvador is compatible with the cross-national finding that income 

inequality is a more fundamental contributor to political violence than is land inequality. The 

historical analysis in Ch8pEr 4 of the failure of the Salvadoran land reform program provides 

evidence that land inequality is certainly not the only cause, and possibly not even a major direct 

cause, of political violence. Again, this conclusion is compatible with the cross-national results, in 

which land inequality was not a significant direct cause of political violence. Finally, in discussing 

the penetration of the Salvadoran economy by multinational corporations, Chap1er 4 found that 

while multinational penetration was a significant feature of the Salvadoran economy just prior to 

the 1979-84 outbreak of violence, the vast majority of this penetration occurred well after the 

massive 1932 outbreak of violence. This finding suggests that multinational penetration itself 

cannot explain political violence in EI Salvador. This does not necessarily mean that world 
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economy has no effect on political violence in EI Salvador. Indeed, there may be other 

indicators, such as the flow of international banking capital (Lemoux. 1984) which might capture 

such an effect What these findings do suggest is that those authors (e.g. Armstrong and 

Shenk, 1980's, 1982) who argue that the mere presence of multinational corporations causes 

political violence have a position which should be re-evaluated in further research. 

The \:Onclusions drawn from Chapter .. at least suggest that economic variables are 

important factors in political violence, a finding compatible with other case studies (e.g. Kemper, 

1982) as well as general analysis (e.g. Paige, 1975). The relative importance of economic 

variables is also apparent in comparison to the influence of political and demographic variables 

discussed in Ch!aipe"s 5 and 6. The importance of income inequality as a contributing factor in 

political violence is enhanced by the findings of Chapter 4. This result tends to support the 

conclusions of Muller (1985) and Muller and Seligson (1986). In part. the fundamental 

importance of income inequality derives from the fact that other economic variables, such es land 

inequality and multinational penetration, may act to enhance income inequality. If land inequality 

or multinational penetration did not increase income inequality, then their importance as 

economic causes of political violence would be greatiy reduced. In short, as argued earlier, 

income inequality appears to be e more important and direct cause of political violence than the 

other economic variables studies. If this is the case, the policy implications are significant 

Perhaps most notably, land reform will not serve as a panacea to prevent political violence. 

Despite the enormous resources devoted to land reform by governments, land reform will likely 

not reduce political violence, and may even increase it, as long as the under1ying issue of income 

inequality is not addressed. As Russell (1984) notes, this conclusion appears to hoiti as much 

for Vietnam as for EI Salvador, as the failure of the Land to the Tiller program in each case 



suggests. Finding ways to bring about changes in as fundamental a structural feature of 

:ieveloping economies as income inequality. and doing so without VIOlence. may be the key 

challenge of the future. This challenge will be equally important for researchers and poiicy

makers. 

EI Salvador: GcNemmental FadDrs 
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In ChapEr 5. we examined the roie of governmental factors in the process of generating 

political · .. ;oience in EI Salvador. Two 01 the main variables examined were governmental 

expenditure policies and regime repressiveness. The influence of governmental factors was 

examined using correlations between these variables and political violence. comparison 

between Ei Satvador a:"ld other Central ~rican countries, and a historical anaiysis of 

governmental factors in violence in EI Salvador from colonial times to 1984. As pointed out by 

Taylor and Jodice (1983), students of political instability have shown that elite behavior is an 

extremely important factor in accounting for the level and form of political \liolence within a 

country. A number of studies have examined the effect of governmental coercion on political 

stability (e.g. Duff and McCamant, 1976; Feirabend, Feirabend and Howard, 1972; Markus and 

Nesvold. 1972). 

Conceptually, it is important to distinguish between regime repressiveness, on the one 

hand, and political violence on the other. Regime repressiveness measures the degree of 

political rights, including freedom of political participation. and civil rights, including judicial 

protection and the rule of law. The Political Rights Index and the Civil Rights Index coded by 

Raymond D. Gastil and published annually by Freedom House are one indicator of this variable. 

Both these indicators range from 1 (least repressive) to 7 (most repressive). Tney represent an 
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informed, subjective judgement about the degree of political freedom afforded by the legal 

system of a country at a particular time. In contrast, political violence is conceptualized as actual 

deaths resulting from domestic political conflict (Muller, 1985). While death rate per million 

population is a generally accepted, comparable measure at the cross-national leVel, we also 

made use of raw figures for numbers of deaths in examining the case of EI Salvador (Stanley, 

1987). 

The earlier, exploratory studies of the relationship between regime repressiveness and 

political violence have been supplemented by more sophisticated analyses using a broader data 

base (e.g. Muller, 1985). Muller found that the relationship between regime repressiveness and 

political violence was curvilinear; that is, political violence was highest at intermediate levels of 

regime repressiveness. At the lowest levels of regim~ repressiveness, where the political 

system is relatively open, political action can take nonviolent forms while remaining relatively 

effective. This situation appears to characterize, for example, the contemporary United States. 

At the highest levels of regime repressiveness, in a closed political system, opposition political 

organizing may be virtually impossible. Such conditions appeared to prevail in the Soviet Union 

during the Brezhnev era, for example. There is relatively little political violence under either of 

these extreme conditions. Muller (1985) found that a systP.m of intermediate repressiveness, 

open enough so that political organizing is possible, but too closed to permit effective, 

nonviolent means of political change, is the most conducive to political violence. 

As discussed in ChapB 5, there is evidence that EI Salvador tends to fit this picture of a 

country with an intermediate level of regime repressiveness. Seligson (1987) notes that the 

Central American nations held an intermediate position in degree 01 political democracy 

compared to other parts of the world. This finding is based on Kenneth A. Bolen's (1980's) 
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"PoIiticaJ Democracy Index," a measure generally regarded as one of the best available. Based 

on the Bolen index, EI Salvador held an intermediate position between highly demoaatic 

countries like the United States and highly undemocratic countries like Cuba. Similarly, an 

alternative measure known as the Fitzgibbon-Johnson index (Johnson, 1977) in which scholars 

have rated democratic development in Latin America since 1945, shows that EI Salvador is in an 

intermediate position. In short, EI Salvador appears to be a country of moderate regime 

repressiveness, which Muller found conducive to political violence, particularly when combined 

with severe income inequality. 

Seligson (1987: 180-181) suggests that an important governmental factor in political 

violence in Central America is governmental expenditure policies. The reason for the importance 

of these policies is their relationship to income inequality. Seligson argues that economic growth 

with inequality in Central America has led to political decay in the form 01 increasing political 

violence. He notes that it is well established empiricaJly that income inequality and political 

violence are closely linked (Sigelman and Simpson, 1977; Muller and Seligsof'l, 1985). There is 

evidence that government expenditure policies can lessen income inequality (Seligson, 1987: 

181). One study found that government expenditures on education, social security and welfare, 

housing and community amenities serve to lessen income inequality (Mahler and Katz, 1984). 

Since income inequality has already been found to be closely linked to political violence, 

government expenditure policies appear to be an important governmental factor underlying 

political violence. In EI Salvador, expenditures on education fell dramatically in the 1970's's and 

1980's's, the period of the country's slide into political unrest and civil war. EI Salvador's 

expendirures on social security and welfare remained at a remarkable low level, virtually the 

lowest in the region, during this period. Clearly, EI Salvador's declining education expenditures 
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and lOY/level of social security and welfare expenditures are not sufficient to explain the rising 

political violence during these years. What can be cor.eluded, M:~ver, is that government 

spending policies clearly provided no mechanism for ameliorating EI Salvador's income 

inequality, a knOYln contributor to politics! violence. In keeping with public policy in Central 

America. which generally favors increased inequality (Seligson, 1987: 184), EI Salvador's public 

expenditures appear to constitute an underlying governmental factor which helped set the stage 

for the rise in political violence noted by many observers (e.g. Russetl, 1984: 91) in the late 

1970's and early 1980's. 

In Chapter S. then, we traced the influence of governmental factors in the process of 

generating political violence in EI Salvador. This was done first by placing EI Salvador in the 

context of its Central American neighbors, then by examining these factors in the context of 

Salvadoran history. Several variables emerge from this analysis. Governmental expenditure 

policies, found by Seligson (1987) to be related to political violence, also appear to have played a 

role in such historical episodes as the undermining of stability during the Great Depression. 

Using two different measures of repressiveness (Duff and McCamant, 1976; Gastil, 1986) and 

two different measures of violence (Duff and McCamant. 1976; Stanley, 1987), we saw that 

these two variables had poeltive correlations of similar magnitude during the historical periods of 

1950-1969 and 1973-1985. As Duff and McCamant point out, it is important to keep 

repressiveness and violence conceptually separate. As they also note, one should not deny the 

possibility of a conceptual similarity which might inflate the correlation, hO\Never. Correlation is 

not causation, and furthermore violence might cause repressiveness just as surely as 

repressiveness might cause violence. This point seems to be strengthened by the numerous 

instances in the historicaJ record in which government action and rebellion appear to have 
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reinforced one another. Protest and reprisal seem to have interacted as surely in the rebellions 

of 1811, 1833. and 1932 as they did in the civil conflict of 1979-84. This observation suggests, 

though it does not prove, that an interactive model of political violence, that is, one that views 

political violence as a product of inte:-action between government and opposition forces, is 

potentially more useful and more accurate than those models which view political violence 

primarily as a result of either govemmental or oppositional action alone. An interactive model is 

inherently more dynamic than the traditional models which view political violence as, for example, 

primarily an oppositional phenomenon (e.g. Gurr, 1970's). It is indeed biased to consider political 

violence as caused exclusively by revolutionary forces. As. noted at the outset of this study, and 

as clearly shown by the case of EI Salvador, killings can be just as political, and just as violent, 

when carried out by officially sanctioned government agents, perhaps acting with impunity. 

Likewise, killings carried out by rebel forces acting against the legitimacy of the state must also be 

considered political violence. Including both of these types of killings under the concept of 

political viol€'nce is one of the major reconceptualizations which is sorely needed in the literature. 

An interactive model of political violence has other advantages, too. It allows for analysis of 

political violence in terms of the political process which leads up to it The increase or decrease 

of civil liberties, for example, could thus be viewed as a dynamic response to specific insurgent 

actiQn, rather than as an arbitrary act of a rigid, overbearing state. Such dynamic interactions 

between state forces and their opponents constitute a fertile field for further research. 

EI Salvador: Demographic Factors 

In Chap1er 6, the role of demographic factors in the process of generating political 

violence in EI Salvador was considered. As discussed in that chapter, there are important 

demographic variables which should be considered in developing a relatively complete model of 
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the process which leads to political violence. In pa'iic!.!iar. some authors have argued that 

overpopulation in developing nations contributes significantly to the likelihood of outbreaks of 

political instability and violence in these nations (Durham. 1979). Such arguments deserve close 

examination to determine both their theoretical logic and their empirical utility. This kind of 

examination can also serve to explore the possible relevance of human ecology and 

demography to studies of political violence. As noted earlier. most studies of political violence 

have fa.len within the purview of traditional political sociology and political science. This 

somewhat artificial compartmentalization of academic disciplines has influenced the types of 

theories most often used to explain political violence. Most theories of political violence. 

including those discussed earlier in this study. have tended to emphasize economic factors. 

e.g., relative deprivation (Gurr, 1970's) or political factor:, <:.g., resource mobilization (Tilly, 1978) 

which may contribute to political violence. As the fields of human ecology, demography, and 

population biology have gained increasing currency in social science, new models of political 

violence have been suggested. These new models often emphasize such factors as population 

growth, population density, and population migration. Hence it is important to examine the 

influence of such demographic factors in order to develop a complete understanding of the 

process leading to political violence. 

Chapter 6 first considered some demographic theories of political violence. In particular, 

a contrast was made between nec-Matthusian theories and distribution theories. Neo

Malthusian theories emphasize population pressure and resource scarcity (e.g. Ehrlich et al, 

1977), whereas distribution theories stress social patterns that create unequal access to 

resource (e.g. Bahr et aJ, 1972). The chapter then considered methods of testing these 

theories, both at the cross-national level and by means of a case study. Concepts and 
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definitions of demographic variables, as well as applicable results from the cross-national 

analysis, were discussed. Then the focus turned to a historical case study of demographic 

factors and their potential role in political violence in EI Salvador, from CG!~nial times up to 1984. 

Particular attention was paid to population growth. population density. and population migration. 

The issue of how resource distribution variables (i.e., inequality) interact with population variables 

was examined closely. In particular. the roles of population growth and resource distribution in 

creating resource scarcity, particularly land scarcity, were considered. Finally, the contribution of 

human ecology. demography and related fields to the study 01 political violence were assessed 

in light of the demographic case study. 

As di~!.!!:Sed in ChapIIer 6, a number of human ecologists and other scholars have 

developed theoretical arguments that demographic factors, notably overpopulation, are 

important causes of political violence. Some of these scholars have written in the tradition of 

Thomas Malthus, who argued that the power of population was indefinitely greater than the 

pO'oiver in the earth to produce subsistence for humanity. This principle would cause a strong and 

constantly operating check on population from the difficulty of subsistence (Malthus, 1970's 

(1798)). Such a check on population CQuld operate through resource scarcity, environmental 

deterioration, or through increased conflict and violence. Thus it is not surprising that 

overpopulation became a favored explanation for these problems among many nee-Malthusian 

scholars (e.g. Ehrlich, 1968; Ehrlich et aJ, 1977). 

In theoretical terms, the argument of Ehr1ich et a1 is disarmingly simple. As population 

increases relative to a fixed supply of land and other resources, resource scarcity increases and 

competition for scarce resources intensifies, leading to politics! violence. In true nee-Malthusian 

fashion, this process is seen as an inexorable demographic one, with little or no role played by 
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social structure or economics. Such simple, essentially asocial ecological models are derived in 

large part from work on non-human populations (Eisenberg, 1966; Brockelman, 1969). This 

population pressure argument has been used to explain human events such as the 1969 war 

between El Salvador and Honduras, for example. Durham (1979) shows that the situation is not 

so simple in human populations, hCJ\oWVer, and that resource distribution must be considered. It 

is difficult to apply simple models of resource competition to human ~pulations, which typically 

have highly developed social strucWres. In particular, resource scarcity and resulting 

competition are not simply a function of increasing numbers of people, but may instead reflect 

social patterns that create unequal access to resources on a local, national, or international level 

(Bahr et a/, 1972; Durham, 1979). It should be noted that this factor of re..eource distribution, from 

human ecology, is similar to the factor of income inequality, from political sociology. Hence the 

analysis of Chapter 6, which emphasizes the importance of resource distribution, tends to 

reinforce the main thesis of this study, which emphasizes income inequality as a contributor to 

political violence. 

Another demographic factor whose relationship to political violence was considered is 

population migration. Durham (1979: 170) found a close correlation between the life, and, death 

consequences of resource scarcity and the tendency of the rural poor to leave an area 

permanently. In other words resource scarcity is associated with population migration. Some 

analysts (e.g. Ehrlich et a/, 1977) have argued that such migration was a direct cause of the 1969 

war between EI Salvador and Honduras. They argue that population migration is a direct cause of 

political violence. HO\Never, as Durham notes, distributional dynamics (inequality) playa 

prominent role in both the origins and the consequences of population mi£)ration. Furthermore, 

distributional dynamics play a larger role in political violence than does population migration 
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alone. The Salvadoran migration to Honduras prior to 1969 exacerbated resource competition 

between large and small1armers in Honduras. Due to pressure from the large landowners, the 

group most affected by the migration, the immigrants were expelled, creating friction between 

the two countries. Distributional dynamics thus played a key role in both ths emigration of the 

Salvadorans to Honduras and in their expulsion. Thus is seems clear that the 1969 war cannot 

be accurately described as a population problem, nor as simply a result of population migration. 

In short, there seems to be reason to question the argument that political violence results directly 

from population migration. It may also be noted in passing that political violence can itself 

contribute to population migration, as Stanley (1987) has shown in the case of Salvadoran 

migration to the United States. 

As we have seen, both economic inequality and population growth have been advanced 

as the key factor causing resource scarcity and accompanying social ills, including political 

violence, in developing countries. The analysis in Chapter 6 showed that for most of the 

agricultural population of EI Salvador, the effects of economic inequality have been greater than 

the effects of rapid population growth. Distributional dynamics (inequality) figured larger than 

population dynamics for creating land scarcity for these people (Durham, 1979: 47). The vast 

majority (77.7 percent) of EI Salvador's agricultural population experienced a scarcity greater tha"l 

that generated by population growtt> alone. The more important factor generating scarcity was 

economic inequality. 

The idea that distributional dynamics playa greater I ole than population dynamics in 

creating resource scarcity is compatible with a key cross-national finding of this study, that 

income inequality had a greater effect on political violence than did population density. Perhaps 

the most persuasive model of this process is the "combination model" (Durham, 1979: 16), in 
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which both population and distribution factors contribute to resource scarcity. There is 

considerabla evidence that resource scarcity, in tum, can contribl.'te to the development of 

social movements, agrarian conflicts, and political violence. In August 1969, peasants who 

attributed their action to hunger occupied municipal lands in Namasigue, Honduras (Durham, 

1979: 159). Their action seems to suggest that ecological factors may play a role in social 

movements. In June 1975, following a peasant "invasion" of nearly 120 haciendas in ten 

departments of Honduras, a local military commander in Olancha sided with the landowners in 

organizing an armed attack on a peasant training headquarters. Five peasant leaders were killed 

in the assault; nine additional bodies were found on the estate of one of Olancho's wealthiest 

landowners (Durham, 1979: 169). Similarly, in EI Salvador, one such peasant "invasion" in the 

municipality of San Pedro Perulupan was violently repressed in March 1978 by the combined 

action of the Salvadoran armed forces ~nd the rural right-wing paramilitary group ORDEN. Such 

cases suggest that one result of the resource scarcity generated by distributional and population 

f~tors may be political violence. 

If me analysis of Chapler 6 is correct. it has implications for studies in the fields of both 

human ecology and political sociology. The analysis suggests that human ecologists need to 

extend models of resource competition to include a distributional components, i.e. to take 

account of the social organization of inequality. Behavior does not proceed from a simple 

density-dependent. Malthusian demographic model. Similarly, political sociologists conducting 

studies of beha'J!crs such as political violence would do well to include an ecological component. 

in addition to more traditional political and economic variables. The combination model, involving 

both distributional and population factors, can also be applied to other problems associated with 

resource scarcity such as malnutrition and poverty (Rawson and Valverde, 1976; Reutlinger and 

Selowsky, 1976). To the extent that ecological and demographic variables are incorporated into 
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sociological analysis of political violenCE', they will also begin to influence policy in such fields as 

national security and international relations (Mason, 1986; Wiarda and Wiarda, 1986). Such 

policies are often designed to control and manage factors like social distribution and population. 

However, social distribution and population will also shape the policies themselves. The 

outcome of this interdependence will determine whether the policies tend to exacerbate or 

alleviate violence. 

Conclusions 

In addition to the conclusions of individual chapters enumerated above, there are 

several conclusions which seem to emerge from the study as a whole. These occur at the level 

of concepts, theory, and analytical approaches. These conclusions can be cast in terT'."lS of what 

has been learned ebout needed reformulations in each of these areas, particularly in the study of 

political violence. At the conceptual level, it seems clear that the concept of political violence 

should be reformulated to encompass both violence caused by revolutionaries and violence 

caused by governments. Much confusion and mystiftcation has occurred in the literature on 

political violence due to the tendency to think of it as violence carried O'.It exclusively or even 

primarily by revolutionaries (see Gurr, 1970's; Eckstein, 1980's). If the modem history of EI 

Salvador teaches us anything, it shows that it is possible for the majority of actual violence in a 

time of revolution to be physically cruried out by government forces (Armstrong and Shenk, 

1982). This aspect of the recent conflici in Ei Salvador has forced a new conceptualization of 

political violence. The old concepts, designed to explain why revolutionaries kill people, simply 

could not explain what was happening in a war-torn country where more than half and sometimes 

as many as 80 percent of the deaths were attributed by neutral observers to government forces 

(Russeli, 1984). As stressed earlier, the death of a peasant leader killed by a government-allied 
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death squad should be considered political violence just as surely as the death of a barracks 

commander killed by rebels. Fortunately, a measure of politicaJ violence such as deaths due to 

domestic political conflict helps to resolve this problem. This measure is admirabi)' neutral with 

respect to who carried out the violence. It treats revolutionaries and government forces equally 

in this respect Such a concept of poIiticaJ violence has other advantages, as wei\. Because 

government violence so often occurs in response to revolutionary activity, it is reasonably logical 

to consider such government violence as a result of the same causal sequence which produced 

the revolutionary activity. Therefore the concept of political violence as "deaths due to domestic 

political conftict" retains its theoretical links to the important issues of political instability and 

rel/olution. That is, a theory which explains politicaJ violence in this sense will also contribute at 

least something to our understanding of political instability and revolution, as well. One <.iesirable 

property of a theory is that it suggests explanations for related concepts, and n(lt solely for one 

narrowly defined phenomenon (Von BretzE:1 &nd Nagasawa, 1977). The fruitful and theoretically 

interesting relationship between political violence and revolution can be explored, however, 

without making the assumption that all political violence is physically carried out by 

revolUtionaries. This assumption is all too common in the previously published literature on 

political violence. The experience of EI Salvador and the evidence of this study \eave little doubt 

that this assumption is, simply put, erroneous. To put the matter somewhat bluntly, there should 

be no excuse for making this particular erroneous assumption again in future studies of political 

violen~. 

There is room for some reformulation in the area of theory, as well. As noted earlier, a 

main thesis which emerges repeatedly from this study is that income inequality is more important 

contributor to political violence than the other variables studied. This suggests that the srudy 
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provides some support for what has been termed inequality theory. namely a theoretical tradition 

dating back m Aristotle which hypothesized economic inequality as a fundamental cause of 

revolution. As we have seen, this tradition has been carried on in various forms by authors 

ranging from deTocquevilie (1835) to Gurr (1970's) and Park (1986). HO\Never. it may be a 

mistake to consider particular theories. especially \Nell-established ones. as rigid. separate 

entities. The findings of this study also allow for an influence of a competing theoretical tradition. 

collective action theory (e.g. Tilly. 1978) at least in assessing the effect of the regime 

repressiveness variable. If both income inequality and regime repressiveness can contribute to 

political violence. as both Muller (1985) and this study have found, then perhaps inequality 

theory and collective action theory should be regarded as compatible with each other or even 

combined together into a new theory. It would be rather pompous to politicio-economic theory, 

to account for the fact that it included independent variables which have traditionally been 

regarded as "political" (regime repressiveness) and "economic" (income inequality). Perhaps 

Durham's (1979) notion of a "combination model." essentially a theory which includes variables 

from two or more domains. is a simpler and better way to nl<lke the same point. Durham used this 

idea to combine population factors (from the domain of demography) -.yjth distribution factors 

(from the domain Clf political sociology). The same type of combination model can surely be used 

to combine factors from the domains of inequality theory and collective action theory. or from 

economic GOd political domains. In assessing the state of theory in this area. there appears to be 

a situation which might be termed "theory lag." We have the technical mean~ to develop and test 

theories in the form of equations and thereby identify important new sets of variables relatively 

quicldy. This technical testing process occurs so quickly. in fact. that \Ne may have trouble 

labeling and categorizing the n~w theories which Sloe thus generated. In the future, it may 
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become more important to test existing theory and generate new theory, and less important to 

label the theory as, for example, "economic" or as belonging to a particular classic tradition. 

This brings us to the third level at which conclusions may be drawn, namely at the level of 

analytic approaches in social science. If theories can be combined where justified, so can 

analytic approaches, or disciplines, leading to the concept of "interdisciplinary" studies 

(Cummings, 1989; Etzioni, 1989). It should be stressed that this combining should no~ be done 

haphazardly, but only where logical and empirical foundations are reasonably solid. Ecology and 

demography, for example, are so closely related, to each other and to sociology, that institutional 

divisions between them appear increasingly artificial. This is apparent from the analysis of political 

violence in Chapter 6, which could be variously labeled as ecological, demographic, or 

sociological, without doing violence to its findings. As Immanuel Wallerstein has argued, social 

inquiry is heading in the direction of an increasingly unified, interdisciplinary model which will 

break down many traditional divisions between academic subjects. This study, in combining 

political and economic variables (Chapter S) and in combining demographic and sociological 

approaches (Chapter 6) seems to ler.d support to the idea that such interdisciplinary methods of 

study have useful applications in social science. 

Implicit in this study is the idea that economic inequality wi" also contribute to political 

violence in the case of many countries and in many circumstances, beyond those directly 

examined in the study. This notion of Qeneralizability is also suggested by identifying the study, 

at least in part, with a classic theoretical tradition, which has been termed inequality theory and 

which has been applied across a wide variety of social contexts and historical periods. It may be 

useful to examine briefly sc.'Tle other cases in which an inequality theory of political violence and 
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theory, but rather to give a better sense of its possibfe scope mld future modifications. 
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Turning first to the case of Latin America, La Violencia in Colombia was one of the most 

violent civil wars of the post-World War II era It did not result in the overthrow of an existing 

government, but produced a great deal of political violence. An indirect consequence has been 

the instability of Colombian govemments that could not contain the violence (Midlarsky, 1986). 

In a recent study Hamby (1986) has shown that economic inequality contributed to the violence. 

Specifically, Hamby shows that the inequality among economic classes was most severe in the 

v..'estern coffee-producing region in which La Violencia was also most intense. Approximately 80 

percent of the deaths in the second and third phase of La Violencia occurred in this region of 

the greatest inequality of landholdings and income in all of Colombia Hamby stresses that not 

only land ownership but also impor1ant income variations existed (1986: 82). Hamby argues that 

the covariants of political violence, particularly economic inequality, in La Violencia during 1948-

1964 were like~f similar to covariants elsewhere, despite the attributiun of a uniquely violent 

character to Colombian politics. Not only has growing inequality covaried with fatalities resulting 

from political violence in La VlOIencis, Hamby argues, but also, as Midlarsky (1982) has 

demonstrated in both multinatioilai arR:i case analyses, inequality can have interactive or 

multiplicative effects with other factors such as population growth. Thus, whether or not 

Colombians have been more violent than other nationalities, comparisons of spatial and temporal 

variations in deaths resultin~ from political violence INithin Colombia can be parUy explained by 

the same covariants that affect political violence elsewhere in the world (Hamby, 1936: 90). 

It has already been noted that inequality theory can be usefu: in explaining the origin of 

revolutionary movements. Two recent cases from very different societies can serve to illustrate 
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this point Simon (1986) develops relationships oory"/2en inequality and the origins of the 

SoUdarity RiUvement in Poland which clearty posed a threat to the stability of the Communist 

regime. A consequence of the Communist ideology at least at the level of ideas in the 

legitimation of the concept of equality (Mioiarsky, 1966). A new generation of Poles had grown 

to adulthood since the imposition of Communist rule and therefore had been exposed to this 

concept At the same time, as Simon documents, the economy has been unable to meet the 

expectations of equality. A consequence of this failure has been a discernible and measurable 

increase in inequality in Poland during the 1970's's just preceding and coterminous with the rise 

of the Solidarity movement This implies that income inequality in socialist societies can produce 

social movements which at least nominally are capable of threatening a regime. The relative 

importance of ideological and economic factors in socialist societies warrants further 

investigation. In addition, the conditions which determine whether such a movement results in 

political violence also merit further research. It appears that regime repressiveness in Poland 

remained low enough that no!'wiolent political action remained possible and the movement 

became reformist The conditions for massive violence were not reached. Factors mitigating 

regime repressiveness may h:lve included international publicity and lack of regime resources. 

Another recent case of a revolutionary movement in which inequality seems to have 

played a role is the case of Iran. This was a true revolution in which the regime was overthrown, 

the social base transformed and which was followed by considerable political violence. Nejad 

(1986) h~ at.1empted to explain why the revolution was urban-based, and how uneven 

economic progress contributed to the demise of the Shah's regime. His study found that urban 

income inequality and urban economic hardship was the most significant factor in the 

revolUtionary process (1986: 105). The groups most acthie in the revolution were those who 

suffered most from income inequality. Obviously, the revolution took a religious form, but the 
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content was not a religious one. Wke most revolutions. the Iranian revolution was rooted in 

inequality. but unlike many in this century it was urban-based. The revolution occurred in the 

cities of Iran where gross inequality in income and expenditure prevailed. 

The cases of Colombia, Poland and Iran suggest that inequality theory has applicability in 

various social and historical situations. They also suggest areas in which the theory may require 

m~ification and improvement The ability to explain differences between revolutionary 

movements in socialist and capitalist societies would be beneficial. for instance. Further research 

on that issue has taken on a new urgency in the light of recent political changes in the Soviet 

Union. Eastern Europe. and China A particularly important area where further work is needed is 

in clarifying the reasons why some revolutionary movements are nonviolent while others are 

violent. Nonviolent revolution is increasingly important. though often overlooked because it is 

rare. The successful 1944 drive to remove General Hemandez Martinez from power is probably 

the closest EI Salvador has come to a nonviolent revolution (one which neither used much 

violence nor resulted in much violence by the govemment). One of the main reasons for 

::attempting to understand the social conditions which result in violence is to attempt to 

understand the social ccmditions which result in nonviolence. not only in the sense of a lack of 

killings. but in the sense of nonviolent revolution. The real significance of nonviolent revolution 

is that it represents the possibility of genuii1e change without massive deaths. It is fair to say that 

in fields such as history. political science. and also sociology. there has been an interest in 

violence which has bordered on fascination. This interest no doubt has been in part related to 

the rote of violence as a means of exercising power. As the forms of power evolve and multiply. 

and become increasingly reflected in political and social movements and institutions. then the 

concems of social science will also shift. This shift may only be complete when studies of 
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nonviolence outnumber studies of violence. Whatever knowledge has been gained from all the 

studies of violence will be justified if it is used to facilitate tr.at change rather than to hinder it 
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